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representing RE languages by one-sided internal 
contextual languages* 
A. Ehrenfeucht 1 A. Mateescu * Gh. Paun * 
G. Rozenberg + § A. Salomaa * 
A b s t r a c t 
In this paper we prove that each recursively enumerable language L can 
be written in the form L — cutd(L' fl R), where L' is a language generated 
by a one-sided internal contextual grammar witli context-free choice, R is a 
regular language, and cutd is the operation which removes the prefix bounded 
by the special symbol d, which appears exactly once in the strings for which 
cutd is defined. 
However, the context-free choice sets are always deterministic linear lan-
guages of a very simple form. Similar representations can be obtained using 
one-sided contextual grammars with finite choice and with erased or with 
erasing contexts. 
K e y w o r d s . Formal languages, contextual grammars, recursively enumer-
able languages. 
1 Introduction 
In [3] it is proved that each recursively enumerable language L can be written in the 
form L — cutd(L' D R), where L' is a finite choice internal contextual language, R 
is a regular language, and cutd is the operation which removes the prefix; bounded 
by the special symbol d, which appears exactly once in the strings for which cutd is 
defined. It is also asked in [3] whether or not the language L' can be generated by 
an internal contextual grammar with one-sided contexts only, and it is conjectured 
that the answer is negative. We prove that each recursively enumerable language 
L can be written in the form L = cutd(L' fl R), where V is a language generated 
by a one-sided internal contextual grammar with context-free choice, R is a regular 
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language, and cutj is the operation which removes the prefix bounded by the special 
symbol d, which appears exactly once in the strings for which cutd is defined. 
An internal contextual (ic, for short) grammar (as introduced in [9], as a coun- -
terpaxt of external contextual grammars in [7]), consists of an alphabet, a finite set 
of starting strings (axioms), and a finite set of context adjoining productions of the 
form (C, u$v), where C is a finite set of strings and u,v are strings over the given 
alphabet. For each x € C we can assume that there is a rewriting rule x —> uxv (the 
context (u,v) is adjoined to x). When all productions are of the form (C, $v), then 
we say that the grammar is a one-sided one. All the strings obtained by finitely 
many adjoinings, starting from axioms, constitute the language generated by the 
grammar. When all sets C are of a given type F, we say that the grammar has 
F-choice (or ^-selection). 
The family of languages generated by a (one-sided) ic grammar with finite choice 
includes strictly the family of regular languages, is incomparable with each family 
intermediate between those of linear and of context-free languages and is strictly 
included in the family of context-sensitive languages [8], [10]. 
In [3] it is proved that every recursively enumerable (RE, for short) language L 
can be written as L = cutd(L' n R), where L' is a finite choice ic language, R is 
a regular language and cutd is the operation which maps x\dx2 into x^, providing 
X\X2 contains no occurrence of d. The last section of [3] asks wheter or not L' above 
can be a one-sided ic language. In [10] it is shown that the restriction to one-sided 
contexts decreases strictly the power of ic grammars, for all types of selection, which 
leads to the conjecture in [3] that the answer to this problem is negative. However, 
all context-free languages L can be written as L = h(L' fi R), for h a week coding, 
L' a finite choice one-sided ic language, and R a regular set. Moreover, there are 
non-context-free languages which can be represented in this way. 
Here we contribute to this question by proving that for each RE language L 
there is a one-sided ic language L' with context-free selection and a regular language 
R such that L = cutd(L' fl R). Therefore, we pay the price of using a one-sided ic 
language in the representation in [3] by involving context-free languages as choice 
sets. In fact, the used context-free languages are of three particular types, namely 
finite, deterministic linear, or of the form where z is a string of length 
two and Li is a deterministic linear language. Further arguments supporting the 
conjecture in [3] are also discussed. It is shown that representations ELS above can be 
obtained when using grammars with finite selection, providing we also use erased 
or erasing contexts, in the sense of [10]. 
The proof of our results makes use of the one-sided normal form for context-
sensitive grammars, [11]. 
2 Formal language prerequisites 
We refer to [12] for basic formal language notions and results we use here, and we 
specify only some notations. 
For an alphabet V, V* is the free monoid generated by V, A is the empty string, 
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| x | is the length of x G V*, \ x |a is the number of occurrences of the symbol a in 
x, and V+ = V* — {A}. A morphism h : V* U* is called coding if h(a) G U for 
all a G V and week coding if h(a) £ U Li {A} for all a G V. 
The left quotient of a language L2 with respect to a language L\ is: 
Li\L2 = {iv | uw € L2 for some u G Li} . 
For the alphabet Vn = {a\,bi,... ,an,bn}, the Dyck language Dn is defined as 
the smallest set E C V* such that: 
1) A G E, 
2) if x, y e E, then xy G E, 
3) if x G E, then xiaibix2 G E for all 1 < i < n and x\x2 G V* such that 
X — XIX2. 
A Chomsky grammar is written in the form G = (N, T, S, P), where N is the 
nonterminal alphabet, T is the terminal alphabet, S G TV is the axiom, and P is 
the set of productions. The families of finite, regular, linear, context-free, context-
sensitive, recursively enumerable and of arbitrary languages are denoted by FIN, 
REG, LIN, CF, CS, RE, ARB, respectively. 
3 Internal contextual grammars 
Let F be a family of languages. An ic grammar (with F choice) is a triple 
G = (V, M, P) 
where V is an alphabet, M is a finite set of strings over V, and P is a finite set of 
pairs (C,u$v), where C G F, u,v are strings over V and $ is a special symbol not 
in V. 
The elements of M are called axioms, those of P are called productions', for a 
production 7r = (C,u$v), C is called the selector and (u, v) the context of 7r. 
For any ic grammar G = (V, M, P) and x,y G V*, we write x => y iff x = x\zx2, 
y = x\uzvx2 and (C,u$v) is a production of P with z G C. Denoting by =>* the 
reflexive and transitive closure of =>, the language generated by G is defined by: 
L(G) - {y G V* | x =>* y for some x G M}. 
If all productions of P are of the form (C, $t>), then we say that G is a one-sided 
ic grammar. 
We denote by IC{F) the family of languages generated by ic grammars with F-
choice and by 1IC(F) the family of languages generated by one-sided ic grammars 
with F choice. 
Proofs of the following results can be found in [8], [9], [10], [3] : 
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1) REG C 1 IC(FIN) C IC{CS) C CS 
2) IC(FIN) C IC(REG) C IC(CF) C IC{CS) C IC(RE) 
3) for all F containing the finite languages, 1IC(F) and IC(F) are incomparable 
with each family F' such that LIN C F' C CF (there are linear languages 
not in IC(ARB) and there are non-context-free languages in 1 IC(FIN)). 
For instance, the linear language 
L = a+ U {anbn | n > 1} 
is not in IC(ARB) [8]. Consider also the ic grammar 
G = ({a,b,c,d,e},{a},P), 
P = {(a, Uc), (a, $cb), (cbbc, $6), (bccb, $c), (ebb, $d),{bcc, $e)}. 
(Usually we write the singleton languages {z} without parenthesis.) 
In [3] it is proved that 
L(G) n a(cbb)+(de)+ = {a(cbb)n (de)m \m>l,n> 4m + 2{im~1 - l ) /3 , n even}, 
which implies that L(G) is not a context-free language. 
4 Representing RE languages using ic languages 
For an alphabet V and a symbol d ^ V, we define the operation 
cutd : V*dV* V* 
cutd(xidx2) =X2,XI,X2 6 V*. 
The main result in [3] is 
Theorem 1 Every language L g RE can be written in the form L = cut¿(L' n 
R), for V e IC(FIN), R& REG. 
Because we shall use here a similar idea, we recall the construction in [3] : 
Take LCV*, Le RÉ, and a type 0 grammar for L, G = (N, V, S, P). Denote 
lhs(P) = {u £ (N U V)* | u v £ P) 
(the left hand sides of rules in P) and consider the new symbols [ , ] , ! " , # • We 
construct the ic grammar 
G = ( A r u V U { [ , ] , h , # } , { S # } , P ' ) 
with P1 containing the following productions : 
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1) (u, [S]u), for each u —> v G P, 
2) (a[u ] ,h$a) ,aeJVU^ue! / is (P) , 
3) (a 1-/3,1- $a), for a, /? 6 TV U V, 
4) (a# ,h $a), for a G V. 
Consider also the regular language 
R = ({[«] I u G lhs(P)} U {h Q I a G TV U V})*#V. 
Then 
cut#(L{G')NR) = L(G). 
The symbols [, ], b are called killers ; a pair [ ] kills all symbols bracketed by [ and 
], whereas I- kills the symbol to the right of it. The intersection with R ensures 
that rules of type 1 are applied to alive symbols only, killing the substring u of the 
current string and introducing the alive string v. Rules of type 2 and 3 move alive 
symbols from the left to the right, crossing over dead symbols. By rules of type 4, 
the alive terminal symbols can be transported to the right of # . Eventually a string 
of the form i o # z is obtained, with w containing only killers and dead symbols and 
z G L(G). 
The main result of the present paper is: 
Theorem 2 Every language L G RE can be written in the form L = cutd(L' fi 
R), wi th L' £ IIC{CF) and R G REG. 
Proof Let us recall a result from [11]. A (grammatical) transformation (often 
also called a rewriting system) is a triple T = (TV, T, P), where TV is a nonterminal 
alphabet, T is a terminal alphabet and P is a finite set of rewriting rules over TVUT. 
For a language L C TV* we define 
T{L) = {a; G T* | y =>* x for some y G L}. 
According to Theorem 3 and the remarks following it in [11] (see also [6]), each 
language L G CS, L C T*, can be written in the form L = T(L0), FOR a regular 
language LQ C TV* and r = (TV, T, P) a transformation with the productions in P 
of the forms 
A ^ B, AB ->• AC, A a, for A,B,C G TV, a € T. 
Note that r contains either context-free rules or left-context rules AB —> AC (no 
one of them increasing the length of the current string). 
Let us now take a language L G RE, L C T*. There are two new symbols 
b,c £ T, and a language L' C b*CL, V G CS, such that for every w £ L there 
is a string blcw in L'. We denote X" = T U {b, c}. For this language L', consider 
L0 G REG, and r as above, r = (TV0, T', P), L0 C TV*, such that TV0 n V = 0 and 
V = T{L0). Take a grammar GO = (TVi(TV0, X 0 l P 0 ) with TVjHTVo = 0, NI PIT" = 0, 
generating LQ, with TVi = TV{ U {XF} and with the rules in PQ of the forms 
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a) XI - > X2A, f o r XI G N[,C2 ENUAE N0, 
b) XF A. 
(Such a grammar always exists for a regular language: take a left-regular grammar 
and replace each terminal rule X-TABYX-^XFA, then add the rule XF —> A .) 
We construct the ic grammar 
G = (W,M,P') 
with W = Ni U N0 U T" U {], d), for d a new symbol, M = { X 0 } and P' contains 
the following productions: 
1) ( X I . S ^ A ) , for X ! X2A G PO,X! G N[,X2 G NUA G N0, 
2) ( A : / , $ ] ) , 
:3) (A, $]a), for A -4 a G P, ,4 G Â o, a G N0 U T', 
4) ( A B , $] ]AC) , for AB A C G P, A , B , C G N0, 
5) ({ax]!1 ' | x G (7V0 U T ' ) + } , $]a), for a G N0 U T\ 
6) | x G (./Vo UT')+}+6*c,$(i) 
Consider also the regular language 
R= { X ] | X G JVIJ+IAT/JXJVO U T ' U {]>.)*DT*. 
We claim that: 
L = cutd{L{G) n R) (*) 
Note that only the productions in groups 5,6 contain selectors which are not sin-
gleton languages. 
Assume JV0UT' = { a i , . . . , an} and consider the Dyck.language Dn. We define 
the coding <p by <p(ai) = a^ y>(bi) =], for 1 < i < n. 
The intuition behind the previous construction is the following. The symbol ] is 
a killer. Each occurrence of ] kills a symbol a in iVo U T" according to the following 
rules: 
1) if x = X\Q\X2, for a G Ni, then the specified occurrence of A is killed by the 
specified occurrence of ], 
2) if x = x!a]x2]^]x3, for a 6 N0UT' and x2 G (N0\JT')*, then a is killed by 
the occurrence of ] in front of £3. 
The productions of type 1,2 in P' produce a string in Go, together with a 
sequence of dead symbols and killers. The productions of type 3,4 simulate corre-
sponding rules in r. The productions of type 5 move alive symbols from left to the 
right, across dead symbols and killers. This is useful both for preparing substrings 
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AB for productions of type 4 and for transporting to the right alive copies of ter-
minals. In order to obtain a string in R we must use exactly once the production of 
type 6. This ĉhecks whether the pairs X], X £ AY, appears in the left of symbols 
used when simulating the work of r and that all symbols in the left of d are either 
killers or dead symbols (hence the derivation in T is terminal), or alive b and c. 
The inclusion L C cutd(L(G) fl R) can be easily proved. Namely, take a deriva-
tion in the grammar Go, 
X0 XxAi X2A2Ai =>...=> XkAk ... A2AX => Ak ... A2Ai 
According to the form of productions of Go, Xk = Xf and Xt ^ Xf for all 
1 < i < k — 1. Consider also a derivation in r starting from Ak ... A2A\. 
wo = Ak ... A2Ai => w\ w2 => ... =>ws = blcw, 
for some w £ T*, w £ L, i > 0 . 
The derivation 
X0 => XojXiAi XojX^X^Ai =>... 
...=> ... Xk^]XfAk ... A2 At => X0] Xi]... Xk~i]Xf]Ak ... A2Ai 
is obviously possible in G. 
For a string 2 generated by G, let us denote by alive (z) the string obtained by 
erasing the dead symbols and the killers from z. Then 
alive (Xo]X x ] . . . ]Xf]Ak ... A2AX) = Ak... A2Ai = w0 
and 
... Xk^)Xf}Ak ... A2Ai => Xo jX j ] . . . Xf}w[ 
can be obtained in G with alive (X 0 ]X i ] . . . Xf]w[) = wi. (A rule of type 3, 4 is 
in P', corresponding to the rule used intuo => w\ •) Now, using rules of type 5, all 
the alive symbols in w[ can be moved to the right, thus obtaining 
XolXx]... Xf]w[ X0]Xi] • • • Xf]w'{wi. 
The process can be iterated, each step Wi => Wj+i can be simulated in G and 
after such a step the alive symbols can be transported to the right. Finally we 
obtain a string z = Xo }X{\.. .Xf\u)"ws, hence with alive(z) — ws. The rule of 
type 6 is now applicable and we get a string in R ended with blcdw. Using the 
operation cutd we obtain the string w € L. 
Conversely, let us take a string w £ cutd(L(G) fl R). 
There is a successful derivation in G, 
5 : XQ =>* z\Xf]z2dw, 
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for some Zl 6 {X}\ X e Nx}+ , z2 G (N0 U T' U { ] } ) * , w G T* (this is the form of 
strings in R). 
Assertion 1 For every successful derivation 6 as above there is a successful 
derivation of the form 
6' : Xo =>* ziXf]w\ => ZiXf]Z2dw, 
that is, a derivation with the rules of types 1,2 used before using any rule of other 
types. 
Indeed, every derivation in G starts by a rule of type 1, iVi fl (N0UT') = 0 , and 
the symbols in N\ do not appear in rules of type 5 (hence they cannot be moved). 
Consequently, the rules of types 1,2 do not interfere with rules of other types, if we 
have 
X 0 ] . . . Xj]Xj+1Aj+1 ... Aj. X 0 ] . . . X^Xj+iu => X 0 ] . . . X ^ X ^ J X , ^ 
then we may change the order of using rules, thus producing 
Xo] . . . Xj]Xj-|_i Aj+i ... A\ => 
=> Xo] •.. Xj ]Xj+ i ]Xj+2 Aj+2 Aj+i . . . Ai =>* 
Xo] . . . Xj ]Xj + i ]Xj + 2Aj + 2U 
By induction on the length of zi we have the assertion. 
Assertion 2 If in a successful derivation 6' as above we use further rules of 
types 1,2 for deriving the prefix z^Xf], then we obtain a derivation 6" which is not 
successful. 
Take z = Xo] . . .Xk]Xf]. If we use a production (Xi,$]YA), then we obtain 
X 0 ] . . . Xi-i}Xi}YA]Xi+i\... Xf] and A, as well as, any symbol in N0 U T" derived 
from A by rules of types 3,4 cannot go to the right of Xf], the obtained string will 
not be in R, the derivation is not a successful one. If we use (Xf, $]), then we get 
X 0 ] . . . X/t]X/]] and again the form of strings in R is contradicted. 
Consequently, in view of Assertions 1 and 2 we can consider from now on only 
derivations in G of the form Z\Xf]wi =>* Z\X¡]Z2dw using productions of types 
3-6 for deriving wi. Thus we shall discuss only derivations x =>* y, for x € (No U 
T" U {]})*• We call such a derivation successful when it is a part of a successful 
complete derivation in G. 
Assertion 3 If in a derivation u => v in G we use a production of type 3, 
(A, $]a), a G NQ U T', for an occurrence of A which is alive in u, then A will be 
dead in v and the newly introduced occurrence of a is alive in v. 
Indeed, if u = u\Au2 and u cannot be written in the form u = uiAu^u'i for 
u'2 G tfi(Dn), then u = uiA]au2 and we cannot have u = u\ A]av'2]v'2 for some 
v'2 G <p(Dn) (otherwise u = uiAv^v'^ ), hence a is alive in v. 
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Assertion 4 If in a derivation u v in G we use a production of type 4, 
(AB, $]]AC), A,B,C G No for alive occurrences of A, B in u, then A,B are dead 
in v and .4, C are alive in v. 
Indeed, if u = u\ABu2 and u cannot be written in the form u = uiABu^u^, 
for u'2 €• ip(Dn), or in the form u = uiABui^u'^u'^1, for u'2,u'2 G <p(Dn), then 
v = u-iAB)]ACu2 and we cannot have v = u\AB}]ACv2}}v2 for some v'2 G f(Dn) 
(otherwise u - uiABv^v'^ ) or v = uiABWACv^v'^v'^, for v'2,v% G f(Dn) (oth-
erwise u"= uiABv^v'^v'i'). Consequently, A and C are alive in V. 
Assertion 5 If in a derivation u => v in G we use a production of type 3, 
(.A, %), a € Nq UT', for an occurrence of A which is dead in v, then both A and 
a are dead in v. 
Take u = uiAu2]w3 for u2 G y{Dn)- Then v = uiA]cm2]u3 and, clearly, both A 
and a are dead symbols in v. 
Assertion 6 If in a derivation u => v in G we use a production of type 4, 
(AB, $]]AC), A,B,C G No, for dead A, B symbols in u, then in v all involved 
occurrences of A,B,C are dead. 
Indeed, for u = uiABu2]]u3, with u2 G <p(Dn), we get v = uiAB]]ACu2]]u3 , 
and for u = uiABu2]u3]ii4, with u2 ,u3 G <p{Dn), we get v = uiAB]]ACu2]u3]u4. 
Clearly, the specified occurrences of A,B,C are dead in v. 
Assertion 7 If in a derivation u v in G we use a production of type 4, 
(AB,$]]AC), for A,B such that A is alive and B is dead in u, then the new-
occurrence of A will be alive in v, whereas the old occurrence of A, the occurrence 
of B and the new occurrence of C are dead in v. 
If u = ui ABu2]u3, for U2 E <p(Dn), but we do not have u = ui ABu2]]u3, for 
u2 G <p{Dn), or U = U\ABU2]uz\UI, for U2,U3 G <p(Dn),then v = t t i A B ] ] A C u 2 ] u 3 
(hence the first occurrence of A, as well as B and C are dead symbols), but we 
cannot have v = u\AB}]ACv2\\VZ, for t>2 G y>{Dn) (otherwise u = UIABU2]]V3 or 
v = u\AB]\ACv2]vs]vi ); consequently, the newly introduced occurrence of A is 
alive. 
(This is the place where the one-sided normal form for context-sensitive grammars 
is essentially useful; for the rest of the proof a grammar in the Kuroda normal form 
would suffice.) 
As we cannot have A dead and B alive in a substring AB, there are all the cases 
of applying productions of types 3,4. 
Consider now the use of a production of type 5. 
Assertion 8 If in a derivation u => v in G we use a production of type 5, that 
is to some ax]'1 ' we adjoin ]a, a G No UT', and the used a is alive in u, then it will 
be dead in v and the newly introduced occurrence of a will be alive in v. 
If u = u\ax]\x\u2 and we cannot have u — uiax^u'^u'^ for u'2 G f(Dn) , then 
v — uiQx]lIl]au2 (clearly, the first occurrence of a is dead in v) and we cannot 
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have v = u\ax}^]a}v2)vA, for some v2 G <p(Dn) (otherwise u = U\ax]^v2]vz ); 
consequently, the new occurrence of a is alive. 
Assertion 9 If in a derivation u => v in G we use a production of type 5, 
namely we replace some ax]^ by ]a, aGiVoU T", such that the used a is dead in 
u, then it will be dead in v, too, and also the new occurrence of a will be dead in 
v. 
If u = uax^x\]au2}uz, for u2 G ip(Dn), then v = uax]lIl]au2]w3, which implies 
that both specified occurrences of a are dead in v. 
As a consequence of Assertions 3-7, we have: 
Assertion 10 If in a derivation u => v in G we use a production n of types 3,4, 
then alive(u) => alive(v) in r, namely by using the rule in P corresponding to 7r. 
Moreover, from Assertions 8,9 we get: 
Assertion 11 If u v is a derivation in G using a production of type 5, then 
alive(u) = alive(v). 
Consequently, for each (successful) derivation in G, 
<5 : Xo =S>* Z\Xf\u>i z\Xf]w2 =>. . .=> ziXf]wk 
the subderivation 
Wl => U)2 =$>...=> U)k 
corresponds to a derivation in r 
w\ = alive(wi) => alive(w2) =>...=> alive(wk) (**) 
Consider now the use of a production 6. It only introduces an occurrence of 
d (and no killer). Because d is not involved in other productions, in view of the 
form of strings in R, such a rule can be used exactly once and to the right of 
the introduced d we must have only symbols in T. Because the selector of the 
production 6 is bounded by the prefix X/] and a suffix blc, it follows that the whole 
string to which this rule is applied is of the form 
ZiXf]Wk = Z\Xf]uiblCU2 
for Ui G {No U T ' U {]})* such that alive(ui) = A, and i > 0, whereas u2 G T*. 
Hence we obtain 
z\Xf]uiblcu2 => ziXf]uiblcdv,2-
In view of (**), this implies that blcu2 G r(Lo) = L' hence u2 G L. Because 
in the above writing, alive(u\) = A, if we continue to apply to U\ productions of 
types 3,4 or 5, then we have to use in selectors only dead symbols. According to 
Assertions 5,6 and 9, we obtain new dead symbols only, hence the string will remain 
in the form zxXf]u\blcdu2 with alive{u\) = A. In conclusion, the derivation will 
ultimately produce a string of the form xdu2 with u2 £ L. By the operation cutd we 
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obtain u2, hence cutd{L(G) C\R) C L, and this completes the proof of the equality 
(*), hence of Theorem 2. ¡-j 
Example Here we exemplify the equality (*) from the above proof, for a simple 
case. Take the regular language 
L0 = CA+B+ 
generated by 
G0 = ({X1,X2,X3,Xf},{A,B,C},X1, 
{ X x X1B,Xl -4 X2B,X2 X2A,X2 -> X 3 A , X 3 -> XFC.XF ->• A}) 
and the transformation 
T = ({A,B,C},{aua2,b,c},{C c,A ->• auB a2j). 
The produced language is T(LO) = cafa2. The associated ic grammar is 
G = ({Xl,X2,X3,Xf,A,B,C,},aua2,b,c,d},{X1},P') 
P1 = {(X^S^B), (XU$}X2B), (X2,$]X2A), (X2, $]X3A), ( X 3 , $ ] X f C ) , (X f , $ ] ) }U 
U(C, $ } c ) , (A ,$ ]a 1 ) , (B ,$ ]a 2 ) , }U 
uKjaa;] '1 ' | x € {A, B, C, au a2, b, c , ] } + ) , $]a) | a € {A, B,C,alt 03, b,c}}U 
U{(^/]{®]|a| I x € {A,B,C,aua2,b,c}+b*c,U)} 
whereas 
R = {X1},X2],X3]}*{Xf}}{A,B,C,a1,a2,b,c,}yd{a1,a2y. 
For a derivation in Go 
Xi => XiB => X2BB => X2ABB X3AABB =» XfCAABB => CAABB 
followed by a derivation in r 
CAABB =>• cAABB => caiABB => ca\aiBB =>• caiaia2B => caiaia2a2, 
we construct a derivation in G, leading to the same string 001010202 as follows: 
XI => XI]XIB => X^XI]X2BB => Xi]XI]X2]X2]X3AABB =» 
(we have simulated the derivation Go) 
Xi]Xi]X 2 ]X2]X 3 ]X / ]C]cA]oiA]aiB]a 2B]o 2 
(we have simulated the derivation r; all the underlined symbols are alive, the other 
are dead) 
=> Xi]Xi]X2}X2]X3\Xf]C}cA\a1A\a-iB}a2B\\a2a2 => 
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Xi]... Xf]C]cA)a1A]a-iB]]a1a2B)]a2a2 => 
=> X x ] . . .X/]C ,]cA]a1A]aiB]]aia2B]]]a1a2a2 
=>* X i ] . . . X/]C]cA]]ca1yl]]]caiaiB]]]]caiaia2jB]]]]]ca1a1a2a2 
(the alive symbols are separated from the dead ones) 
=>• X i ] . . . X/]C]cA]]... caiaia2B]]]]]ciiaiaia2a2. 
This is a string in R. Cutting the prefix bounded by d we get the string aio.ya2a2. 
• 
5 Consequences, variants, comments 
Because both the intersection by a regular set and the operation cutd can be real-
ized, at the same time, by a gsm, we obtain 
Corollary 1 Every language L G RE can be written in the form L = g(L'), for 
g a gsm and V G 1 IC(CF). 
Moreover, we have 
Corollary 2 Every language L G RE, L C T*, can be written in the form 
L = (R'\L') n T*, for L' € IIC(CF),R' G REG. 
Proof Construct G and R as in the proof of Theorem 2 and take 
• R' = { X ] | X G iV i } * {X / ] } (A f 0 U T ' U T ' U {]})*-№• 
Then 
cutd{L(G) n R) = (R'\L(G)) n T*. 
(We need the intersection with T* in order to prevent cases when strings uiblcdu2, 
u2 T*, are produced in G; the intersection with R avoids such cases, but by a 
left quotient we can get u2, which is a parasitic string.) • 
The use of context-free selections is a very powerful feature. For instance, we 
have 
Theorem 3 Every language L € RE,L C T*, can be written in the form 
L = h(L' n R), where h is a morphism, L' G 1IC{LIN) and R G REG. 
Proof It is known [1] that each L G RE can be written as L = hi(Li fl L2), 
for hi a morphism and L\,L2 G LIN. For such L\,L2 C V*, we construct the ic 
grammar 
G = (V U {X1,X2,Y1,Y2},{X1},P) 
with P containing the following productions: 
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1. (X1:$a),a £ V, 
2. (Xi jSXî ) , 
3. (XiX2Li,$Y\), 
4. {X1X2L2Y1,$Y2). 
Take also the regular language 
R = X1X2V*Y1Y2 
and the morphism h : (V U {XI: X2,Yi,Y2})* T* defined by h(a) = h'i(a) for 
a G V, and h(Xi) = h{X2) = H(Ki) = H(Y2) = A. 
Then, clearly, 
h(L(G) DR) = h(XMLI N L2)YXY2) = h^LX D L2) = L 
• 
The representation in Theorem 2 cannot be obtained as a consequence of the 
results in [1], [4], because LIN - IIC(CF) ± 0. 
Note that the main difference between representations in Theorems 2 and 3 is 
the use of the operation cut¿ in Theorem 2 and of an erasing morphism in Theorem 
3. Moreover, from Theorem 3 we cannot obtain a consequence as Corollary 2 above. 
From the previous representations we get 
Theorem 4 The family 1 IC(CF) is incomparable with each family F such that 
LIN Ç F C RE, which is closed under 
1) left quotient and intersection with regular sets, * 
or 
2) arbitrary morphisms and intersection with regular sets. 
Proof We know that LIN - IIC{CF) ± 0, hence F - IIC{CF) / 0 for all F 
as above. Conversely, 1 IC{CF) Ç F, together with the specified closure properties 
imply RE Ç F, a contradiction. Q 
Important families of languages having the properties in Theorem 4 are, for 
instance, the family of ETOL languages and the family of languages generated 
by programmed (matrix, controlled, etc.) grammars with A-rules but without ap-
pearance checking. The family 1 IC(CF) contains languages outside these fami-
lies. (The same conclusion follows from Theorem 1, with respect to the family 
IC(FIN).) 
Comparing the proof in [3] with the proof of Theorem 2, the main difficulty 
in the case above arises when changing the place of alive symbols with respect to 
dead symbols. For instance, instead of productions of type 6, one might try to use 
finite-choice productions of the form 
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(aa:] |B|,.$]<*),a € N0UT', 
for finitely many given strings x. Assume, that we have productions of this form 
for all | x |< k, for given A;. Take a substring abbk]k] (all occurrences of 6 are dead). 
Moving the first b, we get•a6fefc]'!j6]) hence, we obtain a new dead occurrence of b. 
In order to move the alive a to the right, we cannot use rules as above. Suppose 
that we also have a rule 
(ab, $]a) 
If this rule is used for both ab alive, then we get ab]a, now with b dead and two 
alive occurrences of a. If it is used to derive abbk]k], we obtain abbk]k] => ab]abbk]k]. 
The first a is still alive, the second one is dead. Using also the rule (ab],$]a), we 
get a6]]dabfc.]fcl.and-the alive a is again at the distance of k + 1 dead sumbols to the 
first ] to its. right. We have obtained, nothing. This might, be a further argument 
supporting the conjecture that we cannot represent RE languages starting from 
languages 'm.HC(FIN)^ 
The previous difficulty appears because we have substrings of killers, ]*, with 
i > 2. Such substrings are introduced, for instance, by rules of type 4. If we 
could "distribute" the killers to the killed symbols, then this difficulty would be 
avoided. A possible way to do this is to consider paired contextual grammars, 
that is constructs G = ( V , M , P ) , with P containing productions of the form 
(zi, z2; Svx, $v2), where z1,z2,vi,v2 are strings over V. For x,y e V+, we write 
x •=> y, iff x = x1z1z2x2, y = xiZiViZ2V2x2, for (zi, z2; $v2) a production of 
P. However, such (one-sided) grammars can simulate usual two-sided contextual 
grammars: for IR '= (z, u$v), we consider V = (A, z, ; $u, $w) and x => y by IT if and 
only if x => y by 7r'. 
6 Erased and erasing contexts 
Two extensions of contextual grammars were considered in [10], adding the possi-
bility to remove symbols, not only to adjoin them. 
An ic grammar with erased contexts is a construct 
G = (V,M,PuP2) 
were V, M, Pi are as in an usual ic grammar and P2 is a finite set of pairs (C, u$v), 
C C V*,u,v 6 V*. For any x,y € V* we write x => y if either 
(1) x — xizx2,y = xiuzvx2, for (C,u$v) S P\,z € C, 
or 
(2) x = xiuzvx2,y = xizx2 and there is (C,u$v) 6 P2 with z € C. 
Hence the contexts in Pi are adjoined, those in P2 are erased. 
When all u as above are equal to A in all productions of P\,P2, we say that G is 
one sided. The type of selectors C defines the type of selection of G. We denote by 
ICD(F) the families of languages generated by ic grammars with erased contexts 
and F-choice; when only one-sided contexts are used, we write 1 ICD(F). 
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In [10] it is proved that the extension to erased contexts increases strictly the 
generative power of ic grammars with F-choice. In view of the following result, this 
increase is considerable. 
A variant of the operation cutc has been considered in [3], namely, for c ^ V, 
mcutc : (V U {c})*{c}V* 
defined by 
mCUtc(x\CX2) = x2,x2 E V*. 
(The maximal prefix bounded by c is erased; c appears at least once in the strings 
for which mcutc is defined.) 
Theorem 5 Every language L G RE,L € T*, can be written in the form 
L = mcutc(L' n R), for V G IICD(FIN),R € REG. 
Proof Take again a left-linear grammar G0 = (Ni,N0,X0,P0), Nx = N[U{Xf}, 
and a transformation r = (N0 ,T U {b,c},P), as in the proof of Theorem 2, such 
that T(L(G0)) = L' G CS,L' C b*cL, for L € RE given. We construct the ic 
grammar with erased contexts (and finite choice) 
G'= (W,M,P1,P2) 
where W, M are as in the grammar G constructed in the proof of Theorem 2, Pi 
contains all the rules of types 1,2,3,4 in that proof, and 
P2 = { (A ,$^ ] ) ¡AeJVo} . 
Consider also the regular set. 
R= {X}\X & N[Y{Xf])r*. 
Because no erasing of pairs € N\, is possible, each derivation in Gi ends 
by using the symbol Xf, which appears as a separator in R, all Assertions 1-7 (hence 
also Assertion 10) are still true for the use of rules in Px. Moreover, the pairs A], 
A £ No, can be freely erased, and A erased in this way is a dead symbol. Erasing 
such pairs, we make possible the use of productions of type 4 (the nonterminals 
A, B become neighbours) and we remove the useless symbols. More such erasings 
correspond to a string in ip(Dn). Therefore, each derivation in Go followed by a 
derivation in r can be simulated in G' and, conversely, a derivation in G' which 
ends by a string in R corresponds to a derivation in Go followed by a derivation in. 
r, in the sense that the produced string will be of the form zxXf]w, z\ G { X ] | X G 
N[},w G r(i/(Go)). Consequently, z\Xf]w = ziXf)blcw',w' G L, hence using the 
operation mcutc we obtain w' G L. Q 
An ic grammar with erasing contexts is a construct G = (V,M,P\,P2), where 
V, M, Pi, P2 are as in a grammar with erased context. For x,y G V* we write x => y 
if either 
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(1) x = x\zx2,y = xiuzvx2, for (C,u$v) £ Pi, z £ C, 
or 
(2) x = x\uzvx2,y = X1UVX2 and there is (C,u$v) £ P2 with z £ C. 
Hence the string z braketted by the context (u, v) is erased when z £ C for 
some (C,u$v) in P2. 
We denote by ICG(F),IICG(F), the families of languages generated by such 
grammars. 
The use of erasing contexts increases strictly the generative power of ic gram-
mars. As for erased contexts, we have 
Theorem 6 Every language L £ RE,L C T*, can be written in the form 
L = mcutc(L' n R), for V £ IICG{FIN),R £ REG. 
Proof We simply repeat the proof of Theorem 5 taking instead of P2 the set 
P^={(A},$)\A£N0}. 
Erasing the context (A, A]) when bracketing A (as in the case of P2) is the same 
with erasing A] when bracketed by (A, A) (as in P2), hence all arguments in the 
proof of Theorem 5 remain valid. Q 
Again consequences as in Corollaries 1,2 and in Theorem 4 (point 1) can be 
obtained for families IICD(FIN), 1ICG{FIN). 
These representations of RE languages remind the representations of linear 
languages by cancellation operations, as in [2], [5]. However, here we start from 
families of languages which are incomparable with LIN: again L — a+ U {anbn \ 
n > 1} cannot be generated by an ic grammar with erased or with erasing contexts 
and with F choice, whichever F is (in order to produce strings am with arbitrarly 
large m we either need a production (C, a®$aJ') with C D a+ 0 and i + j > 1 or 
the possibility to erase the occurrences of b from some anbn; in the first case we 
can derive strings aPV in L into strings aqbp with q > p; in the second case we 
have intermediate steps of derivation when strings asbl with s > n, t > n, s > t. are 
produced; in both cases we have obtained parasitic strings). 
Since the family RE is closed under all the operations involved in the previous 
proofs, all the representations given above are in fact characterizations of recursively 
enumerable languages. 
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Growth Functions and Length Sets of Replicating 
Systems* 
Valeria MIHALACHE * Arto SALOMAA* 
Abstract 
Growth functions and length sets are studied for classes of replicating 
systems. The so-called deterministic classes of replicating systems, which are 
systems for which one can define growth functions, are fully characterized. 
Their growth is either exponential, or linear. For nondeterministic classes, 
where length sets rather than growth functions are considered, we obtain 
detailed characterizations in many cases, while some details remain open in 
other cases. 
1 Introduction 
Replication, introduced in [2], is an operation of generating strings by an insertion 
subjected to some additional constraints. The reader is referred to [2] for inter-
connections with several research areas: molecular biology (DNA recombination, 
a particular type of splicing), linguistics (insertion grammars), language theory, 
combinatorics on words. 
The basic set-up is the following: there are a starting string (called replicating 
string), say w, over a finite alphabet, and a pair of strings, (u, v) (called insertion 
context), over the same alphabet. If the string uv appears as a substring of w, then 
one can insert in-between u and v any substring of w which starts with v and ends 
with u. A more intuitive representation for this is in the next figure. 
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W\ u v w 2 
Figure 1 
Several variants arise with respect to the string to be inserted or to the place 
where insertion is performed. So far only restrictions on the string to be inserted 
have been taken into account (i.e. insertion is allowed to be performed in-between 
u and v in any position where the word uv occurrs as substring of the current 
string). Moreover, insertion contexts investigated so far have consisted of one pair 
of letters. In this paper, we restrict ourselves to these same variants. 
The subject matter in [2] was mainly the generative power of replication sys-
tems, with comparisons to one another or to generative grammars in the regulated 
rewriting area. In [3], closure properties with respect to sets of replicating strings 
or sets of insertion contexts were investigated. 
The aim of this paper is to find intrinsic properties of the strings obtained 
by replication. More precisely, following the approach in Lindenmayer systems 
theory, we study growth functions for the strings generated in a chain of replication 
steps. This can be done in the deterministic case, when the lengths of resulting 
strings are uniquely determined. In the nondeterministic case, we study length sets. 
For all the deterministic variants of replicating systems, characterizations of the 
associated growth functions, as well as of the Parikh sets of the generated languages 
are presented. For some of the nondeterministic variants, characterizations of the 
length sets and of the Parikh sets are obtained, while for some others the shape of 
this sets is pointed out, characterizations being obtained in more restricted cases. 
Using the length sets, the strictness of the inclusion of the families of languages 
generated by any type of replicating system into the family of context-sensitive 
languages is proved. 
2 Basic Definitions 
As general formal language notation, we use: V* = the free monoid generated by 
the alphabet V, A = the empty string, V+ = V* — {A}, |z| = the length of x e V*, 
\x\a = the number of occurrences of a 6 V in x € V*, Pref(x) (Sub(x), Suf(x)) 
= the set of prefixes (subwords, suffixes) of x € V*, alph(L) = {a | |x|a > 0 for 
some x L}. If V = { a i , . . . , a n } and x £ V*, its Parikh vector is = 
(|x|ai,..., |x|Qn). The mapping 'Py is extended in the natural way to languages. 
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For a vector v = (ai, 02, . . . ,an) £ IN", we denote by |v| = ICi^i en, and v(i) = a,, 
for any i, 1 < % < n. The family of regular and context-sensitive languages are 
denoted by REG, CS, respectively. Further elements of formal language theory 
can be found in [5]. For Lindenmayer systems we refer to [4]. 
Definition 1 A replicating system is a triple 
v = (V,w,(a,b)), 
where V is an alphabet, w £ V+ is a replication string, and (a, b) £ V x V is an 
insertion context. 
Definition 2 With respect to a replicating system as above, forx,y G V* we define 
the direct replication relation as 
y iff ( l ) x = x\abx2, X1,X2€V*, 
(2) y = x\azbx2, for z = bz' = z"a, 
(3) 2 G Sub(x). 
No restriction is imposed about the position of the substring ab in x (condition 
(1)) or on the way 2 was selected from Sub(x) (condition (3)). Ten possibilities can 
be pointed out when considering restrictions on condition (3). 
Condition (3) can be replaced by more restrictive ones as follows (in all cases, 
z = bz' = z"a): 
1. z = x (total, t), 
2. z G Pref(x) (arbitrary prefix; ap), 
3. z G Pref(x) and 2 is maximal (if x = z\U\,z\ = bz[ = z"a, then \z\ > |zi|) 
(maximal prefix; Mp), 
4. z G Pref(x) and 2: is minimal (if x — Z\U\,Z\ — bz[ = z'{a, then < |zi|) 
(minimal prefix; mp), 
5. 2 G Sub(x) and z is leftmost (if x = uizu2,x = ^ziu^zi = bz[ = z"a, then 
lui| ^ K|) (arbitrary leftmost; at), 
6. z £ Sub(x), z is leftmost and maximal (x = \1\ZU2 and if x = v!xz\u'2,z\ = 
bz[ = z"a, then |ui| < l«^; moreover, if x — U1ZU2 = uiziu'2,zi = bz[ = z"a, 
then \z\ > \zi\) (maximal leftmost; Ml), 
7. z £ Sub(x), z is leftmost and minimal (a; = uizu2 and if x = u^ziu^zi = 
bz[ = z"a, then |ui| < |tti|; moreover, if x = u\zu2 = u\z\u'2,z\ — bz[ = z"a, 
then \z\ < \zi|) (minimal leftmost; ml), 
8. z £ Sub(x) and 2 is maximal (if x = U1ZU2 and x = u^ziu^zi = bz[ = z'{a, 
l '̂il < |ui|i lu2l ^ |tt21, then 2 = Z\) (arbitrary maximal; aM), 
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9. z £ Sub(x) and z is minimal (if x = u\zu2 and x = u^ziu^zi = bz[ = z"a, 
K l > |ui|, \u'2\ > [1x215 then z = zi) (arbitrary minimal; am). 
The case in Definition 2 corresponds to 
10. z £ Sub(x) (any subword, free; af). 
For g £ {i, ap, Mp,mp, al, Ml, ml, af, aM,am} = D, we write if 
and the restrictions required by the g mode of replication are satisfied. denotes 
the reflexive and transitive closure of the relation •— 
The language generated by the replicating system a = (V,w , (a,b)) in the mode 
g £ D is defined by 
Lg(a) = {z £V* \ z}. 
We denote by SF(ry) the family of languages of the form Lg(a), g € D (SF stands 
for " snake family". By a " snake language" we mean in the sequel any language in 
any SF-family.) 
Consider in the following a replicating system a = (V,w,(a,b)). Any "snake 
sequence" of a with respect to the g £ D mode of replication, 
E{o,g) = WQ,Wx,..., wn,..., 
can be associated in a natural way a so-called growth function, defined, just as 
in the case of Lindenmayer systems, by the length of the strings in the sequence. 
More precisely, the growth function associated to a snake sequence as above is the 
function / defined on IN and valued in IN, such that f(n) — |w„|, for any n > 0. 
As it was pointed out earlier, the string to be inserted at any application of the 
replication operator depends on the replication mode of the system. Furthermore, 
we consider the following notion. 
Definition 3 We call a replication mode g £ D deterministic if the string to be 
inserted to generate a new string from a given one is uniquely determined. For-
mally, for any strings x,y\,y2 £ V*, such that y 1 by inserting the string zx 
into x, and y2 by inserting the string z2 into x, the equality z\ = z2 holds. 
A replication mode which is not deterministic is called nondeterministic. By 
the above definition, the replication modes t, Mp, Ml, aM, mp, ml are deterministic, 
while the replication modes ap,al,af,am are nondeterministic. 
A special property of a deterministic replication mode g is that for any snake 
sequences Ei{a,g),E2(a,g) of a replicating system a working in the g mode, if de-
noting by /1, /2, the growth functions associated to Ei(a,g),E2{a,g), respectively, 
then the functional equality /1 = f2 holds. This means that the length sequence 
is uniquely determined in such a case. Then we can consider, as above, the growth 
function associated to a replicating system and a deterministic mode of replication. 
In the theory of L systems, replicating systems working in a deterministic mode 
correspond to DOL systems, while their snake sequences correspond to DOL se-
quences. 
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Yet the snake sequence is not uniquely determined for a system working in a 
deterministic mode, because the insertion of a string can be performed in several 
positions. However, observe that the special effects on determinism are due to the 
presence of only one insertion context. For instance, in the aM mode, z must always 
begin with the leftmost occurrence of b and end with the rightmost occurrence of 
a. No matter between which pair (a, b) such a z is inserted, the leftmost b and 
rightmost a are uniquely positioned also for the next step. Thus, although the 
snake sequence may vary according to the positioning of z's, the length sequence 
remains unique. The situation is quite different in the presence of two insertion 
contexts. Then, apart from the t mode, z is not in general unique. 
When the replication mode is not a deterministic one, then we do not have a 
growth function as above associated to a replicating system with respect to that 
replication mode. However, following the approach in the theory of L systems for 
the nondeterministic case (see, for example, [1]), for a more involved study on the 
nondeterministic replication modes as well, we associate to any replicating system 
its length set with respect to a given replicating mode. 
Definition 4 For any replicating system a = (V,w,(a,b)) and for any replication 
mode g 6 D, we define the length set associated to a with respect to the g mode 
of replication as 
LSg(a) = {\z\\zeLg(a)}. 
A length set N C IN is a SF (g) length set if there exists a language L G SF(g) such 
that N = {|z| | z e L}. The family of SF(g) length sets is denoted by CS{SF(g)). 
It was remarked in [2] that a snake language is either singleton or infinite, the 
case of singleton languages being the trivial one, when the replication operator 
cannot be applied to the initial replicating string. Therefore, we consider in the 
following only infinite snake languages. For the deterministic replication modes, 
g £ {t, Mp, Ml, aM, mp, ml}, we have the following characterizations. 
Theorem 1 A sequence u(n) of nonnegative integers is the growth function for a 
replicating system a with respect to the t mode of replication if and only if u(n) is 
a geometric progression with ratio 2 and with the initial element not equal to 1. 
Proo f : Let 
. u{n) = l,2l,22l,...,2nl,... 
Consider w = a1, <J = ( {a } ,w, (a, a)). Because the replication mode is total, at 
any step in a replication sequence the entire current string is inserted in-between 
some consecutive occurrences of a, therefore the length of the resulted string being 
the double of the length of the current one, i.e. |u>n+i| = 2|wn|, for any n > 0. 
Since |uio (= = I, it then follows that the growth function associated to a snake 
sequence of a with respect to the total mode of replication is exactly f(n) = u(n). 
Conversely, let a — (V, w, (a, b)) be a replicating system and denote I = |w|. 
Observe I > 2 (I can be 2 or 3 only in case a = b). With the same arguments as 
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above, the growth function associated to any snake sequence of cr with respect to t 
f(n) — I,21,22l,..., 2nl,..., 
and hence fin) = u(n). • 
Theorem 2 A sequence u(n) of nonnegative integers is the growth function for a 
replication system a with respect to the g mode of replication, where g 6 {Mp, Ml, 
aM}, if and only if u(n) is of the form u(n) = I + 2nk, where k > 2,1 > 0. 
Proof: First of all, note that the case I = 0,k > 2, is the one outlined in the 
preceding theorem. So we have to consider only the situation I > 1, k > 2. 
Let u(n) be a sequence of such nonnegative integers, let a, b, c be distinct 
symbols, w = bck~2abc*~1, and a = ({a, b, c},w, (a, b)). In any of the maximal 
modes of replication (Mp, Ml,aM), the string to be inserted at the first step is 
2 = bck~2a, \z\ = k, w resulting in a string w' = baabd"1. The substring of 
w' to be used in replication in a maximal mode is now z' = baa, \z'\ = 2\z\. 
Moreover, this property of doubling the length of the string to be inserted in 
a maximal replication mode is preserved at any replicating step, therefore we 
get a replicating sequence wq = w,w\,... ,wn,wn+i,... having the property 
|wn+i| = 2(\wn\—l)+l, |uio| = l+k. This implies that the growth function associated 
to it is just / (n ) = u(n). 
Conversely, let a = (V,w,(a,b ) ) be a replicating system. We select the string 
to be inserted in w in a maximal mode of replication, that is, w = zy,z = bz' — 
z"a,y — by'. Denote \z\ = k,\y\ = /. With the same observations as above, it 
follows that the growth function associated to cr with respect to any maximal mode 
of replication is f(n) = u(n). • 
As for the families of length sets, we have the following immediate corrolary. 
Corollary 1 i) CS(SF(Mp)) = £S(SF(M/)) = £S(SF(aM)); 
ii) CS(SF(t)) C £iS(SF(Mp)), strict inclusion. 
Theorem 3 A sequence u(n) of nonnegative integers is the growth function for a 
replicating system a with respect to the g mode of replication, where g £ {mp, ml}, 
if and only if u(n) is an arithmetical progression u(n) = I + nk, with 1 <k<l. 
Proof: Let u(n) = I + nk be an aritmetical progression with the initial term 
I and ratio k, 1 < k < I. Consider first the case k > 2. Let a,b,c, be distinct 
symbols, let w = bck~2abcl~k~1 and let a = ({a,b,c},w,(a,b)) be a replicating 
system. In both the minimal prefix and the leftmost minimal modes of replication, 
the string to be inserted at any replicating step is z = bck~2a, with \z\ = k. Hence 
in any replicating sequence wq = w,wx,...,wn,..., for any n > 0, the relation 
|iDn+i| = |?/)„| + k. Since |wo| = I, it follows that the growth function satisfies 
f(n)=u(n). 
In case k = 1, consider a,b distinct symbols, w = aabl~2, and the replicating 
system a = ({a, 6}, w, (a, a)). The conclusion follows with the same arguments as 
in the preceding situation. 
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Conversely, let a — (V, w, (a, b)) be a replicating system. Let w = az(3, where z 
is the leftmost minimal substring of w to be inserted in the g mode of replication, 
g G {mp,ml} (for g = mp, note that a should be the empty word). Let |w| = 
I, \z\ = k. Observing that the string to be inserted is z, at each replicating step, 
for both modes considered here, the growth function for the system, with respect 
to the g mode of replication, is f(n) = I + kn. • 
Corollary 2 i) CS(SF{mp)) = £S(SF(ml)); 
ii) £<S(SF(mp)) is incomparable with any of the families CS(SF(g)) with g G 
{t,Mp,aM, Ml}. 
Note that the Parikh languages associated to the replication modes considered 
above resemble the shapes of the growth functions, respectively. That is, we have : 
Proposition 1 A set of vectors H C INP is the Parikh set for a language L G 
S F { g ) , g £ {t,Mp,Ml,aM,mp,ml},V = alph(L), card(V) =p, if and only if: 
i) H = {2nvi | n > 0}, where Vx G 1NP, \vx | > 2, in case g = t; 
ii) H = {v2 + 2nv3 I n > 0}, where v2,v3 G JNP, |u3| > 2, in case g G {Mp,Ml, 
aM}; 
Hi) H = {i>i + nv3 | n > 0}, where v\,v3 G 1NP, 1 < |u3| < |ui|, in case 
g G {mp, ml}. 
' We mention that for the total or a maximal mode of replication, the shape of 
the Parikh set associated to a snake language was already pointed out in [2]. 
As it was remarked in the beginning of this section, for nondeterministic repli-
cation modes one cannot speak about growth functions. However, length sets can 
be studied. Also we can present properties of the associated Parikh sets. 
The arbitrary minimal mode is fully characterized, with respect to its length 
and Parikh sets, by the two properties that follow. 
Theorem 4 A set of nonnegative integers N C IN ¿5 the length set for a replication 
system a with respect to the am mode of replication, if and only if 
either there exist nonnegative integers I, r, and ki,k2, • • - kT > 2, with I > 
such that N = {I + c\ki + c2k2 + ... + crkr \c\,... ,cr G IN}, 
or there exists I G IN, 1 > 2, such that N = {n \ n> I}. 
Proof: If JV is a set of nonnegative integers defined as N = {n | n > I}, for some 
I > 2, then consider the replicating system a — ({a}, a', (a,a)). The string to be 
inserted in the arbitrary minimal mode is z = a, at any replication step, therefore 
|u>n+i| = |iun| + 1, for any n > 0. Together with |wo| = I, this implies that the 
growth function associated to a with respect to the am mode of replication (which 
is then well defined, in a similar manner as for deterministic replication modes) is 
f(n) =l + n. Therefore, LSam{a) = N. 
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Consider now the case N = {l + ciki + c2k2 +... + crfcr | c i , . . . ,cr £ IN}, where 
l,r, ki,... kr £ IN, and ki, k2, •. • kr > 2, with I > fc¿. 
Denote d = I — ki, and consider Z{ = bcki~2a, for any i, 1 < i < r, and w = 
Z1Z2 • • .zTcd. Let a — ({a, b, c},w, (a, b)). One can observe that at any replication 
step in the arbitrary minimal mode, the string to be inserted is a z¿, 1 < i < r, 
therefore |w„+i| = |w„| + ki, for an ¿,1 < i < r. This results in LSarn(c) = 
+ ¿6 { i r}fc¿, I n > = {i + cifci + c2k2 + ... + cTkT I c i , . . . , c r € IN} 
= N. 
Conversely, one can observe in a similar manner that the length set of a repli-
cating system is of either one of the forms in the statement of the theorem. When 
the insertion context is (a, a), the arbitrary minimal replication mode works like a 
deterministic one. • 
Note that for any replication sequence with respect to the am mode of repli-
cation and with the insertion context (a,b), we have |uin|a = \wo\a + n,\wn\b = 
|io0|6 + n, for any n > 0. 
We still want to point out that in case of only one string to be inserted in 
the am mode of replication, the growth function of such a system, with respect to 
the am mode, can be characterized by an arithmetical progression of nonnegative 
integers, just as in the case of an mp or ml replication. This immediately implies 
the following corollary. 
Corollary 3 i) CS(SF(mp)) C £<S(SF(AM)), strict inclusion; 
ii) £<S(SF(am)) is incomparable with any of the families CS(SF(g)),g £ {t, Mp, 
aM, Ml}. 
We know that the language generated by a replicating system in the arbitrary 
minimal mode is regular ([2]), therefore, we expect its Parikh set to be at least 
semilinear. But actually we can obtain more than that: we can characterize it by 
a linear set. 
Proposition 2 A linear set H = {wo + c\V\ + ... -I- cTvr \ Ci £ IN}, where Vi £ INP, 
for any i,0 < i < r and p > 1, is the Parikh set of a replicating system with 
respect to the arbitrary minimal mode of replication if and only if vo > vi > 
and there exist an s £ {1,2} and ... ,js,l < j 1 < ... < js < p, such that for any 
i, 1 < i < rivi{ji) = • •• = Vi(js) = 1 and, in addition, if s = 1, then vo{ji) > 2. 
Proof: The fact that the Parikh set for a replicating system with respect to the 
arbitrary minimal mode of replication is H alike follows with similar arguments as 
in the proof of the preceding theorem, by considering u¿ = ipv(zi), for 1 < i < r, 
and vq = ipv(w)-
Conversely, let i f be as in the statement of the proposition, and consider first 
s = 2. Let V = { a i , . . . , a p } . Without loss of generality, one can assume that 
ji = 1, h = 2. Denote u r + i = ü0 u*> á n d = a¿ iÜ)> f o r a n y 1 < ¿ < 
r + 1,1 < j < p. For any i, 1 < i < r, consider Zi = . . . a^'^Oi*'1^, z r + 1 = 
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<4 r + 1 , 1 )c4 r + 1 , 2 ) . . .a{pr+1'p\ w = ziz2...zrzr+1, and a = (V,w, (aua2)). Note that 
when replicating in the arbitrary minimal mode, the strings to be inserted are 
zi,..., zr (each of them contains exactly one occurrence of ai and one occurrence 
of a2, in the right positions) and only they. By similar observations as in the proof 
of the above theorem it follows that $ v { L ) = H. 
The case s = l,t;o(ji) > 2 can be treated similarly, considering an insertion 
context (aj1, aj1). • 
For a closer study of arbitrary prefix and arbitrary leftmost modes of replication, 
we first consider the following lemma: 
Lemma 1 Let a = (V,w,(a,b)) be an arbitrary replicating system. Then there 
exist l,q,ki,k2,... ,kq 6 IN with the property that for any w' £ Lg(cr) (g £ {al, ap}), 
there exist c i , . . . , cq 6 IN, ci > c2 > ... > cq, such that |iu'| = I + Cjkj. 
Moreover, any string z allowable to be inserted in w' according to the replicating 
mode g has the length \z\ = i c'jkj for an i,l < i < q and for some c ' j , . . . , c- £ 
IN, ci > 4 > . . . > c\. 
Proof: One can write w — aba\aa2a... aqaa', where a £ (V — {6})*, a' £ 
(V - {a})*, and for any i, 1 < i < q, £ (V - {a})*. Denote I = ki = |ai| + 2, 
and ki = |aj| + 1, for any i, 2 < i < q. 
We prove the statement for these l,q,k%,... ,kq, by induction on the length of 
the replicating chain 
If n = 0 , then w' = iv a n d therefore the s t a t e m e n t is trivially true, with Cj = 0 
for any j , 1 < j < q a n d with i having any value 1 < i < q, a n d d- = 1 for a n y 
j, 1 <3<i-
Suppose the statement holds true for n and consider the replicating chain 
W l 2. One can easily observe that wi = ab/3ia/32a.. .a/3maf3m+i, for an 
TO > q, where (5m+\ = By the induction hypothesis, |ioi| — I + 53'= i cjkj for 
some c i , . . . , cq £ IN, ci > c2 > ... > cq. 
Let z be the string which is inserted in w\ when resulting into w2. Then 2 is of 
the form z = b/3iafi2a.. -Psa, for an s, 1 < s < m. By the inductive assumption, 
\z\ — c'jkj for an i, 1 <1 < q and for some c[,... ,c'i £ IN, > c2 > . . . > c-. 
Therefore, w2 satisfies \w2\ = |wi| + |z| = l + Y?j=1 + 1 c'jkj = c'jkh 
where c" = c2 + c'j, for any j, 1 < j < i, and c'- = cj for any j, i -I-1 < j < q. Still 
note that c" > c!J > . . . > c'J. 
In order to determine the length of the strings to be inserted in w2, we need to 
point out the places where the insertion was performed when replicating wi into 
w2. One can notice two possible situations: 
case a): the prefix a of wi is of the form a = 7a, and the insertion is per-
formed in-between this occurrence of a and the occurrence of b which follows it 
(note that this case possibly occurrs only when g = al). This implies w2 = 
"/abfii a(32 a • •; /3« ab/3i a/32 a... pm a(3m+1. 
The strings to be inserted in w2 are either of the form z' = bfiia/32a... Ppa, for 
a p, 1 < P < s, and then such a z' is a prefix of z and also a string to be inserted 
in wi, hence it satisfies the restriction in the assertion (by inductive assumption), 
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or z' = zz", with z" = bfiia(32a. • • Ppa, for a p, 1 < p < m. In this case, one 
can observe that z" is a string allowed to be inserted in w\, and therefore \z"\ = 
T,rj=icjkj for some r,l < r < q,c'( > c'i.-.c';. We have \z'\ = \z\ + \z"\ = 
£ } = 1 c'jkj + i cjkj = Y^VJ=iCjkj, where v — max{i,r}, and Cj is defined as 
{ c'j + c'j, for 1 < j < min{i, r} , c'j for i + 1 < j < v, 
c"j for r + 1 < j < v . 
Moreover, one can note that ci > c2 > . . . > cv, and hence the assertion follows for 
this case. 
case b): = bfi'i+l, and the insertion is performed in-between the occurrence 
of a immediately preceding this occurrence of b and this b. 
Denote z" = bPiafoa.. .(iia. Then z" is a string possible to be inserted in wi, 
and hence, by the inductive assumption, \z"\ = c'jkj for an r, 1 < r < q, and 
< > . • • > 4. 
As for the strings z' to be inserted in one can note that they are of one of 
the following forms: 
b.l): z' = bpiap20" • • Ppa, for a p, 1 < p < i. Then such a z' is also a string 
allowed to be inserted in w\, and therefore the assertion follows from the inductive 
assumption. 
b.2): z' = z"z, with z = b0ia(i2a... j3pa, for a p, 1 < p < s. One can note that 
z is a string allowed to be inserted in , and then the assertion follows similarly 
as in case a). 
b.3): z' = z"zz'", with z'" = ¡}i+ia{3i+2a.../3pa, for a p,i + 1 < p < m. 
One can note that the string z = z"z"' is allowed to be inserted in u>i, and still 
\w21 = \z\ + \z"\ + \z"'\ = \z\ + \z\, and then the assertion follows similarly as in 
case a). 
Therefore, by the inductive principle, the assertion stated follows. • 
Now we can predict a superset of the length sets for the op and al case. More-
over, we can precisely characterize these sets for replication systems whose starting 
strings are subjected to some restrictions. 
Theorem 5 For any replicating system a = (V,w, (a,b)) and for a replicating 
mode g G {ap, al}, there exist nonnegative integers I, q, k\,k2,..., kq, such that for 
the set N C IN defined as N = {I + c\k\ + c2k2 + ... + cqkq \ for any i, 1 < i < 
q,Ci G IN, and Ci > Cj+i, 1 < i < q} we have 
i) LSg(cr) C N 
ii) moreover, ifw = jaby1, with |7'|a = 0, then the equality holds, i.e. LSg((j) = 
N. 
Proof: We consider w, I, q, k\, k2,..., kq as in the proof of the preceding lemma. 
Then part i) follows directly from this lemma. For part ii), we have to prove 
only the inclusion N C LSg(a). Without loss of generality, we can take into 
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consideration only the ap mode of replication (the only difference between the two 
modes is that in the al mode, if, following the notations in the preceding proof, 
a = a"a, then one can insert in-between this occurrence of a and the b following it; 
but since we want only to prove N C LSa (a), then this inclusion will follow from N 
being included in the length set generated when we do not insert in this position). 
Let N be as in the statement of the theorem. Following the notations in the 
proof of the lemma, we have w = ba\aa2a... aaqab(3 (where a' = b(3). 
We show that N C LSap{tj). 
Take an arbitrary element n G N. Then there exist c\,... ,cq G IN, with c, > 
Ci+i for any ¿,1 < i < q — 1. For any i, 1 < i < q, denote Pi — ba\aa2a... aid 
(\Pi\ = kj), mi = Ci — Cj+i, for 1 < i < q, mq = cq . We prove in the sequel 
that there exists w' G Lap(a) such that \w'\ = n. More exactly, we show how w' 
can be constructed from w, by replicating in the ap mode. 
The string Pq is allowed to be inserted in the ap mode in w, as well as in any 
string obtained from w by inserting Pq after the r;-th occurrence of a in w or in a 
string generated from w in this way. Inserting in this fashion mq (= cq) steps, we 
obtain 
baj_aa2a... aqa(ba\aa2a... aqa)Cqb. 
Denote 
W\ = bct\aa2a ... aqa(ba\aa2a... aqa)Cqb = ba\aa2a... aqab(aiaa2a... aqab)Cq, 
with |wi | = I+ cq h. 
One can note that the string pq-1 is allowed to be inserted in wi, as well as 
in any string obtained from wi by inserting Pq~i after the 9-th occurrence of a in 
such a string. Therefore, we obtain 
iui ba\aa2a .. .aqa(baiaa2a ... a ? _ i a ) m , _ 1 b(a\aa2a... aqab)Cq. 
Denote the resulting string by w2, and note that it can be rewritten as 
w2 = ba\aa2a ... aqab(a\aa2a... ag_iab)rnq~1 (axaa2a ... aqab)Cq, 
and \u)21 = I + (m , - i -I- cq) h + = ' + c « - i Z)?=i + cq^q-
Next we insert the string Pq-2 in the same way, cq-2 — cq-\ steps, resulting in 
a string 11)3 with |u;3| = / + c,_2 J2i=i k + Cq-ikq-i + cqkq. 
Repeating this algorithm, we finally obtain the string 
wq = ba\aa2a... aqab(a\ab)mi (a\aa2ab)m2 ... 
( « iaa 2 a ... aq-iab)mq-1 (a iaa 2 a. . . aqab)m", 
with |u>9| = ¿-|-miA;i+m2(A;i+A;2)-|-...+mq-i(k\+k2 + .. .+kq-i)+mq(ki +k2 + .. .+ 
kq) = l + ki nii + k2 5X2 rrii + .. . + kq-i J2i=q-1 rni + kqmq = l + k! mj + 
k2 rrii + ... + kq-1 Y,i=q-1 mi + Kmq - l + hci + k2c2 + ... + cqkq — n. Thus 
we have obtained N C LSap(a). • 
For the case of an arbitrary free replicating mode, we have: 
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Proposition 3 Let a = (V.w, (a,b)) be a replicating system. Then the Parikh set 
of the language L generated by a with respect to the af mode of replication is linear, 
that is, ^v(L) = {t;o + c^i + ... + cTvr \ Ci G IN, 1 < i < r}, for an r > 1, and 
vo, • • •, vr € 1NP, where p = card(V). 
Proof: Let z\,..., z r , be all the substrings of w of the form ẑ  = bz[ — z"a, 1 < 
i < r, not containing the substring ab, but z[ possibly containing occurrences of b, 
z'l possibly containing occurrences of a. Denote Vi = 4 ,v(zj) , for any i, 1 < i < r. 
A string to be inserted at an arbitrary replication step is either such a zi, or a 
concatenation of several z/'s. Therefore, the Parikh set associated to the generated 
language is of the form given in the statement of the proposition. • 
As we have pointed out in the Introduction section, the generative capacity of 
the replicating systems has been mainly dealt with in the paper where they are 
first considered. However, using their length sets, we can improve a result there, 
which states that they are all less powerful than context-sensitive grammars. We 
can prove now that they are strictly less powerful. 
Theorem 6 CS(SF(g)) C CS(CS), strict inclusion, for any replication mode g 6 
D. 
Proof: Because any snake language is context-sensitive ([2]), the inclusion 
holds. In order to show that this inclusion is proper, consider N = {22" | n G IN}. 
It is well-known that this set it is a context-sensitive length set. We prove in the 
following that it is not a snake length set. 
• Assume that a = (V, w, (a, b)) is a replicating system such that LSg(cT) = N for 
a g G D. Since replication is a length-increasing operation, the length of w should 
be the least element of N, that is, |w| = 2. Then the only possibility for a to 
generate an infinite language is b — a and w = aa. Depending on g, the next string 
generated is either w\ ~ aaa, with |uji| = 3, or = aaaa, with |i«2| = 4. For 
the modes g generating (namely g G {am,ml,mp,ap,al,af}, we then obtain 
3 G LSg(a), and hence LSg(a) ^ N. For the modes g generating w2 only from w 
(namely g G {t, aM, Mp, Ml}), the string w2 results in at the next replication step 
is ui3 — as, with |w3| = 8 ^ N. Therefore, also for this case LSg(a) ^ N. • 
Note that for the replication modes for which the shape of the length sets is 
characterized, the above theorems could be deduced directly from those character-
izations. 
Theorem 7 SF(</) C CS, strict inclusion, for any g G D. 
Proof: We have from [2] that SF(g) C CS. Since £5(SF(g)) C CS{CS), the 
strictness of the language inclusion holds as well. • 
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3 Final Remarks 
One can note that replicating systems are similar to Lindenmayer systems in the 
sense that strings obtained after each step of applying the operation are considered 
as belonging to the generated language. Also, just as Lindenmayer systems, they 
can be used to model biological phenomena. Therefore, a study of such properties 
of replicating systems that are well known for Lindenmayer systems is worthwhile, 
from both language theory and molecular biology points of view. The present paper 
is a step in this direction, namely it deals with growth functions and length sets of 
the languages generated under the replication operation. 
It has been proved here that growth functions (respectively length sets, Parikh 
sets) for the replicating systems studied so far are either exponential or linear. 
Nothing lies in-between. Therefore, it would be of interest to point out models 
with polynomial nonlinear growth. 
Yet notice that the general case for arbitrary leftmost and arbitrary prefix modes 
of replication, as well as the arbitrary free mode, are not yet sufficiently character-
ized, as far as the length sets are concerned. We believe that in the first two cases 
mentioned, the length sets are based on exponential functions, but with some addi-
tional constraints, while in the last case it is a linear set, for which the coefficients 
satisfy some further relations. 
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The Reflexive Domain of CPO's Ideals* 
Gabriel Ciobanu* 
Abstract 
A reflexive structure is a triple (D, i,j), where D is an algebraic structure, 
and i : [D —• D] —> D, j : D —• [D —• D] are mappings such that i o j = 
id[D-tD\- W e study reflexive structures in which the basic algebraic structure 
is a complete partially ordered set (cpo), and only continuous functions over 
cpo's axe considered. W e use the concepts, notations, results and techniques 
of domain theory [4, 7, 9]. W e work with the ideals of some special cpo's. W e 
present a reflexive domain of these ideals. 
1 Introduction 
The A-calculus is considered as a "core" language which is able to capture the 
essential mechanisms of complex programming languages. The A-calculus is also 
considered the prototype of purely functional programming languages. An excellent 
book on the A-calculus is [1]. 
In its pure form, the A-calculus has no numbers, arithmetic operations, records, 
loops, etc.; everything is a function. Its syntax comprises three forms of expressions: 
a variable x is a A-expression, the application of a A-expression to another A-
expression is a A-expression, and the abstraction of a variable from a A-expression 
is a A-expression. The way by which these expressions "compute" is the application 
of functions to arguments, which is formally captured by a rule called /3-reduction 
rule, or /?-rule. 
The A-calculus is much more powerful than it might appear at first sight. It is 
proved that all other known models of computation (Turing Machines, general re-
cursive functions) describe exactly the same class of functions. The A-calculus can 
be developed as a syntactical theory, in which expressions are syntactically ma-
nipulated according to some reduction rules. However we already had an intuitive 
interpretation in mind: the A-expressions are thought of being functions, and the 
/3-reduction rule codifies a step in the evaluation of a function at a given argu-
ment. Therefore there exist two levels: the purely syntactical manipulation of the 
A-expressions, and the intuitive interpretation. The relationship between the two 
"The final version of this paper was written at Tohoku University, where the author was a 
visiting researcher supported by JSPS. 
^Faculty of Computer Science"A.I.Cuza" University 6600 Iasi, Romania e-mail: 
GCiobanu0UAIC.Ro 
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levels is given by the formal semantics of the A-calculus. Possible interpretations 
of A-expressions as functions in the usual mathematical sense lead to possible se-
mantics and models of the A-calculus. If we consider a denotational view, then we 
need to choose a semantic domain D (D is usually a set of functions) and define 
a denotational function which maps each expression into an element of D. Since 
A-expressions take A-expressions as arguments and return A-expressions as a result, 
each element of D is actually a function from D to D. Trying to construct naively 
such a set D leads to a mathematical paradox. Dana Scott solved the problem in 
1969, and the paradox can be avoided by considering only some of the functions 
from D to D [8]. The same insight can be used to construct different domains with 
different properties. This paper follows this research line, presenting the reflexive 
domain of some cpo's ideals. The domain of the cpo's ideals has appeared in vari-
ous forms and papers, for different purposes [e.g. 5, 6]. These various approaches 
are similar in many points. This paper describes a domain construction which is 
interesting on its own. Moreover, the interest for cpo's ideals comes also from the 
fact that we can look at ideals as being similar to computational trees. 
This paper is a formal approach which gives basic results to define and develop 
formal semantics for different programming languages, and to prove properties of 
various kinds of computation - e.g. dataflow computation and nondeterministic 
computation [2, 3]. 
2 Scott domains and ideals 
In the literature the term 'domain' generally refers to the class of structures involved 
in the denotational semantics of programming languages. It is common to locally 
'bind' the term to a specific class of structures for the sake of precision. Domains 
are usually algebraic cpo's. However we should not take this name too rigidly; 
there have been different definitions of domains in the literature. When (D, C) is 
algebraic and K(D) is denumerable, then D is called u> — algebraic. Finally, a cpo 
is a Scott domain if it is w-algebraic and consistently complete. 
We give some useful definitions. 
Definition 1. 
i) A subset X of a partial order (D, C) is called bounded or consistent if there 
exists an upper bound for X . Otherwise it is called inconsistent. 
ii) A directed set of a partial order (D, C) is a subset S C D such that every 
pair of elements in 5 has an upper bound in S. 
Hi) A complete partial order (cpo) is a partial order (D, C) which has a least 
element _L, and least upper bounds(lub) of all directed subsets of D. 
Any set can be viewed as a cpo under the discrete order: x Qy iff x — y. Given 
a set S, the poset S± — S U { 1 } , obtained by adding a new element _L to 5 and 
defining x [I y iff either x = y or x = ±, yields a cpo called the lift of 5 , or the flat 
cpo determined by S. 
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Definition 2. Let D and E be cpo's and / : D —> E. The function / is monotone 
if f(x) E f(y) whenever x C y, / is continuous if / ( (J-?) = L K / i 1 ) I x € •?} for 
every directed S C D. f is said to be strict if /(_!_£>) = LE- If D is a cpo, then 
[D —> D] denotes the set of continuous functions from D to D. 
Definition 3. Let D be a cpo. An element x 6 D is compact if, for every directed 
set M C D such that x C |J M, there is some y £ M such that x C y. The set of 
compact elements in D is denoted by K(D). 
A cpo in which every element is a least upper bound of a directed collection of its 
compact approximations is said to be algebraic: 
Definition 4. A cpo (D , C) is algebraic if for all x £ D, {e C x | e £ K(D)} is 
directed and x = |J{e C x \ e £ K(D)}. When (D, C) is algebraic and K(D) is 
denumerable, then D is called ui — algebraic. 
Definition 5. D is consistently complete if every upper bound set X C D has a 
least upper bound (lub). 
Definition 6. A cpo is a Scott domain if it is u>-algebraic and consistently complete. 
The domains used in this paper are Scott domains. 
Proposition 7. If [D,C-D) and (E, are domains, then ([D -> E],QD^E) is 
also a domain. 
f QD-\E 9 iff f(x) g{x) for any x £ D 
=±E for any x £ D, and 
0-Ji>o/»)(z) = Ui>o(/i(z)) for all increasing sequence {/¿}i>o 
We define a notion of ideal for all these domains. 
Definition 8. Let D be a domain. Then I C D is an ideal if 
i) whenever y C x and x £ I, then y £ J; 
ii) for every increasing sequence {xj}i>o C I we have Ut>0Xi £ I. 
Remark. According to this definition the empty set forms an ideal with U0 =J_. 
Consequently all continuous functions are strict, since /(U0) = U/(0) implies 
/ W = - L . 
Let 1(D) be the set of the ideals of D. If D is a domain, let x £ D and set 
[x] = {y £ D\y C a:}. It is easy to verify that [x] is an ideal, precisely because D is 
a domain. The ideal [x] is called the principal ideal generated by x, and it is the 
smallest ideal containing x. 
Let X be a subset of D, and X = {Uj>oa:t|{a;t}i>o is an increasing sequence in X}. 
The function X t-> X is defined on those subsets of D which are downwards closed 
in the sense i) of the previous definition. 
Remark. The function X X is a closure operator. 
Recall that, in general, a function X i->- X on subsets of some set is called a closure 
operator if i) I C J implies I C J, ii) I C I, and in) 1 = 1. 
In our case it is not difficult to prove i) and ii), therefore we only sketch the proof 
of 1 = 1. First we remark that I and I have the same compact elements. Suppose 
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now that x £ I is a compact element; then x is the lub of an increasing sequence 
{a,} from I. Since x is compact, there is an index j > 0 such that x = a,j, and so 
x £ I. Taking into account that any element of an w-algebraic cpo is the lub of an 
increasing sequence of compact elements, it is easy to show that I and I have the 
same elements, namely the lub's'of the increasing sequences defined by the compact 
elements of I. 
The set I is called the closure of I, and I is said to be closed if I = I. Thus, by 
Hi), the closure of any closed set is closed. Moreover, by i), if I C J = J, then 
I C J = J, i.e. I is included in every downwards closed set which includes I. Since 
I is itself a downwards closed set which includes I, then the closure of I is the 
smallest downwards closed set which includes I. 
We give the following results, which can be easily proved. 
Proposition 9. 
i) for any I £ 1(D), K(I) = I; 
ii) for any increasing sequence {h}k>o C 1(D), we have Uk>oh = \Jk>0K(Ik); 
Hi) V7i, h £ 1(D), h = h iff K(IX) = K(I2); 
iv) K(Uk>0Ik) = Uk>0K(Ik). 
As an intermediate step to the final result, we will show that we can solve the 
domain equation D = [1(D) D)\ this means that we are looking for a domain D 
which is isomorphic to the domain of functions from 1(D) to D. The method we 
use to solve such a domain equation is called inverse limit construction. 
3 Inverse limit construction for D = [2(D) —> D] 
The method of the inverse limit construction was developed by D. Scott. The result 
is that, for any recursive equations of form D = T(D), if T(D) is an expression 
composed out of D such that T(D) is a domain when D is, then there is a domain 
Doo that is isomorphic to T(Doo), i.e. there is a solution of these equations. 
In order to prove that 1(D) is a domain, we start by studying the set K(1(D)) of 
compact elements. 
Definition 10. A set X is maximal complete if for every x £ X there exists a 
maximal element m £ X such that x Qm. 
Lemma 11. Any ideal [M} generated by a finite set M is maximal complete and 
the set of its maximal elements is a subset of M. Any maximal complete ideal is 
generated by the set of its maximal elements. 
Proposition 12. If D is an u-algebraic cpo, then an ideal I is a compact element 
in 1(D) iff it is maximal complete and the set of its maximal elements is finite, 
containing only compact elements of D. 
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Proof: 
< = : We have to prove that if I C Uj>oAj then there exists a k > 0 such that I C 
Ak. Let {ai , . . . ,an } be the set of maximal elements of I. We have I C U,>0Aj = 
Uj>oK(Aj ) ] therefore, for any maximal elements ap we have ap £ Uj>oK(Aj). 
Since ap is a compact element, there exists kp > 0 such that ap € K(Akp). There 
are a finite number of maximal elements; thus there exists k = max{k\, ...kn} such 
that ap € Ak for all p = 1, ...,n. Using the previous lemma, it is easy to see that 
ICAk. 
Since D is a domain, K(I) is denumerable, and so K(I) = {aj | i > 0}. 
We consider now an increasing sequence of ideal generated by subsets of compact 
elements, namely [ap] E [q0i qi1 E ••• E [ao,---,an] E • • • E I- I = K ( I ) = 
Uj>0{ao, • • •, a. } = L l ^ o ^ a o , . . . , a f]) = Uj>o[ao,.. . , aj]. Now, if D is w-algebraic, 
then there exists k > 0 such that I = [ao, . . . , ak]. According to the previous lemma, 
[ao , . . . . ak] is maximal complete, and the set of maximal elements is a subset of 
{ao, • • •, ak} which is finite and contains only compact elements of D. 
Proposition 13. If D is an co-algebraic cpo, then 1(D) is also an u-algebraic cpo. 
Proof : There are countably many compact ideals, because they are characterized 
by a finite number of compact elements from D ( and the compact elements of 
D are denumerable). In 1(D), the set of compact ideals less than a given ideal 
I is directed. This fact is a consequence of the equality [ao, ...,a„] U [bo, ...,6m] = 
[ao,..., a n , ho, •••, bm]- The lub of this directed set included in K(1(D)) is I. If 
D is OJ-algebraic, then / = K(I) — Ui>o{ao, . . . , a*} = Uoo-KQao, • • •, a;]) = 
Ui>o[ao, • • • >a»], where K(I) = {a* | i > 0}. The ideals [ao,. . . ,a,] are w-algebraic; 
therefore I is the lub of the w-algebraic ideals less than I. 
We have to prove also that 1(D) is consistently complete; we use the following 
result 
Lemma 14. Let (1(D), C) be the cpo of ideals of D, where the order relation is 
the set inclusion. 
i) IfX,Yel(D), then X UY,X OF £ 1(D). 
ii) (1(D), fl, U) is a complete lattice, where the meet operator is the usual inter-
section, and the joint operator is defined by Uj£jXj = fl{7 £ 1(D) | Vj € 
J, Xj C / } . 
Consequently, any bound subset of 1(D) has a least upper bound given by the joint 
operator. 
Remark. The infinite union of ideals may not be an ideal. 
However, if D is w-algebraic, then Uj€jXj = UjejK(Xj). 
Finally, as a consequence of the previous two results, we give now the following 
proposition: 
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Proposition 15. If D is a domain, then 1(D) is a domain. 
Definition 16. Let / : D —• E be a continuous function between two domains. 
Then 
1(f) : 1(D) 1(E) is defined by 1(f) = XI.{y E E\ 3x E I : y Ç f(x)} 
1(f)(1) is the minimum ideal containing / ( / ) . 
Lemma 17. 
1(f)(1) -{2/e E\3x El.yQ f(x)} = {y£ K(E)\3x E K(I) : y C f(x)}. 
Proof : Using I = K(I) from the Proposition 9 i), and since we work with a 
closure operator, then 
{y E E\3x E I: y C f(x)} = {y E K(E)\3x E I: y Q f(x)}. Now, if x is not a com-
pact element, then there is an increasing sequence {xi}i>o of compact elements such 
that x = Ui>0Xi. Using the continuity of / , y C f(x) = f(Ui>0Xi) = Ui>0f(xi); 
but y is a compact element of E, and there exists n > 0 such that y C f(xn) and 
xn E K(I) - because xn C x and I is an ideal. Therefore, if 3x E I : y C f(x), 
then 3x' E K(I) : y • f(x') C f(x), i.e. {y E K(E)\3x E I : y C f(x)} = 
{y£K(E)\3x£K(I)-.yQf(x)}. 
Proposition 18. If f : D E is a continuous function, and I C D is an ideal, 
then 1(f)(1) is an ideal. 
Proof : We have to prove that 
i) whenever z Cy and y E 1(f)(1), then z E 1(f)(1), and 
ii) for every increasing sequence {j/t}i>o in 1(f)(1) we have U,>o2/t E 1(f)(1). 
i) If z C y and y E 1(f)(1) = {y E E\3x E I : y C f(x)}, then z Q y and 
3x E I: y C. f(x)\ this means that z E 1(f)(1). 
ii) is clear from the definition of 1(f)(1). We want to explain now our choice for 
the definition of 1(f)(1). In general, the set {y E E\3x E I : y C f(x)} is not 
closed (it is not difficult to construct a counterexample). According to our 
definition, if we use elements of I, we can define new increasing sequences; 
then we have to close the set again, and we obtain I. In order to have 1 = 1, 
the key property of domains is that of being w-algebraic cpo's. The construc-
tion is now consistent, because even the function space does preserve this 
property, according to the fact that our domains are consistently complete(a 
result proved by G. Plotkin). 
Proposition 19. If f : D —» E is continuous, then 1(f) is also continuous. 
Proof : According to Lemma 1 7 , 1 ( f ) : 1(D) 1(E) could be defined by 
1(f) = XI.{y E K(E)\3x E K(I) : y C f(x)} 
We have I ( / ) ( U n > 0 / n ) = {;/ 6 K(E)\3x E K(Un>0In) : y C f(x)} = by Prop. 9 ii) 
{y E K(E)\3x E U n >oK(I n ) : y • f(x)} = by Prop. 9 iv) 
U„>0{2/ € K(E)\3x E K(In) : y C f(x)} = U„>0X(/)(/n) = U„>0I( /)( /„) . 
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Proposition 20. If f : D —• E,g : E —> F are continuous functions, then 
1(g) o 1(f) =l(g of). 
Proof : (1(g) O l(f))(I) = {z £ K(F)\3y £ K(l(f)(I)) : z • g(y)} = 
{Z e K(F)\3y G {y< E K(E)\3x E K(i) •. y> C f(x)} •. z • g(y)} = 
{z £ K(F)\3y £ K(E) : 6 K(I) : y C f{x) & z C g(y)}. 
Since z C g(y) and y C / ( x ) , we have z C g(f(x)) by the monotonicity of g. 
Then (1(g) o l(f))(I) C {z£K(F)\3x£K(I):zQg(f(x))} = l(g o / ) ( / ) . 
In the other direction, starting from z C g(f(x)), we have to find a compact element 
y such that z C g(y) and y C f(x). We already know that x and z are compact 
elements. If f(x) is compact, then we take y = f(x). If f(x) is not compact, then 
there is an increasing sequence {¿¿}J>O of compact elements such that f(x) = Uj>oii. 
Using the continuity of g, we can say that z C g(f(x)) = g(Uj>oii) = Ui>off(ii). z 
is a compact element; then there exists n > 0 such that z C g(tn)- Now we consider 
y = tn\ hence y C f(x) and y is compact. Thus we can write now 
Aa ° f)(I) = K(F)\3x £ K(I) : z C g(f(x))} C 
{z G K(F)\3y £ K(E) : 3x G K(I) : y C f(x) & z C g(y)} = (1(g) o 1(f))(I). 
Proposition 21. If {fi}i>o is an increasing sequence of continuous functions fi : 
D ->• E, and I £ 1(D), then l(Ui>0fi)(I) = Ui>0l(fi)(I), i.e. 1 is continuous. 
Proof : By Lemma 17, I (U;> 0 / i ) ( / ) = {y £ K(E)\3x £ K(I) : y C Ui>0fi(x)}. 
Since y is a compact element, then there is n > 0 such that y • fn(x). Using 
a previous remark, I (Ui> 0 / i ) ( / ) = {y £ K(E)\3x £ K(I) 3n > 0 : y C / „ ( x ) } = 
Ui>0K(l(fi)(I)) = Ui>0l(fi)(I). 
The following definitions and results are included only to make the construction 
clear; the proofs can be found in different papers or books [e.g. 1, 4, 7, 8, 9]. 
Definition 22. Let D, D' be domains. A pair of continuous functions (/:£)—>• 
D', g : D' —¥ D) is a retraction pair iff g o / = idp and / o j C ido1 
i) f is called an embedding and g is called a projection. 
ii) We will use the notation (f,g) : D f-» D'. 
Proposition 23. 
i) An embedding has an unique corresponding projection. 
ii) A projection has an unique corresponding embedding. 
Hi) The functions of a retraction pair are strict functions. 
Definition 24. Let ( / , g) : D D' be a retraction pair. Then ( / , g)R : D' D 
denotes the reversal of (f,g) and is defined as (g,f). The reversal of a retraction 
pair might not be a retraction pair. 
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Proposition 25. Let г = (f,g) : D D' ands = ( f ' ,g ' ) : D' D" be retraction 
pairs. Then 
i) г о s = ( / ' о / , g о g') : D D" is a retraction pair; 
ii) (ro s)R = sRo rR; 
iii) (rR)R = r. 
Proposition 26. The composition and reversal operations upon retraction pairs 
axe continuous. 
Definition 27. Let r = (f, g) : D E and s = (f',g') : D' Е' be retraction 
pairs. We define 
r -> s = ((Л/г./' oho g), (Л k.g' о к о /)) : [D D'] «-»[£-» Е'}. 
Proposition 28. Let (/,g) : D E be a retraction pair. Then (1(f),1(g)) : 
1(D) о 1(E) is a retraction pair. 
Proof : 1(f) and 1(g) are continuous, by the Proposition 19. By the Proposition 
20, 
(1(g) о l(f))(A) = l(g о f)(A) = {y e D\3x E A:y Q g(f(x)) = x} = A,\/A e 
1(D), 
(1(f) ol(g))(B)=l(fog)(B) = {ye E\3x 6 В : y Ç f(g(x)) Qx}ÇB,VB 6 
1(E). 
Corollary 29. Let (/, g) :£><-> E be a retraction pair, and I 6 1(D). 
For any J e 1(E) such that l(g)(J) = I we have 1(f)(1) Ç J. 
Proof: 1(f)(1) = l(f)(l(g)(J)) = (1(f) о l(g))(J) С J. 
Remark, if J G 2(£) such that g(y) G / for any y E J, then 1(f)(1) С J. 
Corollary 30. Let r : D ^ E be a retraction pair. Then (l(r))R = Х(гл). 
Proof: By the Proposition 28, l(r) = l(f,g) = (1(f),1(g)). 
It is not difficult to see that (l(r)R = (l(f),l(g))R = (1(g),1(f)) = l(g,f) = 
l(rR). 
In our inverse limit construction we have the following domain expressions: 
T(D) = [1(D) -)> D) , and T(r) = (l(r) -»• r). 
Lemma 31. For all domain expressions F, and retraction pairs r : D E, s : 
E F, 
i) F(idDi^o) = idF(D)<r>F(D)> where ido^D — (idD,idD); 
ii) F(r) is also a retraction pair; 
iii) F(r)R = F(rR); 
iv) F(sor) = F(s)oF(r). 
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Definit ion 32 . A retraction sequence is a pair ({£*t}j>oi : Di o -Dt+i}i>o), 
such that for all i > 0 Di is a domain, and T{ is a retraction pair. 
Let tmn : Dm Dn be defined as 
{7*n—i ° • • • 0 rm if m <n idDm^Dm if m = n . 
o . . . o rR_l if m > n 
If we consider <j>o = <frn+i = (Z(<Pn) 4>n), and each r* is a retraction pair 
{(f>i,ipi) •• Di <-> Di+1, 
then for m < n, 
tmn = {Omnium) = (<Pn-l, lpn-l) ° • • • 0 (<Pm+1, 1pm+1) ' ((¡>m,1pm) = 
= {<t>n-1 ° • • • ° <£m+l 0 4>m, ~>Pm ° V'm+l 0 • • • °1pn-l)-
We can represent this by 
0n — 1 
-Dm t— i'm+l Dm+2 . . . i?n-l t - £>„ V'm V>m +1 l/>n-l 
For the case when m > n, 
tmn — iPmn-i^nm) — (̂ nmĵ mn) — n̂m* 
Definit ion 33 . The inverse limit of a retraction sequence 
( {£i }t>o, {{<t>i,ipi) : Di £>i+i|i > 0}) 
is the set: 
Doo = { { x 0 , x i , ...,Xi, for all n > 0, xn € Dn and xn = ip„(xn+i)}. 
This set has a domain structure with {J-D„}n>o and the order 
{ x „ } „ > 0 E D » {2/n}n>o iff for any n £ TV we have xn C.Dn yn-
Proposition 34. If F maps a domain D to a domain F(D), then the pair: 
({Di\D0 = {±}, Di+1 = F(Di)}i>o, 
{{<j>i,tpi) : Di o Di+1\(f>0 = (Ax. ±),ip0 = (Ax. -L), (<t>i+i,ipi+i) = F{<f>i, t/>i)}i>o) 
is a retraction sequence. 
To show that the inverse limit for the retraction sequence generated by F satisfies 
Doo = F(Doo), we define the functions 
$ : D^ FiDoo) , * : F(D«,) ->• 
using the retraction pairs 
For m > 0, 
¿moo • Dm Ẑ qo is (0m o o , icom) = (Ax.{0mO(x),0Tni(x), ...}, A{xi, 
ôom • Doo ^ ^m IS (^oomj^moo) ~ ^mco 
¿OOOO : Doo ^ Dqo is (̂ OOOO) 
Lemma 35. For any retraction sequence and m,n, k € N U {oo} 
(i) tmn 0 tkm E: tkn 
(ii) If m > h or m > n, then tmn o tkm =hn-
{Hi) If m < n, then tmn is a retraction pair. 
The isomorphism maps are defined as a retraction pair ( $ , $ ) , 
($, tf) : Doo F(Doo) = u%=0F(tmoo) o ¿oo(m+l) • 
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Theorem 36. 
(t) ($,*)*<> ($,*) = id-D„„Deo, 
(it)' ($ , o ($ , = idF{Dm)^F(Doo). 
Our domain expressions T satisfies all the requirements imposed on F. The nec-
essary properties required for the new constructor I have been proved by previous 
results of this section. As a consequence, we have a domain F which is a solution 
of the domain equation D = [1{D) -»• D]. 
4 The reflexive domain.Z(V) 
Recall that an algebraic structure is reflexive if there are two functions i : [D —> 
D] —¥ D and j : D [D —> D] such that i ° j = ¿ci[x3—>£>] - I*1 o u r c a s e w e prove the 
existence of two continuous functions i: [D —> D] —» D and j : D [D —• D] such 
that, for all / G \D D) and x G D, j(i(f)) = f, and i(j(x)) QD x. 
Let F be a domain such that V = [1(F) —> V]. In order to show that Z ( F ) is 
a reflexive domain, we consider the following functions: 
Definition 37. Let / : X(V) 1 ( F ) be a function, and I,J £ 1 ( F ) be ideals. 
F : [1(1/) -> 1 (F ) ] Z (F ) 
G:1(V)->[X(V)->I(V)] 
are defined by 
F(f) = {<7 G [1(V) -4 F]|<r(7) G / (7) ,V7 G 1 ( F ) } , and 
G(I)(J) = {a(J)\a£[l(V)^V}ni}. 
Proposition 38. F and G are well defined. 
Proof: 
i) If / : 1 ( F ) 1(V), then F{f) G 1 (F) . 
Let o be in F(f), and p C a. p{I) C <x(7) for all I e X(F) , and by the 
definition of F{f), a (I) € / ( / ) . / ( / ) is an ideal, hence p{I) G f(I), i.e. 
P 6 F(f). 
Now we consider an increasing sequence {c i } i>o in F(f). For any i > 0, 
Oi G [2(F) -> F], and cri(I) G / ( / ) , V 7 G I{V). For an arbitrary I G 
I(V),(Ui>o<Tj)(/) = Ui>oCj(/), by the continuity of Oi. Since a¿(7) G / ( 7 ) , 
and / ( 7 ) is an ideal, then {o"j(7)}i>o is an increasing sequence in / ( 7 ) and 
UI^0CTI(7) G / (7 ) . Therefore U^offi G F(f). 
ii) If 7 G 1{V), then G(7) G [1(F) -> 2(F)] . 
We have to prove that G(7)(J) G 1 ( F ) , VJ G 1 ( F ) , and G(7) is continuous. 
Let J G 1 ( F ) , and <J(J) G G(7)(J) ,CT G [ 1 ( F ) - > F ] , If a G G ( 7 ) ( J ) , then 
3d G [X(F) F] n 7 such that <J( J) = a. If we consider b C a, then it is 
necessary to prove that 3p G [1(F) —> F] fl 7 such that p(J) = 6. We define 
n _ f maxi>0 {cj C b|cj C <r (a;)} if b g f(a:); 
~ \ 6, if b C <r(x). 
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Thus we have p(J) = b, because b C a = cr(J), and p.is continuous. We 
consider now an increasing sequence {aj} i>0 C G( / ) ( J ) G T{V). This se-
quence is given by an increasing sequence {o~i}i>o c \£{V) —• V] fl I. If we 
consider {ffi}t>o as functions, then the values of G(I)(J) are determined by 
applying these functions to J, and Ut>o<ii = Ui>ocri(J). We consider {<7j}i>o 
as elements of / , and we have Uj>oai = Uj>o^i, with A, £ I. I is an ideal, 
and therefore Uj>oai 6 I. Thus Uj>oai £ G(I)(J). 
Hi) We need to prove also that G(I) is continuous. We consider an arbitrary 
increasing sequence {Jk}k>o C 1(V). We prove that G(I)(Uk>0Jk) Q 
UFC>0G(I)(Jk): If a £ G(I){Uk>0Jk), then 3p £ [I(V) V] n I such 
that p(Uk>oJk) = o. Since p is continuous, then a = Uk>op(Jk). But 
p(Jk) £ G(I){Jk) Q Ufc>0G(J)(Jfc). Therefore a £ U f c>0G(/)(J*), by 
the definition of 1{V). Now, Uk>0G{I)(Jk) = Uk>0{a{Jk)\a € [1{V) 
V ] D / } = {a(Ufc>0Jfc)|a G [1(V) V] f) 1} C {<7(U*>0Jfc)|<7 G [Z(V) 
V] l~l I}. Uk>oG(I)(Jk) = {Ui>oai|{aj}t>o is an increasing sequence in 
Uk>oG{I)(Jk)} C {U^OOILIOIJ^O C {C(UFC>OJJT)} = {UFC>0(T(JFC)}} = 
G(J)(Ufc>0Jfc). 
Propos i t i on 39. For any I G C / . 
P r o o f : Indeed, by the definition of G(I)(J), 
F(G(I)) = {<7 G \1{V) V]|a(J) G G( / ) ( J ) ,VJ G 1 ( F ) } = 
= {er G [I(V) ->• G [Z(V) -> V] H / } C / 
L e m m a 40. For any J £ 1{V), G{F(f)){J) C / ( J ) , V / : I ( V ) -4 1{V). 
P r o o f : G(F(f))(J) = {<7(J)|<7 G [1(F) ^ V] H F ( / ) } = 
= {a(J)\a £{p£ [1(V) G / ( / ) , V J G 1{V)}} = 
= {<J{J)\(J{I) £ f ( I ) Y I £ I ( V ) } = {A(J)\A(J) G f ( J ) } C / ( J ) . 
T h e o r e m 41. Let be / : I ( V ) I ( V ) . Then G(F(f)) = f iff f is continuous. 
P r o o f : 
i) We have already proved that G(I) £ [1{V) -+ 1 (F) ] for all I £ 1(V), and 
F(f) £ 1(V) for all f £ X(V) X(V). 
ii) We have to prove only / C G(F(f)), because the inclusion G(F(f)) C / 
has been proved in Lemma 40. We consider an arbitrary J G I(V), and 
an arbitrary a £ f(J). We can see a as the lub of an increasing sequence 
{aj}i>o C / ( J ) , i.e. a = Uj>0ai-
We define a : 1(V) V by 
,n j maxi>0{ai\ai £ f{I)}, if a 0 /(/), 
a ( / ) = U " . i f a e / ( 7 ) . 
It is clear that a (J) £ f(J). 
To prove that a G [1(V) —• V], we consider an increasing sequence {Ik}k>o C 
1{V). cr is monotone, and Uk>0a(Ik) Q a(Uk>0Ik). Uk>0Ik = U k>oh implies 
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that if b G a(Uk>oh) then either b G Ufc>0<7(ifc), or there is an increasing 
sequence {bk}k>0 C V such that o(Ik) — bk and b = \Jk>0bk G V. Therefore 
<?(Uk>oh) Q ük>0a(Ik) . And / ( J ) C G(F(f))(J). 
Acknowledgements: Thanks to the referee for the helpful comments on the drafts 
of this paper. 
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Denote by sl-DT the class of superlinear deterministic top-down tree 
transformations, by REC the class of recognizable tree languages, and by 
DREC the class of deterministic recognizable tree languages. In this paper 
we present the following results. The class d o m ( s l - D T ) is exactly the class of 
tree languages recognized by semi-universal deterministic top-down tree rec-
ognizers, which are introduced in this paper. Moreover, for any L € DREC, 
it is decidable whether L £ d o n i ( s l - D T ) holds and we also present a decision 
procedure. Finally, we show that ra,nge(sl-DT) = REC. 
1 Introduction 
Top-down tree transducers were introduced in [Rou] as formal models of syntax-
directed compilers. They are finite devices processing terms over ranked alphabets, 
which are called trees in this area. A top-down tree transducer induces a binary 
relation over trees, called a top-down tree transformation. Tree transformations in-
duced by top-down tree transducers serve as abstract models of translations realized 
by syntax-directed compilers. 
Top-down tree transducers and top-down tree transformations were studied in 
several papers, e.g., in pioneer works [Engl], [Eng2] and [Bak], A number of special 
types have been defined (linear, nondeleting, etc.) and compared to each other, see, 
for example, [GécStel] or [FülVág]. 
A top-down tree transducer translates an input tree by applying so called rules 
at the nodes, processing the tree from the root to the leaves. Each rule has the form 
q(o(x\,... ,xm)) —• where <r is an input symbol of rank m that labels a node 
of the input tree, q is a state of the tree transducer and £ is a term consisting of 
output symbols and terms of the form p(xi), where 1 < i < m, X{ refers to the ith 
•Research of the author was supported by the Research Foundation of Hungary under Grant 
F012852 and by the Hungarian Cultural and Educational Ministry under Grant 223/95. 
^Department of Foundations of Computer Science, József Attila University, P.O. Box 652., 
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direct subtree and p is a state of the tree transducer. A top-down tree transducer 
is said to be deterministic if, for any state q and symbol a, there is at most one 
rule of the above form. In this paper we consider only deterministic top-down tree 
transducers. A top-down tree transducer is called linear if, for every rule of the 
above form and 1 < i < m, each term of the form p(xi) appears at most once in 
As a result of this condition, the translation of any direct subtree íj of a tree 
<j(ti,... ,tm) appears at most once in the translation of the whole tree. 
Superlinear deterministic top-down tree transducers were defined first time by Z. 
Fülöp and H. Vogler during a personal communication in 1992. A characterization 
of this type and comparisons to other ones can be found in [DánFüll] and [DánFül2]. 
Informally speaking, a superlinear deterministic top-down tree transducer is a 
linear deterministic top-down tree transducer, which satisfies the following condi-
tion. For any symbol a of rank m and two different states q and q', if both the rules 
q(a(xi,... ,xm)) £ and q'(a(xi,... ,xm)) -»• exist, then, for every 1 < i < m, 
a term of the form p(xi) appears in at most one of £ and This implies that the 
translation of a direct subtree íj of a tree cr(t\, tm) appears in the translation 
of the whole tree if and only if the transducer starts the processing of a(ti,..., tm) 
in a distinguished state depending on i. 
Investigating a certain type of top-down tree transducers, the questions natu-
rally arises, what kind of trees can be processed by this type, and what kind of 
trees may occur as result of such a processing. For a top-down tree transducer, the 
sets of possible input and output trees are called the domain and the range of the 
induced tree transformation, respectively. 
Tree sets are also called tree languages. Similarly to the string languages, for 
tree languages there are also finite state recognizers. By the help of these devices, we 
can define the classes of recognizable and deterministic recognizable tree languages, 
see [GécStel]. It turned out that domain and range tree languages of top-down tree 
transformations can generally be associated with these two classes, see [GécStel] 
and [FülVág]. However, it is known from [DánFüll] that the class of domain tree 
languages of superlinear deterministic top-down tree transformations is a proper 
subclass of the class of deterministic recognizable tree languages. 
In this paper we investigate domain and range tree languages of superlinear de-
terministic top-down tree transformations. We define a new type of tree recognizers, 
called semi-universal deterministic tree recognizer. We show that the domain tree 
languages of superlinear deterministic top-down tree transducers are exactly that 
ones, which are recognizable by semi-universal deterministic tree recognizers. On 
the basis of this result we develop a decision algorithm, which decides whether an 
arbitrary deterministic recognizable tree language can be the domain of a superlin-
ear deterministic top-down tree transformation. Moreover, we prove that the range 
tree languages of superlinear deterministic top-down tree transducers are exactly 
the recognizable tree languages. The outline of the paper is the following. 
In Section 2 we introduce the notions and notations, which are necessary for 
understanding the paper, and recall some preliminary results. 
In Section 3 we give a characterization of the domain of the class of superlinear 
deterministic top-down tree transformations. Moreover, we show that, for a deter-
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ministic recognizable tree language, it is decidable whether it can be the domain of 
a superlinear deterministic top-down tree transformation. 
In Section 4 we show that the range tree languages of superlinear deterministic 
top-down tree transformations are exactly the recognizable tree languages. 
Finally, in Section 5 we summarize our results and raise some related open 
questions. 
2 Preliminaries 
In this section we introduce the notions and notations, which are necessary for un-
derstanding the paper. Furthermore, we recall some preliminary results, although 
some of them are referred to in a modified form. 
2.1 Sets and relations 
We denote by pow(>l) and |J4| the power set and the cardinality of a set A, respec-
tively. A finite nonempty set is also called an alphabet. 
Given two sets A and B, an arbitrary subset 9 of A x B is a relation from A to 
B. We also write adb meaning that (a, b) £ 6. A relation from A to A is called a 
relation over A. The identity relation over A is Id(A) = {(a, a) | a £ A}. 
Let A be a set and a,b,c E A arbitrary elements. A relation 9 over a set A 
is said to be reflexive if (a, a) £ 9 always holds, transitive if a9b and b9c implies 
a9c, symmetric if adb implies b9a, and equivalence if it is reflexive, transitive, and 
symmetric. An equivalence relation = over A defines a partitioning of A, where, 
for any a,b £ A, a and b are the same class if and only if a = b. We denote by [a]= 
the class of an a £ A with respect to =. 
The transitive closure 9+ of a relation 9 over A is also a relation over A. For 
any a,b £ A, a9+b holds if and only if there exist a\,..., an £ A with n > 1 such 
that ai = a, an = b, and ai9a t+i, for every 1 < i < n. The transitive-reflexive 
closure of 9 is 9* = 9+ U {(a, a) | a £ A}. 
Let 9 be a relation from A to B. The sets dom(0) = {a £ A \ 3b £ B : a9b} 
and range(0) = {b £ B \ 3a £ A : a9b} are called the domain and the range of 9, 
respectively. We say that 9 is total, if dom(0) = A, and partial otherwise. 
We extend the concepts of domain and range for classes of relations. Let C be 
a class of relations, then the domain and the range of C are defined by dom(C) = 
{dom(0) | 9 EC} and range(C) = {range(0) | 9 EC}, respectively. 
Let A and B be sets. A relation v C. A x B is called a mapping from A to B, 
denoted by v : A B, if, for any a £ A, there is exactly one b £ B such that 
(a, b) E v holds, for which we also write v{a) = b. A mapping u from A to B is said 
to be infective if, for each b E B, there is at most one a £ A such that v(a) = b, 
surjective if range(i/) = B, and bijective if it is injective and surjective. A bijective 
mapping is also called a bijection. 
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2.2 Trees 
A ranked alphabet £ is an alphabet, in which every symbol has a unique rank in the 
set of nonnegative integers. For each m > 0, the set of symbols in E having rank m 
is denoted by E m . We write E = {crjmi\ . . . , meaning that E = {CTI , crnj 
is a ranked alphabet, where the symbol cr* has the rank ml) for each 1 < i < n. 
We specify an enumerable set X = {xi , x2,...} of symbols, called variables, and 
we put Xn = { x i , . . . , x n } , for every n > 0. We assume that X is disjoint with any 
ranked alphabet E. 
Let E be a ranked alphabet. For a set H, disjoint with E, the set of trees over E 
indexed by H is denoted by Tz(H) and defined as the smallest set U, which satisfies 
the following conditions. 
(i) H U E0 C U. 
(ii) cr( i i , . . . , tm) G U, whenever m > 0, cr € E m , and h,... ,tm e U. 
The set TK(0) of ground trees over E is also written as 
The trees can be represented as expressions with parentheses. For example, if 
E = #( ° ) } then <5(<r(#), # ) G TE and S(S(x1,#),6(a(x2),a(x1))) G X s . 
A chain tree, like a(... <r(#)...), where a occurs i times, is abbreviated by cr l(#). 
For instance, cr3(#) denotes the tree cr(a(a(#))). 
We write Tj;in for and distinguish a subset TE,„ of Tx;)n as follows. A 
tree t G X£ n is in Ts,n if and only if each variable in Xn appears in t exactly once 
and the order of them from left to right is x i , . . . ,xn . For instance, if E = {¿r'2 ' } , 
then a(xi,x2) G Is,2 , but (T(xi,xi),cr(a;2,xi) ^ T^t2. 
Let t G Tz<n, for some n > 0. We define the height of t and the set of variables 
occurring in t, denoted by height(i) and var(t), respectively, as follows. 
(i) If t = Xi G Xn, then height(i) = 0 and var(i) = {xj } . 
(ii) If t = a G E0, then height(i) = 0 and var(i) = 0. 
(in) If t = a(ti,... ,tm), where m > 0, a G E m , and ¿ i , . . . , i m G 7s,n , then 
height(i) = 1 + max{height(ij) | 1 < i < m} and var(i) = Ui<i<m v&r(ti)-
We introduce the concept of tree substitution. Let n > 0, t 6 and let 
s i , . . . , sn be arbitrary trees. We denote by t [s i , . . . , sn] the tree, which is obtained 
from t by replacing each occurrence of Xi by S{, for every 1 < i < n. 
Let r and s be ground trees over a ranked alphabet E. We say that r is a subtree 
of s, if there exists a tree t G Tj^i such that s = t[r]. 
Let E and A be ranked alphabets. A tree language L over E is a subset of 
T-£-. A tree transformation from to T& is a relation from to TA . Since the 
tree transformations are relations, the concepts of their domain and range should 
be clear. Note that if r is a tree transformation from Xs to TA, then dom(r) and 
range(r) are tree languages over E and A, respectively. 
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2.3 Top-down tree transducers 
A top-down tree transducer is a 5-tuple T = (Q, £, A, qo, R), where 
• Q is an unary ranked alphabet, i.e. Q = Q1, called the set of states, which 
satisfies Q n ( E u A ) = 0 , 
• £ and A are arbitrary ranked alphabets, called input and output ranked 
alphabets, respectively, 
• Qo E Q is the initial state, and 
• R is a finite set of rules of the form 
q(a(xi,...,xm)) t[q1{xil),..., qn(xin)}, 
where m, n > 0, a E E m , 1 < i\,..., in < m, q, qi,..., qn E Q, and t E 2 \ n . 
A rule as above will be referred to as a g-rule for a, or shortly as a (g,cr)-rule. We 
say that q is defined on a in R, if there exists a (q, cr)-rule in R. 
A top-down tree transducer T is called deterministic, if, for any q E Q and a € 
there is at most one (q, <r)-rule in R. For brevity, we write "dt" for "deterministic 
top-down" in the sequel. 
Consider the above (g,er)-rule. The term ¿[<71(1^),... ,qn{xin)] is called the 
right-hand side of the rule and it is denoted by rhs(g,cr). Moreover, for each 1 < 
j < m, we define rst(g,cr, j) = {qk E Q | 1 < k < n,ik = j}, i.e. the set of states 
applied to Xj in rhs(g,cr). 
For a set S of trees, we put Q{S) = {q(s) \ q E Q, s E S} . The rules in R induce 
a relation, called derivation, denoted by =>r, over the set T&(Q(Ts)). For any trees 
r,s E TA(Q(?E)), r =>T s holds if and only if there is a rule q(a(xi,..., xm)) —¥ 
t[qi(XJJ),..., qn{xin)] in R such that, for some ti,... ,tm E TE, S is obtained from r 
by replacing an occurrence of a subtree q(cr{ti,.. • ,tm)) of r by t[q\ (tij),..., qn{tin)]-
The tree transformation Ty induced by T is defined as 
TT = { ( r , s) E r s x T A I q0(r) =>*T s}. 
A tree transformation is called a dt tree transformation, if it can be induced by a 
dt tree transducer. The class of dt tree transformations is denoted by DT. 
We note that nondeterministic top-down tree transducers are sometimes defined 
to have more than one initial states. However, that concept is not essentially 
different from our one. It is an easy exercise to show that, for each top-down tree 
transducer having more initial state, a top-down tree transducer with one initial 
state can be constructed,, which induces the same tree transformation. 
We introduce some special types of dt tree transducers applying certain restric-
tions to the form of rules. Moreover, we specify a unique abbreviation for the name 
of each type. Let T = (Q, A, q0, R) be a dt tree transducer. We say that it is 
• linear (I), if, for every rule q(a(xi,... ,xm)) ->• ^{x^),... ,qn(xin)] in R, 
each of the variables x\,..., xm appears at most once in the right-hand side. 
Note that in this case m >n. 
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• superlinear (si), if it is linear and, for every m > 0, a 6 £ m , and any two 
different states q,p G Q, var(rhs(g, a)) fl var(rhs(p, a)) = 0 holds. In other 
words, T is sl-dt, if it is linear and, for every m > 0, er G E m , and 1 < i < m, 
there is at most one state q G Q such that Xi occurs in rhs(g, a). 
• relabeling (rl), if each rule in R is of the form 
q{a(xx,... ,xm)) % i (a ; i ) , . . .,qm{xm)), 
where m > 0,(7 € £ m , <5 G ATO. Roughly speaking, processing a tree, T does 
not change the skeleton, only relabels the nodes. 
Observe that an rl-dt tree transducer is necessarily linear, but generally not super-
linear. 
These attributes can be combined. For example, by an rl-sl-dt transducer we 
mean a relabeling and superlinear deterministic top-down tree transducer. 
Let x be a combination of some of the modifiers in {l,sl,rl}, such as rl-sl, etc. A 
dt tree transformation is said to be an x-dt transformation if it can be induced by 
an x-dt transducer. The class of x-dt tree transformations is denoted by x-DT. 
2.4 Top-down tree recognizers 
A top-down tree recognizer (ttr) is a top-down tree transducer T = (Q, go, R), 
of which the rules are of the form 
q(a(xi,.. .,xm)) ^ cr(9i(xi),... xm)), 
where m > 0. If T is deterministic, then it is called a deterministic top-down tree 
recognizer (dttr). Observe that TT C Id(Tj;) holds and T is an rl-dt tree transducer. 
Let T = (Q,T,,T,,q0,R) be a dttr. We say that a state q G Q is universal, if, 
for all t G TE , q{t) =>*T t holds, i.e. {i G | q{t) ^ t} = TE. Observe that, 
for any rule q(a(xi,... ,xm)) a(qi(zi),... ,qm(xm)) & R, if q is universal, then 
hi - • • ,1m are necessarily universal, too. 
We say that T recognizes the tree t G TE, if qo(t) t. The tree language 
recognized by T is L(T) = ( i 6 TE | q0(t) t}. Observe that L(T) = dom(rT). 
A tree language is recognizable (resp. deterministic recognizable), if it is recognized 
by a ttr (resp. dttr). We denote by REC (resp. DREC) the class of recognizable 
(resp. deterministic recognizable) tree languages. 
Note that the original concept of recognizability concerning tree languages is 
defined by descending (or bottom-up) tree automata, see in [GecStel]. However, 
consulting Chapter II in [GecStel], one can easily see, that top-down tree recogniz-
ers are equivalent to regular tree grammars in normal form and hence to descending 
tree automata. 
Clearly, DREC C REC holds. Moreover, it is a well-known result (see, e.g., 
[GecStel]) that the inclusion is proper, i.e. DREC C REC. 
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2.5 Minimal deterministic top-down tree recognizers 
Deterministic top-down tree recognizers also have automaton type equivalent, 
namely deterministic ascending (or top-down) tree automata (dtta). A short re-
flection will show that there are mainly notational differences between these types 
of devices, hence we can apply the notions and results in [GecSte2] to dttr's without 
difficulties. 
An n-ary dtta is a 5-tuple A = (Q, £, Yn, qo, F), where n > 0, 
• Q is the finite nonempty set of states, 
• <7o € Q is the initial state, 
• F = (Qi,... ,Qn) £ (pow(Q))n is the final state vector, 
• Yn = { j / i , . . . ,yn} is the set of automaton variables, and 
• £ is a ranked alphabet, where £ fl Yn = 0, £o = 0, and every a £ £ m with 
m > 0 is realized as a mapping aA : Q —» Qm. 
We now specify how a dtta A recognizes trees. Define the mapping a A : 
Tz(Yn) pow(Q) as follows. 
(i) OLAiVi) = Qi, for 1 < i < n, and 
(ii) aA(t) = {q e Q | aA{q) 6 aA{ti) x . . . x a ^ ^ ) } , if t = a{tu...,tm) with 
m > 0, a S £ m , and ti,...,tm e T^(Yn). 
The tree language recognized by A is L(A) = {t € T^(Yn) | q0 £ «^ ( i ) } . 
We show that, for any dttr, an equivalent dtta can be constructed. 
Construction 2.1 Consider an arbitrary dttr T = (Q, £, £, qo, R) and suppose 
that £o = {<5i,..., <5n} with n > 0. Let p £ Q be a new state. Define the dtta 
A= (QUIPI.S-SO.SO,®^), where 
• F = (<3i,. . . , Qn) with Qi = {q£Q | q{Si) ->• Si £ R}, for 1 < i < n and, 
• for all m > 0, a £ £ m , and q £ Q U {p}, if q £ Q and q(a(xi,..., xTO)) 
a(qi(xi),... ,qm(xm)) is in R, then let crA(q) = (q\,... ,qm), otherwise let 
aA(q) = (p,...,p). 
It is straightforward to prove L(A) = L(T). Note that the case n = 0 is trivial, 
because then L(T) = 0. 
Conversely, for any dtta, an equivalent dttr can be constructed. 
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Construction 2.2 Let A = (<3,E, yn,<7o, F) be an arbitrary dtta. Assign the rank 
0 to each element of Yn and let A = E U Yn. Define the dttr T = (Q, A, A,q0,R), 
where R is constructed as follows: 
(i) for all 1 < i < n, q(yi) -¥ yi G R if and only if q 6 Qi and, 
(ii) for all TO > 0, a G Em and q,qi,...,qm € Q, the rule q(a(xi,.. .,xm)) 
a{qx(xi),... ,qm(xm)) is in R if and only ifaA(q) = (qt,..., qm). 
It is easy to show L{T) = L(A). 
We now recall some definitions and results from [GecSte2] using the dttr no-
tation. Note that two dttr's are called equivalent, if they recognize the same tree 
language. 
Let T = (Q, E, E, q0, R) be a dttr. A state q £ Q of T is called 0-state if the set 
{< 6 Tj; | q(t) i } is empty. A dttr T = (<2, E, E ,q0 , R) is said to be normalized, 
if either it has no 0-state, or the only 0-state is qo and in this case Q = {qo} and 
R = 0 hold. 
We note that this concept of normalization differs from the original one in 
[GecSte2] on page 40. Namely, if a dttr is normalized by the above definition, then 
the dtta given by the Construction 2.1 is normalized in the sense of [GecSte2]. 
However, the converse is not true, that is if a dtta is normalized in the sense of 
[GecSte2], then the dttr given by the Construction 2.2 is generally not normalized 
by the above definition. The difference follows from the fact that in the case of 
dtta's every a 6 E m with m > 0 is realized as a mapping aA : Q -> Qm, hence oA 
should be defined for each q 6 Q. That is why the 0-states cannot be discarded 
completely from the state set of a normalized dtta. On the other hand, the 0-states 
(except qo) and the corresponding rules can be deleted without difficulties in the 
case of dttr's, as it is shown by the following proposition. 
Propositon 2.3 For any dttrT = (Q, E, E, qo, R), an equivalent normalized dttr 
Tnor = (Q', E, E, qo, R') can be constructed effectively such that Q' C Q and R' C R. 
Proof. The set of non 0-states can be computed as follows. Define a sequence 
Q(o) c QW C . . . of subsets of Q, where 
(i) Q(°) = {q 6 Q | 3<5 G E0 : q{5) -4 S G R} and, 
(ii) f o r i > 0, Q(i+1> = Q^U{q G Q | 3m > l,cr G E m : q(a(xi,...,xm)) 
<7(<ii(zi), • • • ,qm(xm)) e R and 91,... ,gm e <3(,)}. 
Obviously, there is a k > 0 such that Q^ = Q(k+i\ for every j > 1. 
If qo & Q ( fc ), then let Q' = {90} and R' = 0. Clearly, in this case L(T) = 
L(Tnor) = 0 holds. 
Finally, if q0 G Q(k), then let Q' = Q^ and R' = {q(a{xu... ,xm)) 
a(qi(xi),...,qm(xm)) G R \ q, qi,..., qm G Q ( f c ) } . Observe that, for any t G L(T), 
during the derivation qo(t) t only such rules are applied, which do not contain 
a 0-state, hence qo{t) =>rnor t> t o ° - Therefore L(Tnor) = L(T). • 
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We define the binary relation i o v e r Q as follows. Let q,p G Q, then q P 
if and only if there exists a a G £ m with m > 0 such that p appears in rhs(g,er). 
We say that p is accessible from q if q p holds. The dttr T is called connected 
if every state in Q is accessible from q0. 
Note that the above concept of accessibility is derived from the concept of 
reachability of states of dtta's defined in [GecSte2] on pages 41-42. 
Propositon 2.4 For any dttr T = (Q,H,H,qo,R), an equivalent connected dttr 
TCon — (<?', £> A, qo, R1) can be constructed effectively such that Q' C Q and R' C 
R. Moreover, if T is normalized, then Tcon is also normalized. 
Proof. The set of accessible states can be determined in the following way. 
Define a sequence Q<°) C QW C . . . of subsets of Q, where 
(i) Q ( 0 ) = {9o} and, 
(ii) for i > 0, Q<i+1) = Q ( i ) U {9 G Q | 3m > l,cr € E m , p € Q ( i ) : q occurs in 
rhs(p, a)} . 
Clearly, there is a k > 0 such that QW = Q(k+j\ for every j > 1. 
Let Q' = QW and R! = {G(<J(XI,... ,xm)) ->• «7(91(11),... ,qm{xm)) G R\q,qi, 
• • •, qm G Q{k)}- It is easy to show that L{Tcon) = L(T). 
Note that the construction of Q1 is derived from the procedure computing HK'S 
in [GecSte2] on page 43. 
It is not hard to show that if T is normalized, then Tcon is also normalized. • 
By Proposition 2.4, if T is a normalized dttr, then Tcon is also normalized. 
However, the converse is not true, i.e. if T is a connected dttr, then Tnor is 
not necessarily connected. To see this, consider the following example. Let 
T = ({qo,quq2},X,Z,qo,R), where S = {<7<2\#(°)} and R = {«bMn.a*)) -> 
0-(<?i(a;i),<72(2:2)), <7o(#) # , 9 i (# ) #}• Clearly, T is a connected dttr, but 
Tnor = ( {9o,9i} ,S,S,9o, (<?o(#) # , 5 i (#) -> # } ) is not connected, because qi 
is not an accessible state in Tnor. 
If we refer to the construction of the normalized and connected equivalent dttr 
Tnor,con of a dttr T in the sequel, then we always mean that Tnor should be deter-
mined first from T as defined in the proof of Proposition 2.3 and Tnor.iCon should 
be computed from Tnor as specified in the proof of Proposition 2.4. 
A dttr T is said to be minimal if, for every dttr T' such that T' is equivalent to 
T, |Q| < |Q'| holds, where Q and Q' are the sets of states of T and T', respectively 
(cf. minimal dtta on page 38 in [GecSte2]). 
Let T = (Q,T,,T,,q0,R) and T' = (Q1, E, S, q'0, R') be dttr's. We say that 
T and T' are isomorphic if there exists a bijection v : Q —• Q' such that 
i/(q0) = qg holds and, for any m > 0, a G £ m , and states q,qi, • • • ,qm G Q, 
the rule q(a(xi,... ,xm)) a(qx(xi),... ,qm(xm)) is in R if and only if the rule 
i/(q)(a(x 1 , . . . ,xm)) a(p(qi)(xi),..., v{qm){xm)) is in R'. In this case v is also 
called a dttr isomorphism (cf. dtta isomorphism on page 39 in [GecSte2]). Note 
that if T and T' are isomorphic, then clearly \Q\ = |Q'| and they are equivalent. 
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We say that a minimal dttr T is unique up to the isomorphism if, for each 
minimal dttr T" equivalent t o T , T' and T are isomorphic. 
The following result is derived from Theorem 8 in [GecSte2]. 
Propositon 2.5 For any dttr T, there exists an equivalent minimal dttr Tmin. 
Moreover, it is unique up to isomorphism and can effectively be constructed. 
We also present the construction of the minimal dttr. We note that the following 
construction is derived from the construction of reduced dtta presented in [GecSte2] 
on page 43. 
Construction 2.6 Let T — (Q, £, go, R) be a dttr. By Propositions 2.3 and 2-4, 
we can assume without loss of generality that T is normalized and connected (if it 
is not, then consider Tnorcon instead ofT). We define a sequence ... of 
equivalence relations over Q, where 
(i) q =o p if and only if, for every a £ So, g(c) -> a £ R holds if and only if 
p(a) —>• a £ R and, 
(ii) for i > 0, q =»+i p if and only if q =i p and, for every a £ T,m with 
m > 0, either both q and p are not defined on a, or both q(a(x\,..., xm)) —> 
• • • ,Qm{xm)) and p(cr(xi,... ,xm)) (?(pi(xi),... ,pm(xm)) are in 
R and then qj =i Pj holds, for each 1 < j < m. 
Clearly, there is a k > 0 such that and =k+j are the same, for every j > 1. The 
minimal dttr equivalent to T is defined as Tmin = (Q', [go]=i., R'), where 
• Q' = {[g]=fc | q £ Q) and 
• [q]=k{cr{x 1,...,xm)) a([qi]=k ( x i ) , . . . , [qm]=k (xm)) £ R' if and only if 
q{a{x1,... ,xm)) <r(qi(xi),...,qm(xm)) € R, for any rn > 0, a £ S m , 
and q,qi,... ,qm € Q. 
The proof of Proposition 2.5 is rather long, technical and needs new concepts to 
introduce (e.g. dttr congruence, quotient dttr, etc.). However, it is an easy exercise 
to present it if one follows the proof of Theorem 8 in [GecSte2] step by step. Hence 
we omit the proof here. 
However, we note that, proving Proposition 2.5 on the basis of [GecSte2], it 
should be considered that, in contrast with a dtta, a state of a dttr is not necessarily 
defined for all input symbols (cf. definitions of =¿+1 in (ii) of Construction 2.6 and 
Pk+1 in (ii) in [GecSte2] on page 43). 
2.6 Recognizability of domain and range tree languages of 
deterministic top-down tree transformations 
Recall that a dttr is also an rl-dt tree transducer, hence DREC C dom(rZ-DT) 
holds. On the other hand, the following statement shows that doin(DT) C DREC. 
The original statement can be found as Lemma 5 in [FiilVag] (this result also 
appears in [Eng2]), although it is slightly modified here for our purposes. 
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Propositon 2.7 For any dt tree transducer T = (Q, E, A, go, R), there exists a 
connected dttr T" = (Q', E, E, {go}, -R') such that L(T') = dom(Tr). 
Proof. We define a sequence Q ^ C Q ^ C . . . of subsets of pow(Q) and a 
sequence R^ C R^ C . . . of finite sets of rules of the form P(cr(x\,..., xm)) -» 
a(Px(xi),.. .,Pm(xm)), where m > 0, a € E m , P,P1? ...,PmCQ. 
(i) Put P0 = {g0}. Let Q^ = {F0} U {rst(q0,cr,j) | m > 1, a £ Emj 1 < j < 
m, go is defined on a in R}. Moreover, let R = {PQ(a(xi,... ,xm)) —> 
a(rst(g0,a, 1)(xj) , . . . ,rst(g0 ,<r,m)(xm)) \ m > 0, a £ E m , g0 is defined on a 
in R}. 
(ii) Let k > 0. For any P G Q^ and a 6 E, we say that P is defined on a if, for 
each q £ P, q is defined on a in R and in this case if a £ E m with m > 1, 
we put Sp,a,j — U9ep rst(<7; ff>j)i f° r every 1 < j < m. Specially, P = 0 is 
defined for all a £ E and if a £ £ m with m > 1, then SQ^J = 0, for each 
1 < j < m. 
Now let = Q(fc) U {SP,aj | m > 1, a £ £m, 1 < j < m, P £ 
P is defined on a}. Moreover, let = RW J {P{a{xi,...,xm)) ->• 
v(Sp,a,i(zi), • • •, Sp,a,m{xm)) ) m > 0, a £ E m , P £ P is defined on 
a}. Specially, if 0 £ Q{k\ then 0(cr( xi,...,xm)) -> cr(0(x1), . . . , 0(xm)) £ 
R(k+1\ for every m > 0 and a £ E m . 
Clearly, there exists a k > 0 such that Q(fc+1) = Q(k\ and then = Q(fc+2) = 
. . . and = i?<fc+2) = . . . hold. Let Q' = and R' = i?(fc+1». It is an 
exercise to show that T' is exactly the connected version of the dttr defined in the 
proof of Lemma 5 in [FiilVag]. • 
Observe that if T is linear, then Q' in the proof of Proposition 2.7 consists of 
sets containing at most one element. Moreover, if 0 £ Q', then it is a universal 
state of X". 
We have dom(rZ-DT) = dom(Z-DT) = dom(£»T) = DREC. On the other hand, 
by (2) of Theorem 4.3 in [DanFiill], dom(sl-DT) c DREC holds. 
As for the ranges of various types of dt tree transformation classes, we recall the 
following results. It is well-known and easy to prove that range(DT') £ REC. On 
the other hand, by Corollary 6.6 of Chapter IV in [GedStel], range{l-DT) C REC 
holds. We note that even the equality can be proved, although this result has not 
been published yet, to our best knowledge. The equality is shown in Section 4. 
3 On domain of sl-DT 
In this section we give a characterization of the class dom (sl-DT). Moreover, we 
show that, for any L £ DREC, it is decidable whether L £ dom(s/-i?T) holds and 
we present a decision procedure. 
Let T = (Q, E, E, go, R) be a dttr. We say that T is a semi-universal deter-
ministic top-down tree recognizer (su-dttr), if the following condition holds. For 
any rn > 1, a £ E m , and two different states q,p £ Q, if q(a(xi,... ,xm)) —> 
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cr(qi(xi),... ,qm{xm)) and p(er(xi,... ,xm)) a(pi(xi),... , p m ( x m ) ) are in R, 
then, for each 1 < i < m, at least one of qi and pi is universal. We denote by 
su-DREC the class of tree languages recognized by su-dttr's. 
First we show that dom (sl -DT) and su-DREC are equal classes. 
Lemma 3.1 For any si-dt tree transducer X = (Q, E, A, q0, R), dom{rr) is recog-
nized by an su-dttr. 
Proof. Let the dttr T' = (Q', E, E, {<7o}, R') be constructed from X as defined 
in the proof of Proposition 2.7, then L(T') = dom(fr) . We show that T" is su-dttr. 
Since X is linear, the.sets in Q' contain at most one element. Observe that, for 
any m > 1, a G £ m , and q 6 Q, if {Q}(<T(XI, . . . . , x m ) ) a{Pi{xx),... ,Pm{xm)) 
is in R', then q(a(xi,... ,xm)) —> (a^ii• • •, inC^O] G R, for some 0 < n < m 
and t 6 TA,«- Moreover, for each 1 < j < m, if j = ik, for some 1 < k < n, then 
Pj = and Pj — 0 otherwise. Note that, since T is linear, the iks are different. 
Now suppose that, for some m > 1, a € E m and two different states q,p G 
Q, {q}(a{x!,... ,xm)) a{Pq> i(xi),... ,Pq>m(xm)) and {p}(<r(xi , . . . , x m ) ) 
a(PPti(xi),... ,PP!m(xm)) are in R'. Then, by the above observations, there 
exist rules q(a(x i , . . . , xm)) i[gi (xh),..., qn(xin)] and p(a(x x,..., xm)) 
s[pi(a:f/) , . . . ,pn ' (®i ' , )] in R> f°r some 0 < n,n ' < rn, t G Ta,u, and s G TA,n ' , 
where, for each 1 < j < m, if j — ik, for some 1 < k < n, then Pqj = {qk}, else 
Pqj = 0. Moreover, if j = i'k, for some 1 < k < n', then Ppj — {pk}, and Ppj — 0 
otherwise. 
Since T is superlinear, { ¿ i , . . . ,in} D {i[,... ,i'n,} = 0, hence we have that, for 
each 1 < j < m, at least one of Pqj and Ppj is 0. We saw that if 0 G Q', then it is 
necessarily a universal state, hence T" is su-dttr. • 
Lemma 3.2 For any L G su-DREC, there exists an sl-dt tree transducer T' such 
that dom(TT') = L. 
Proof. If L G su-DREC, then it is recognized by an su-dttr T — 
(Q,T,,T,,q0,R). For every m > 0, cr G £ m , q G Q, and q(a(xi,... ,xm)) 
a{qi{xi),... ,qrn(xm)) G R, consider the set { ¿ i , . . . , i n } C { l , . . . , m } of indices, 
where i\ < ... <in and, for any 1 < j < rri, j G { ¿ i , . . . ,in} holds if and only if qj 
is not a universal state. Then let aq be a new symbol having the rank n and define 
the rule r9iCT : q(a{x i,... ,xm)) Uqiq^ix^),..., qin ( x j j ) . 
Let X" = (Q, T,,A,q0,R') be a dt transducer, where 
• A = {aq | q is defined on a in R} and 
• R' = {rqta | q is defined on a in R}. 
We show that X" is superlinear. Obviously, it is linear. Let q,p G Q be 
two different states. Suppose that q(a(xi,... ,xm)) —> crq(qi(xil),... ,qk{xik)) and 
p(cr(xi,... ,xm)) —> apipiixj^,... ,pi{xjt)) are in R, for some m > 0, 0 < k,l < m 
and a G E m . Then, by the construction of X', { q ^ , . . . ,qik} and {q^,..., qj,} are 
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the sets of non-universal states of rhs(g, a) and rhs(p, a) in T, respectively. Since 
T is su-dttr, { ¿ i , . . . ,ik} H { j i , . . . , ji} = 0 holds. Therefore T' is superlinear. 
Finally, we show that, for any tree t £ T j and state q £ Q, q(t) t holds if 
and only if q(t) £', for some t' £ TA- This implies dom(Tx) = L immediately. 
We prove the statement by induction on height(i). 
Basis. Suppose that height(i) = 0, then t = S, for some <5 6 So- By the 
definition of T1, q(S) —> 6q £ R' if and only if q(6) S £ R, hence the statement 
holds by t' = 6q. 
Induction step. Suppose that height(í) = n + 1 with n > 0, then t = 
cr(t\,... ,tm), for some m > 1, a £ £ m , and t\,... ,tm £ Te, where height(í¿) < n, 
for each 1 < i < m. Recall that q(a(xi,...,xm)) -»• ( z ¿ 1 ) , . . . , qtn (xin)) £ R' 
if and only if q(a(xi,...,xm)) a(qi ( x j ) , . . . , qm{xm)) £ R, where qh , . . . , qin 
are exactly the non-universal states of rhs(<7, a) in T. Furthermore, by the in-
duction hypothesis, for each j £ {ii,... ,in}, qj(tj) tj holds if and only if 
qj{tj) t'j' f° r s o m e tj S TA- Hence q(t) " " (^ ( i i ) , . . . ,qm(tm)) t if and 
only if q(t) T- aq{qh (í¿1 ),•••, 9¿„(í¿J) t', where t' = aq(t'h ,..., t'in). • 
Summarizing the results of the above two lemmas, we have that the domain 
tree languages of sl-dt tree transformations are exactly those tree languages, which 
are recognized by su-dttr's. 
Theorem 3.3 dom{sl-DT) = su-DREC 
In the rest of the section we show that, for any L £ DREC given by a dttr 
recognizing L, it is decidable whether L £ dom (sl -DT) holds. Moreover, we present 
a decision procedure. 
Recall that, for a dttr T, Tnor and Tcon denote the normalized and connected 
equivalents of T, according to Propositions 2.3 and 2.4, respectively. Moreover, if T 
is normalized and connected, then Tmin is the minimal equivalent of T, according 
to Proposition 2.5. 
Lemma 3.4 Let T = (Q, £, £, q0, R) be an su-dttr, then Tnor and Tcon are su-
dttr's, too. Moreover, if T is normalized and connected, then Tmin is also an 
su-dttr. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.3, Tnor = {Q', £, £, q0, R'), where Q' C Q and R' C R 
hold. Hence it should be clear that if T is su-dttr, then Tnor is also su-dttr. 
Similarly, by Proposition 2.4, Tcon = (Q", £, £, q0, R"), where Q" C Q and 
R" C R. Therefore if T is su-dttr, then Tcon is necessarily su-dttr, too. 
Now suppose that T is a normalized and connected su-dttr. Denote by = the 
equivalence relation, by which Tmt-n is constructed from T (see Construction 2.6). 
Recall that Tmin = {Qm, £, £, [q0}=, # " ' ) , where R'" = { [g ]=(a(x i , . . . ,a : m ) ) 
ct([qi]=(xi ) , . . . , [<7m]=(xm)) I q{(r(x1,... ,xm)) a{qi(xi),..., qm(xm)) £ fi} and 
Q'" = {Ms I <7 e Q}. 
It can be easily shown that, if T has universal states, then they constitute 
exactly one class of Q with respect to = . Moreover, if this class exists, then it 
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is the only universal state in Tmin . By the construction of =, the proofs of these 
statements are straightforward. 
Suppose that the states q,p £ Q are in different classes with respect to = , 
that is [g]= [p]=. If, for some a £ £ m with m > 1, both [q}= and [p]= 
are defined on a in R'", then the ([?]=,er)-rule and the ([p]=,a)-rule of R'" can 
be written of the form [<j]=(a(a;i,... ,xm)) o-([ii]=(a:i),..., [<7m]=(xm)) and 
¡p]=(^(xi,---,xm)) cj([pi]=(xi),.. . , [p m ]= ( i m ) ) , respectively, where qu.. ,,qm, 
Pi, -,Pm 6 Q and the rules q{a(xlt... ,xm)) o(qi(xi),... ,qm(xm)) and 
p(cr(xi,... ,xm)) a (p i (x i ) , . . . ,pm(xm)) are in R. Since T is su-dttr, then, for 
any 1 < i < m, at least one of qi and Pi is universal in T. Thus, by the observa-
tions of the previous paragraph, at least one of [</{]= and {pi\= is universal in Tmin. 
Therefore Tm jn is su-dttr, too. • 
We recall from Proposition 2.5 that, for any L G DREC, the minimal dttr 
recognizing L is unique up to isomorphism. Denote this dttr by T/,. The following 
theorem establishes our decidability result. 
Lemma 3.5 For any tree language L £ DREC, L £ su-DREC if and only if TL 
is su-dttr. 
Proof. If TL is su-dttr, then L £ su-DREC by definition. Conversely, suppose 
L £ su-DREC, then there exists an su-dttr T such that L(T) = L. By Propositions 
2.3, 2.4 and 2.5, TL can be computed from T and, by Lemma 3.4, it is su-dttr, too. • 
Theorem 3.6 For any tree language L £ DREC given by a dttr T recognizing L, 
it-is decidable whether L 6 dom(sl-DT) holds. 
Proof. By Propositions 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5, TL can be constructed effectively from 
T. Moreover, it is obviously decidable whether TL is su-dttr. Hence, by Lemma 
3.5 and Theorem 3.3, the statement of the theorem holds. • 
Finally, we present an algorithm, which, for any tree language L £ DREC given 
by a dttr recognizing L, decides whether L £ dom(sl-DT) holds. The method is 
based on the proof of the Theorem 3.6. 
Let L be an arbitrary deterministic recognizable tree language and let T ' 1 ' be 
a dttr, which recognizes L. The algorithm gives the answer YES if L can be the 
domain of a superlinear deterministic top-down tree transformation, otherwise it 
answers NO. 
1. Compute TnX as defined in the proof of the Proposition 2.3. Denote TnX by 
T(2). 
2. Compute Tcon as defined in the proof of the Proposition 2.4. Denote Tcon by 
T O ) . 
3. Construct T^Jn as determined in Construction 2.6. Denote T^}n by TL. 
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4. Decide whether Ti is semi-universal. (It is trivially decidable, e.g., check all 
rule pairs, which concern the same input symbol.) If it is, then the answer is 
YES, else the answer is NO. 
4 On range of sl-DT 
In this section we prove range{sl-DT) = REC. Furthermore, as a by-product, we 
get range(l-DT) = REC, too. 
Assume that L £ REC, then there exists a ttr T = (Q,T,,H,q0,R) satisfying 
L(T) = L. We define the ranked alphabet A such that, for each m > 0, we put 
Am = {&q,qi ,...,(jm I ® G Em> q(<r(xi,- • • , z m ) ) 0-(<?i(a:i),.. -,qm( xm)) € R}. 
Let T' = (Q, A, £ , qo, R') be a dt tree transducer, where 
R' = {q{aq,qii...,qm{xx,... ,xm)) a{qi(xi),... ,qm{xm)) \ (rq,Ql € A } . 
Observe that T' is an rl-sl-dt tree transducer. 
Lemma 4.1 For any tree t £ T-% and state q € Q, q(t) t if and only if 
q{t') t holds, for some t' 6 T&. 
Proof. First assume q(t) t. We show the existence of the above t' by 
induction on height(i). 
Basis. Suppose that height(i) = 0, then t = S, for some <5 £ E 0 , and then 
q(t) t implies q(S) —• S £ R. By the construction of T', Sq £ Ao and q(Sq) 
5 £ R', hence q(t') * holds, for t' = Sq. 
Induction step. Suppose that height(i) = n + 1 with n > 0, then t = 
a(ti,..., tm), for some m > 1, a £ £TO, and tx,..., tm £ Tz, where height(ii) < n, 
for all 1 < i < m. Since q(t) t, there should be a rule q(a(x\,... ,xm)) 
cr(qi(xi),... ,qm(xm)) in R, where qi{ti) holds, for each 1 < i < m. By 
the construction of T', <rq,qi,...,qm £ A and the rule q(crq,qi,...,qm(xi,...,xm)) —> 
&{qi{xi),... ,qm{xm)) is in R. Moreover, by the induction hypothesis, there ex-
ist trees t'1,...,t'm £ TA such that qi{t\) f° r all 1 < i < m. Let 
t' = CT?i9l,...;,m(ii,...,i'm), then we have q(t') =>T< o{qi{t'i), • • •, Qm(t'm)) =>*T, 
a(ti,..., tm) = t. 
Now suppose that there exists a tree t' £ TA satisfying q(t') t. We prove 
q(t) t also by induction on height(i). Recall that, since T' is relabeling, 
height (i') = height(i) necessarily holds. 
Basis. Suppose that height(i) = 0. Then t = S, for some 5 € Eo- By the 
construction of T", t' = 6q £ A 0 and q(Sq) 8 € R', hence q(6) 6 £ R. 
Therefore, q(t) t holds. 
Induction step. Let n > 0. Suppose that height(t) = n + 1, then t = 
a(t\,... ,tm), for some m > 1, a £ £ m , and t\,... ,tm £ where height(ii) < n 
holds for all 1 < i < m. By the construction of T', for some qi,...,qm € Q 
and t ; , . . . , ^ € TA, t' = aq,qi qm{t[,... ,t'm) and q{<Tq,qi,...,qm(x i , . . . , z m ) ) -»• 
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&(qi{xi), • • • ,9m(sm)) € R hold. Moreover gj(íj) =>7, íj, for each 1 < i < m. Hence 
q(a(xi, . . . , x m ) ) í j (gi(xi) , . . . ,gm (xm ) ) G R and. by the induction hypothesis, 
9i(íi) =>T t i ; for all 1 < i < m. Therefore, we have q(t) =>T c(<7i(ii), • • • ,qm(tm)) 
a{tu ... ,tm) = t. • 
Lemma 4.1 implies that, for any tree í 6 T j , q0(t) í holds if and only if 
there exists a tree t' G 7A satisfying qo(t') t. Hence í G L(T) if and only if t e 
range(T7")- Since L was arbitrary and T' is rl-sl-dt tree transducer, it follows that 
REC C range(s/-£>T). On the other hand, range(sM»T) C range(l-DT) obviously 
holds and, by Corollary 6.6 of Chapter IV in [GécStel], range{l-DT) C REC, thus 
we have the following result. 
Theorem 4.2 range{sl-DT) = range(l-DT) = REC 
5 Concluding remarks 
In this paper we have considered the domain and range tree languages of superlinear 
deterministic top-down tree transformations. Our main results are as follows. 
1. The class dom(s/-£>T) is exactly su-DREC, i.e. the subclass of DREC con-
sisting of that tree languages, which are recognized by semi-universal deter-
ministic top-down tree recognizers. 
2. For any deterministic recognizable tree language L, it is decidable whether 
L is in dom(sl-DT). Namely, L is in dom(sl-DT) if and only if the minimal 
dttr recognizing L is an su-dttr. Moreover, a decision procedure is given. 
3. The class range(sZ-LT) is exactly REC, that is the class of all recognizable 
tree languages. 
Finally, we recall that, by (1) of Theorem 4.3 in [DánFüll], the hierarchy 
dom(sl-DT) C dom {sl-DT2) C . . . is proper and, for any n > 1, dom (sl-DTn) C 
DREC holds, where sl-DTn is the n-fold composition of sl-DT. Hence, for 
n > 2, the characterization of. the class dom(sl-DTn) arid the decidability of 
L G dom(sl-DTn) with L G DREC may be a topic of further research. 
Acknowledgement. The author is grateful to Zoltán Fülöp for his valuable 
suggestions regarding the result of Section 4. 
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On Binary Minimal Clones* 
L. Lévai t p. P. Pálfyt . 
Abstract 
W e determine all minimal clones which contain 3, 4, or 6 binary operations 
(including the two projections). Furthermore, we give examples of minimal 
clones containing 2k + 2 (k > 1), and 3fc + 2 (k > 2) binary operations. 
1 Introduction 
Clones play a central role in universal algebra and in multiple valued logic (see e.g. 
[15]). A set of finitary operations is a clone of operations (or a concrete clone) if it 
is closed under composition and contains all projections. The clones on a fixed set 
form a complete lattice with respect to inclusion. If the set is finite, the lattice of 
clones is atomic and coatomic. The coatoms, i.e. the maximal clones, were classified 
in Ivo Rosenberg's profound paper [12]. On the contrary, quite little is known about 
the minimal clones (see Problem P12 in [10]). In a pioneering work Béla Csákány 
determined all minimal clones on the three-element set [1], [2]. Recently Bogdan 
Szczepara [14] has obtained all binary minimal clones on the four-element set. 
As opposed to maximality, being a minimal clone is an inner property. It means 
that the clone is generated by any of its nontrivial members (i.e. non-projections). 
Therefore it is advantageous to consider clones abstractly, what we will do in 
Section 2. 
In this paper we will consider only such minimal clones which are generated 
by a binary operation. So we investigate algebras with a single binary operation. 
Formerly such algebras were called groupoids, but the 1993 MSRI workshop on 
Universal Algebra and Category Theory reserved this word for describing certain 
categories. Hence we will use the newly coined word binar for such algebras. All 
binars we consider will be idempotent, i.e. satisfying xx = x. In Section 3 we 
describe a method for constructing free (relative to some variety) binars. 
In Section 4 we give four types of examples of binary minimal clones. One of 
them yields a negative answer to a problem of Dudek [4]. 
In Csákány's list [1] all binary minimal clones contain one or two nontrivial 
binary operations. This observation motivated the investigation of binary minimal 
•Research supported by the Hungarian National Research Foundation, Grant No. 16432 
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clones containing a given number of binary operations. We carry out this program 
in Section 5 for the cases where the number of binary operations is 3, 4, or 6 
(including the two projections). The minimal clones with 5 or 7 binary operations 
have been determined by Dudek [3], [4]. 
Acknowledgments. We are deeply indebted to Béla Csákány: his pioneering 
work in the area inspired several ideas of the present paper, and our correspondence 
and discussions helped to develop these ideas. The method of Bernhard Ganter to 
construct free binars proved crucial to our computational approach. Discussions 
with Keith Kearnes paved the way to the discovery of minimal clones with an odd 
number of binary operations; such clones have been found independently by him 
at the same time. 
2 Generalities 
We consider abstract clones, i.e. heterogeneous algebras C on a series of base 
sets C\, C2, • • • equipped with composition operations : Ck x C* —> Cn 
(k,n = 1,2, . . . ) and constants (that correspond to the projections) p\ 6 Cj 
(i = 0,..., j - l;j = 1,2, . . . ) satisfying the identities 
Fk{x,F™{y0,Z0,. . . . Z M - I ) , . . . , z0,. ..,zM_I)) = 
FniFm(X> Vk-l), 20, . . . , Z m - l ) 
F„(Pi,x o , . . . , Z f c - i ) =Xi 
FZ(x,pZ,...,pZ_1)=x, 
where k,m,n = 1 ,2 , . . . and i — — 1. See Taylor [16] (pp. 360-361), for 
more details consult [17]. 
Subclones, homomorphisms, etc. are defined in the natural way. A homomor-
phism of C into the clone of operations on a set A is called a representation of 
C. If we single out a set of generators of C then representations of C give rise to 
algebras of the given type. All representations of C form a variety. Conversely, 
for any variety the clone of the variety is the clone of term functions over the free 
algebra with countably many generators. Its representations are exactly the alge-
bras in the given variety. In virtue of this correspondence between varieties and 
(abstract) clones we will freely switch between the two viewpoints. In this respect 
C„ corresponds to the free algebra on n generators in the variety determined by C. 
An operation will be called trivial if it is a projection. A representation of C is 
trivial if its image consists of projections only. An algebra will be called trivial if 
its basic operations are projections. 
A clone is minimal, if it is not trivial but the only proper subclone is the clone 
of trivial operations (i.e. projections). In other words, a clone is minimal if it is 
generated by any nontrivial member of it (and there are nontrivial members). The 
clone generated by / will be denoted by [/]. So a minimal clone can be generated 
by a single operation. It is convenient to choose one of minimum arity. According 
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to a result of Rosenberg [13] a minimum arity operation / generating a minimal 
clone falls under the following five types: 
(i) / is unary; 
(ii) / is binary idempotent, i.e. satisfies f(x,x) = x; 
(iii) / is ternary majority, i.e. satisfies f(x,x,y) = f(x,y,x) = f(y,x,x) = x\ 
(iv) / is fc-ary semiprojection {k > 3), i.e. — up to renumbering the variables — 
f(xi,..., Xk) = x\ for any identification of variables Xi = Xj (1 < i < j < k) ; 
(v) f(x,y,z) = x + y + z for an elementary abelian 2-group with addition +. 
In this paper we investigate case (ii). Although several results hold more gen-
erally, we do not attempt to formulate them here in full generality. In order to 
simplify notation we will write xy instead of f(x,y). Moreover, to save parentheses 
we adopt the convention that x\x2x3 ... xn = (... ((xix2)x3).. .)xn, i.e. products 
are left-normed. In particular, we write xy" for ( . . . ( (xy )y ) . . .)y. 
By an absorption identity we mean an identity of the form x = t(x, yi,..., yn), 
i.e. an identity where one side is a variable. 
Lemma 2.1 Let V be a variety with minimal clone and A € V a nontrivial algebra. 
Then V satisfies every absorption identity that holds in A. 
Proof: The clone of A is a nontrivial homomorphic image of the clone of V, 
hence the inverse image of the trivial subclone on A is a proper subclone of the 
clone of V. Since the latter is a minimal clone, the inverse image of the trivial clone 
on A must be the trivial subclone of the clone of V, i.e. if a term is trivial on A 
then it is trivial in the whole variety V. This is what had to be proved. • 
Now let us restrict our attention to algebras with one binary operation, i.e. 
binars. 
Lemma 2.2 Let A be an idempotent binar with minimal clone and define a variety 
V of binars by all 2-variable identities and absorption identities that hold in A. Then 
V has minimal clone. 
Proof: Let i be a nontrivial term of V. Then tA is also nontrivial, since V 
satisfies all absorption identities of A. We have assumed that A has minimal clone, 
hence fA G [tA] where / denotes the basic operation. This containment is expressed 
by a 2-variable identity in A. By the definition of V this identity holds in V as well, 
hence / G [T], so [T] = [/], indeed. • 
Lemma 2.3 Let the binar A satisfy an equation xyk = x (k > 2). Then every 
identity on A is equivalent to an absorption identity. 
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Proof: Let t — t' be an identity. We prove the statement by induction on 
the length of t. If this length is 1 then t is a variable and we have an absorption -
identity, so there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, write t = uv with terms u, v 
shorter than t and observe that t = t' implies u = uvk = (uw)wfc_1 = t'vk~l, and 
vice versa: u = t'vk~x implies t — uv = (t'vk~1)v = t'. Hence t — t' is equivalent to 
an identity with shorter left-hand side, which is in turn equivalent to an absorption 
identity by the induction hypothesis. • 
Corollary 2.1 Let the variety V of binars have minimal clone and assume that 
xyk — x (k> 2) holds in V. Then V is generated by any nontrivial algebra in V. 
Proof: Let A 6 V be a nontrivial algebra. Then by Lemma 2.1V satisfies every 
absorption identity that holds in A. However, in this case every identity on A is 
equivalent to an absorption identity by Lemma 2.3, hence V satisfies every identity 
that holds in A. • 
We introduce a technical notion. We will say that the clone of the binar A is 
2-minimal if every nontrivial binary term function of A generates the same clone 
as the basic operation. 
Lemma 2.4 Let A be an idempotent binar with 2-minimal clone. Assume that A 
contains an element 0 such that ab = 0 only if a — 0 = b (a, b S A). Lét V be the 
variety defined by all 2-variable identities that hold in A. Then the clone of V is 
minimal. 
Proof: Let t(x i , . . . , xn) be a term in which each variable x\,...,xn does occur 
as a factor. If n = 1, then idempotence of the operation yields that t is a projection. 
If n > 2 then let t(x,y) = t(x,y,... ,y). An easy induction argument yields that 
tA(a,b) = 0 only if a = 0 = b (a, b € A). Hence tA is nontrivial. By 2-minimality 
fA G [t }. Now we can finish the proof as in Lemma 2.2. • 
3 Free binars 
In constructing free binars we will follow a method we have learned from Bernhard 
Ganter [6]. 
Let C be a clone and V the corresponding variety. Then Ci can be identified 
with the 2-generator free algebra in V. The elements of the free algebra can be 
viewed in two different ways: on one hand as elements of that algebra, on the other 
hand as binary terms. The two viewpoints are united in the composition operation 
F| of the clone: In i f {t>uo, ) t behaves as a term operation and uo, u i as elements 
to which t is applied. Now fix uq, UI and consider the map t (t, uo,ui). In 
this way we obtain the endomorphism of the algebra given by substituting m 
for Xi (i = 0,1) in the terms t. The set of the endomorphisms 
£«o UlW = -P? (*!"(> I " l ) 
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forms a sharply 2-transitive transformation monoid, in the sense that for every u0l 
u\ £ C2 there is a unique endomorphism eUoUl such that eUoUl (xi) = ui (i = 0,1). 
Conversely, this property can be used for constructing free algebras. 
Lemma 3.1 Let F be a set with designated elements 0 ^ 1 and let M be a sharply 
2-transitive transformation monoid on F, i.e. M C Ff such that for every pair of 
elements u\ £ F there is a unique mUoUl £ M with mUoUl(i) = Ui (i = 0,1). 
For every f £ F define a binary operation by f(uo,ui) = mUoUl(f). Then F = 
(-P1; {/1/ £ F}) is a free algebra over the set {0,1} in the variety generated by F. 
Proof: We have to show that for every uo, u\ £ F there is an endomorphism 
e of F such that e(i) = m (i = 0,1) (see [7], p. 165, Corollary 1). We show that 
in fact m = mUoUl £ End(F). Indeed, since / (m(a0 ) ,m(a1 ) ) = m m ( a o ) m ( a i ) ( / ) 
and m{f(a0,a 1)) = m(m a o a i ( / ) ) we have to check that m o maoai = mm{ao)m{ai). 
Both sides are members of M, so by sharp 2-transitivity of M it suffices to verify 
whether they agree on 0 and 1. Indeed, we have for i = 0,1: rn(maoai(i)) = 
m(a,i) = m m ( o o ) m ( o i ) ( ! ) . • 
Note that each operation / is idempotent if and only if all constant maps belong 
to M. Furthermore, observe that the clone is 2-minimal if and only if each nontrivial 
binary operation generates all others, i.e. if and only if 0 and 1 generate the binar 
(F, f) for each / ^ 0,1. 
As an illustration of this method we give a new proof of a result of J. Dudek 
[5], Theorem 2.3(a): 
Proposition 3.1 Assume that a binary minimal clone contains finitely many bi-
nary operations. If every nontrivial binary operation in the clone is commutative, 
then there is only one nontrivial binary operation. 
Proof: Let us consider the sharply 2-transitive monoid M associated with the 
clone. Let us denote by (3 £ M the permutation interchanging the generators 0, 1 
and fixing all other elements: 0(f) = F^if, 1,0). Take an arbitrary a £ M with 
a(Q) = 0 and a( l ) g {0,1}, and let k be such that 0, l , a ( l ) , . . . , a f c - 1 ( l ) are all 
different but a f c( l ) £ {0, l , a ( l ) , . . . , ak~1 (1)}. We distinguish three cases: 
(a) ak(l) = 0. Set 7 = ak~l £ M and <5 = (7/3)2 £ M. Then 7 (0 ) = 0, 
m = 7(/3(7(/?(0)))) = 7(^(7(1))) = 7(/?(a f c~1(l))) = 7 ( ^ - 1 ( l ) ) = a 2 * * " 1 ^ ) = 
0, ¿ (1) = 7(/3(7(/?(l)))) = j(/8(0)) = 7 ( 1 ) , so 7 and 6 agree on 0 and 1. However, 
we have 7 (a f c _ 1 ( l ) ) = 0, but 
¿(ak-1(l))=7(/3(7(/l(ak-1(l))))) = 7(/?(7(«fc-1(l)))) =. 
7(0 (0 ) )= 7(1) = a*"1 (1)5*0, 
contradicting the properties of M. So this case cannot occur. 
(b) a f c ( l ) = 1. Then ak fixes both 0 and 1 hence it is the identity, therefore 
a is a permutation. Restricting a and /3 to the set S = {0, l , a ( l ) , . . . , a f c _ 1 ( l ) } 
we get a fc-cycle and a transposition with one common point. These permutations 
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generate the full symmetric group on 5. If k — 1 > 2, it would contain a nontrivial 
permutation fixing 0 and 1, which is impossible. Hence S = {0,1, a ( l ) } and a 2 ( l ) = 
1. The two transpositions a|s and 5 generate the full .symmetric group of order 6 
on S, and that together with the three constants form a sharply 2-transitive monoid 
on S. This means that S is closed under the clone operation F2, so by minimality 
of the clone S = C2-
(c) a*(l ) = aJ '(l) for some 1 < j < k. Set 7 = , 7 ( 1 ) = 2 
and S = {0,1,2}. Then ak~i{2) = ak~i {a^'M (I)) = •a<*- ' -1»(a f c ( l ) ) = 
a ( A - i - i ) j ( a i ( ! ) ) = . a ( * - i W ( i ) = 2 and 7(2) = {ak~i)'(2) = 2. Now /?, 7 and 
the constants restricted to S again generate a sharply 2-transitive monoid on 5, 
and the minimality of the clone yields again that S = C2. • 
4 Examples 
In this section we describe four series of minimal clones. Two of them, the affine 
spaces over GF(p) and the p-cyclic binars (p prime), are well-known, the other two 
are new. Further examples appear in Section 5, namely in Theorems 5.1(b), 5.2(b) 
— the rectangular bands, 5.2(c), 5.2(e), 5.4(b), 5.4(c), and 5.4(e). 
4.1 Affine spaces 
Let V ^ 0 be a vector space over the field F. Then the affine space on the set V 
has the following basic operations: x — y + z and Arc + (1 — A)y for each A G F. 
The clone of the affine space consists of the terms ^ixi where Aj G F , Aj = 1. 
This clone is minimal if and only if F is a p-element field for some prime p. lip = 2 
then the clone is generated by the ternary minority function x + y + z. If p > 2 
then the clone contains nontrivial binary operations, e.g. 2x — y, so it is within the 
scope of our present interest. However, even then it is more convenient to use the 
ternary operation f(x,y,z) = x —y.+ z to axiomatize the variety: 
f(x,x,y) = f(y,x,x) = y 
/ ( / ( a r i l , X12, ari3 ) , f{x21,x22, x23), /(ar3i, x32,x33)) = 
/ ( / ( a r i l , x2i, ar3 i ) , f { x 12, x22, ar3 2) , / ( a r i 3 , x 2 3 , ar3 3 ) ) 
fp(x,y,z)=x 
where }l{x,y,z) = f{x,y,z), fj+1(x,y,z) = f(fj(x,y,z),y,z). 
We will denote this clone by A(p). Note that the number of binary operations 
in A (p) is p. 
4.2 p-cyclic binars 
The term p-cyclic binar ("groupoid") has been introduced by Plonka [9] using the 
following axioms: 
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xx = x, x(yz) = a;?/, (a;i/)z = (xz)y, xyp = x 
(Recall that xyp = (... ((a:y)y). i.)y with p factors y.) He showed [8] that they 
have minimal clones, whenever p is a prime. 
We will denote this clone by C (p). For representations of C(p) see [11]. The 
binary operations in C(p) are xyi, yxJ (j = 0 ,1 , . . . ,p— 1), their number is 2p. 
4.3 Binary minimal clones with 2k + 2 (k > 1) binary opera-
tions 
Define a binar F on the set {0,1, ao , . . . , i, bo, • • •, with the operation 
ao if x = 0, y = 1 
ai+1 if x = 0, y = bj 
bo if x = 1, y = 0 
bj+1 if x = 1, y = a3 
X otherwise 
where the indices are taken modulo k. Examples for k = 1 and 2 can be found in 
Section 5: F6 and Fi3 respectively. (There ao = 2, 60 = 3, ai = 4, bx = 5.) 
Lemma 4.1 F is a free binar generated by 0 and 1, and it has 2-minimal clone. 
Proof: Let fo(x,y) = xy and fj+i(x,y) = xfj(y,x) for j = 0 , . . . ,k — 1. One 
can check by induction on j that 
{ aj if x = 0, y = 1 bj i f x = l , y = 0 xy otherwise 
In particular, fk = fo- Now it is straightforward to verify that x,y,fo{x,y), 
..., /fc_i(x, y), fo{y, x), ..., fk-i(y, x) is a complete list of the binary term func-
tions of F and i 4 0, j 4 1, fj(x,y) >-» aj, fj(y,x) bj gives an isomorphism 
between the free binar of term functions over F and F. Hence F is free. 
We also have / J + i ( x . y ) = fj(x,fj(y,x)), hence every nontrivial binary term 
generates all other binary terms, i.e. the clone is 2-minimal. • 
Lemma 4.2 F satisfies the identities 
x(xyi.. .ym) = x (m = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . ) (2) 
Proof: If x = aj or x = bj then xy = x for all y, so the equation holds. If 
x = 0 then we can prove by induction on m that for arbitrary y\,..., ym we have 
xyi • • .ym G {0 ,ao, . . . Then x{xyx .. .ym) = x holds again. The case x = 1 
is symmetric. • 
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Proposition 4.1 Let V be the variety defined by the 2-variable identities of F and 
by the identities (2). Then V has minimal clone. 
Proof: Let t be a term with first variable x. We prove by induction on the 
length of t that either t is a projection in V, or identification of all variables different 
from x yields a nontrivial binary term in V. Then it will follow that the clone of 
V is minimal, since V satisfies all 2-variable identities of F and the clone of F is 
2-minimal by Lemma 4.1. 
If t is a variable, the statement is obvious. So let t = t\t2. After the said 
identification of variables we obtain a binary term t' = t\ t'2. By the induction 
hypothesis either ii = x or t\ is a nontrivial binary term. In the latter case 
(1) yields t' = ij ¿2 = ¿i, be. t' is nontrivial. So assume ii = x. If the first 
variable of t2 is also x, then (2) implies t = xt2 = x, a projection. If the first 
variable of t2, say, y is different from x, then t2 G {y,fo(y,x),..., fk-i(y,x)} and 
so t' = xt'2 G {fo(x,y), • • •, fk-i(x,y)} is a nontrivial binary term. • 
4.4 Binary minimal clones with 3k + 2 (k > 2) binary opera-
tions 
We are going to construct very many free binars with minimal clone over 
the set {0 ,1 ,ao , . . . , a / t - i , bo,... ,bk-i,co,... ,Ck-i}- Let r be the permutation 
(0 l)(bo Co) • • • {bk~I Ck-1). (The elements AO,..., AK-1 are fixed by r. ) Let T be 
any binar on this set satisfying the following four conditions: 
(i) for each j — 0 , . . . , k — 1 we have the following part of the multiplication table 
of T: 
0 1 aj bj cj 
0 0 a0 bj bj Cj 
1 ao 1 ci bj Cj 
aj b3 cJ aj bj Cj 
bj bj bj bj bj aj+1 
Cj Cj Cj CJ aj+1 Cj 
(The subscripts are taken modulo k, i.e. ak = ao-) 
(ii) for each j = 0 , . . . , k - 1 we have the following part of the multiplication table 
of T: 
bj Cj aj+l 
bj b3 aj+1 aj+1 
Cj a3+1 Cj aj+1 
aj+1 aj+1 aj+1 aj+1 
(Again ak = ao ) 
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(iii) for every 0 <i<j<k,u£ {a,i,bi,Ci}, v € {aj, bj,Cj} {u ,u} is a semilattice 
as a subalgebra of T. 
(iv) r is an automorphism of T. 
Requirements (i) and (ii) uniquely determine the product of certain pairs of 
elements. For the remaining pairs {u, v} (iii) leaves two choices: either uv = vu = u 
or uv = vu = v. However, this choice determines also T(U)T(V) = T(V)T(U) = T(UV), 
and (T(U),T(V)) and (u,v) are different pairs unless u = a, and v = aj. .Hence the 
number of binars satisfying (i)—(iv) is 
Proposition 4.2 Any T satisfying' (i)-(iv) is a free binar generated by 0 and 1 
and has minimal clone. 
Proof: Let fo(x,y) = xy and define for j = 0 , . . . , k — 1 the terms gj{x,y) = 
xfj(x,y) and fj+i(x,y) = gj{x,y)gj{y,x). One can check that 
In particular, fk = /o- Now it is straightforward to verify that x,y,f0(x,y), 
•••,fk~i(x,y), go{x,y), ...,gk-i(x,y), go{y,x),...,gk-i{y,x) is a complete list 
of binary term functions of T and x 0, y 1, fj(x,y) aj, gj{x,y) bj, 
gj(y,x) H> Cj gives an isomorphism between the free binar of term functions over 
T and T. Hence T is free. 
We also have gj{x,y) = fj(x,fj{x,y)) and fj+1{x,y) = gj(gj{x,y),gj(y,x)), 
hence every nontrivial binary term generates all other binary terms, i.e. the clone 
is 2-minimal. 
Since uv = 0 only if u = v = 0, the clone of T is minimal Lemma 2.4. • 
Corollary 4.1 Let V be the variety defined the 2-variable identities ofT. Then V 
has minimal clone. 
Our construction disproves a conjecture of Dudek [4], Problem 2: There are 
binary minimal clones other than the afRne clones which contain a prime number 
of binary operations. Indeed, for any prime number p > 5, p = 5 (mod 6) our 
construction yields (a lot of) binary minimal clones with p = + 2 binary 
operations. 
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5 Minimal clones with few binary operations 
We are going to determine all binary minimal clones C with |C2| = 3, 4, or 6. 
For the sake of completeness we will quote results of Dudek concerning the cases 
\C2\ = 5 and 7. 
First of all we need a complete list — up to term equivalence — of 2-generator 
free binars with n elements (n = 3, 4, or 6). Then we check whether the clones of 
these free binars are 2-minimal, i.e. if every nontrivial binary term generates the 
basic operation. These two steps can be done automatically. Though they require 
tedious calculations, they pose no theoretical difficulties. For n = 3,4 we did these 
calculations by hand, for n = 6 we used a computer. In fact we enumerated the 
sharply 2-transitive monoids on the set {0,1,2,3,4,5} . Monoids were represented 
by 6 x 36 arrays whose entries were elements of the set {u, 0,1,2,3,4, 5} (u stands 
for an undefined entry). Rows corresponded to transformations, columns to binary 
operations. The enumeration process was a backtrack search and it consisted of 
the following seven steps. In Step 1 a yet undefined entry of the array was chosen, 
in Steps 2 through 7 the chosen entry was defined to be 0 , . . . , 5, respectively, and 
consequences of this definition were recorded in the array (consequences arise from 
composition of rows). Of course, Step 1 is the critical point of the procedure, one 
wishes to choose an entry yielding as many consequences as possible. Our strategy 
was to choose the topmost undefined entry in the column of the most frequently 
appearing symbol. 
Here we just present the results. The particular free binars Fi (i = 1 , . . . , 15) 
will be.dealt with separately below, where we give their multiplication tables. 
Lemma 5.1 Up to term equivalence the following is a complete list of 2-generator 
free idempotent binars with n elements having a 2-minimal clone: 
(a) F\ and F2, if n = 3; 
(b) F3,...,F9, if n — 4; 
( c ) F 1 0 , . . . , F i 5 , ifn = 6. 
Now we determine case-by-case which of these 15 binars have minimal clone. 
Either we exhibit a nontrivial ternary term operation that turns into a projection 
by every identification of the variables — and hence the clone is not minimal, or 
we give some absorption identities which together with the 2-variable identities of 
Fi determine a variety with minimal clone. In some cases we will be able to reduce 
the number of 2-variable identities needed to define the variety by making use of 
certain implications, some of which are taken from Szczepara's thesis [14]. 
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Lemma 5.2 The following implications hold: 
(a) x(yx) = xy implies (xy)(yx) = xy2, x(yx2) = xy, (xy2)(yx) = xy3, 
(.xy){yx2) = xy2, (a:y2)(yx2) = xy3 ; 
(b) xx = x and x(yxz) = x imply x(yxzx ... zm) = x for all m > 0, and x(xy) = 
x{yx) = x, (a:y)x = (xy)y = (xy)(yx) = xy; 
(c) (cf. [14], Lemma 121) xx = a:, x(xy) = xy and x{yx) = xy imply (xy)x = xy; 
(d) (cf. [14], Lemma 125) (xy)y = xy and x(y(xy)) = xy imply (xy)(y(xy)) = xy. 
Proof: (a) Substituting xy for x we get (xy)(y(xy)) = (xy)y. Since y{xy) = yx, 
we obtain the first identity. Substituting yx for y yields x((yx)x) = x(yx) = 
xy. Now let us substitute xy for x in (xy)(yx) = xy2, then it follows that 
(xy2)(y(xy)) = xy3. Here y{xy) = yx, hence we get the third identity. Fur-
thermore, (xy ) { yx 2 ) = (xy)({yx){xy)) = (xy)(yx) = xy2 and (xy 2 ) ( yx 2 ) = 
((xy){yx)){(yx)(xy)) = ((xy){yx))(yx) = (xy2){yx) = xy3. 
(b) First we derive the 2-variable identities: x{xy) = x((xx)y) = x, x{yx) = 
x(yx(yx)) = x, (xy)x = (xy)(x(xy)) = xy, (xy)y = {xy)(y(xy)) = xy, and 
(xy)(yx) = (xy){{y(xy))x) = xy. Next we show by induction on m that 
x(yxzi ... zm) = x holds. Let t = yxz\... zm-\. Then xt = x by the induction 
hypothesis. Now tx = t(xt) = t, hence x(yxzx . . .zm) = x{tzm) = x((tx)zm) = x. • 
Theorem 5.1 Let C be a binary minimal clone with 3 binary operations. Then 
either 
(a) C = A(3), the clone of affine spaces over the 3-element field; or 
(b) the nontrivial binary operation in C satisfies xx = x, xy = yx and x(xy) = xy. 
The variety definied by these identities has minimal clone. 
Proof: By Lemma 5.1(a) there are two possibilities for the 2-generator free 
binar C'2 • 
0 1 2 0 1 2 
0 0 2 1 J7 • 0 0 2 2 
1 2 1 0 r 2 . 1 2 1 2 
2 1 0 2 2 2 2 2 
Clearly, Fi is the affine line over GF(3) [xy = 2x + 2y (mod 3)]. In Fx (xy)y = x 
holds, hence by Corollary 2.1 C is equal to the clone of operations of F\, i.e. 
C = A(3). 
By Lemma 5.1(a) the clone of F2 is 2-minimal. It is easy to check that xx = x, 
xy = yx, x(xy) = xy is a basis for 2-variable identities of F2. By Lemma 2.4 the 
variety defined by the 2-variable identities of F2 has minimal clone. • 
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Theorem 5.2 Let C be a binary minimal clone with 4 binary operations. Then C 
contains a nontrivial binary operation for which one of the following holds: 
(a) C = C(2), the clone of2-cyclic binars; 
(b) C = RB, the clone of rectangular bands, defined by xx = x, x(yz) = (xy)z = 
xz; 
(c) C satisfies xx = x, x(xy) = x(yx) = (xy)y = xy; 
(d) C satisfies x{xy\ ... ym) = x for m = 0,1,2,... and x(yx) = (xy)x = (xy)y = 
xy; 
(e) C satisfies xx = x and x((yx)z) = x. 
All clones defined by the equations in (a)-(e) are minimal. 
Proof: By Lemma 5.1(b) we get seven possibilities for the 2-generator free 
binar 
0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 
0 0 2 0 2 0 0 2 2 0 
1 3 1 3 1 F4 : 1 3 1 1 3 
2 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 2 0 
3 1 3 1 3 3 3 1 1 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 0 2 2 2 
1 3 1 3 3 
2 2 2 2 2 
3 3 3 3 3 
Clearly, F3 is the 2-generator free 2-cyclic binar. In F3 (xy)y = x holds, hence 
by Corollary 2.1 C is equal to the clone of operations of F3, i.e. C = C(2). 
F4 is a rectangular band. Hence it satisfies the absorption identities xx = x, 
((xy)z)x = x, x(y(zx)) = x and (xy)(zx) = x. In fact, these imply the usual 
defining identities of RB: xz = [{{xy)z)x][z((xy)z)} = (xy)z, and similarly xz — 
[(x(yz))x][z(x(yz))} — x{yz). In virtue of Lemma 2.1 C = RB, as the clone of 
rectangular bands is obviously minimal. 
By Lemma 5.1 the clone of F5 is 2-minimal. By Lemma 2.4 the variety defined 
by the 2-variable identities of F5 has minimal clone. Idempotence, Lemma 5.2(a) 
and (c), and the interchanging of x and y yield that all 2-variable identities of F5 
follow from the ones listed in (c). 
0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 
0 0 2 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 
1 3 1 3 1 F7 : 1 3 1 1 1 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
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Fe is the free binar with k = 1 constructed in Section 4.3. The identities given 
in (d) imply all the remaining 2-variable identities of F6 using idempotence, Lemma 
5.2(a) and the interchanging of x and y. Hence the results in Section 4.3 yield (d). 
For F-? we can proceed similarly. We show that x(yxzx... zm) = x for m = 
0,1 ,2 , . . . holds in Fj. If x = 2 or x = 3, it is obvious. Let x = 0. Then 
yx e {0,2,3} , and it follows by induction that yxzx... zm e {0,2,3} . Hence 
x(yxzi ... zm) = x in this case. The case x = 1 is symmetric. Conversely, we show 
that any nontrivial operation satisfying the identities in (e) generates a minimal 
clone. Lemma 5.2(b) gives x{yxz\ ... zm) = x for all m > 0 and also some 2-variable 
identities. Now we can proceed similarly as in the proof of Proposition 4.1. Let 
t be an arbitrary term with first variable x, and identify all other variables with 
y. Then t turns into either x or xy. In the latter case we are done. In the first 
case we write t = ii (¿2̂ 3 • • - tr), where t2 is a variable. After the said identification 
we get x = t[(t'2t3 ... t'r). From the 2-variable identities it follows that t\ = x and 
t2 .. .t'r = x, xy, or yx. In the first two cases t2 = x. By the induction hypothesis 
t\ = x and so t = ¿i (t2t3 ... tr) = x(xt3 .. .tr) = x. In the third case t2 = y. Let s 
be such that t2...t'j = y for j = 2 , . . . , s - 1, but t'2 ... t's ± y. Then t2... t's = yx 
and t's = x. By the induction hypothesis we have t\ = x and ts = x, so we infer 
t = h(t2 ...ts...tr)= x((t2 • ..ts-i)xts+1 ...tr) = x. 
0 1 2 3 
0 0 2 0 0 
1 3 1 1 1 
2 2 2 2 0 
3 3 3 1 3 
0 1 2 3 
0 0 2 3 1 
1 3 1 0 2 
2 1 3 2 0 
3 2 0 1 3 
In the last two cases the clones are not minimal. For F& we construct a nontrivial 
ternary semiprojection t = (x(yz))(zx). Indeed, i(0,0,1) = ¿(0,1,0) = i(0,1,1) = 
0, hence t(x,x,z) = t(x,y,x) = t(x,y,y) = x\ but i(0,1,2) = 2, so t is not the 
projection onto the first variable. Hence t generates a nontriyial proper subclone. 
Finally, for Fs we have that t = (xy)(zx) is a ternary minority operation, as 
¿(0,0,1) = ¿(0,1,0) = ¿(1,0,0) = 1. Thus the clone of Fg is not minimal. (In fact, 
Fg is the affine line over the 4-element field.) • 
Remark 5.1 The binary minimal clones on the three-element set found by 
Csákány [1] fall into the following cases: 
Theorem 5.1(a): [624]; (b): [0], [10], [178]; Theorem 5.2(a): [68]; (c): [8], [11], 
[16], [17], [26]; (d): [35]; (e): [33]. 
Theorem 5.3 (Dudek [3]) Let C be a binary minimal clone with 5 binary opera-
tions: Then C = A(5), the clone of affine spaces over the 5-element field. 
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Theorem 5.4 Let C be a binary minimal clone with 6 binary operations. Then C 
contains a- nontrivial binary operation for which one of the following holds: 
(a) C = C(3), the clone of 3-cyclic binars; 
(b) C satisfies xx = x, x(xy) = x(y(xy)) = (xy)x = (xy)y = (xy)(yx) = 
(xy)(x(yx)) = xy, (x(yx))y = (x(yx))(xy) = (a:{yx))(y{xy)) = x(yx); 
(c) C satisfies xx = x, x(xy) = x(y(xy)) — (xy)x = (xy)y = (xy)(yx) — 
(xy)(x(yx)) = (x(yx))(xy) = xy, (x(yx))y = (x{yx))(y(xy)) = x(yx); 
(d) C satisfies x(xzi... zm) = x for m = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . x ( y ( x y ) ) = (xy)x = (xy)y = 
(xy)(yx) = (xy)(x(yx)) = (xy)(y(xy)) = xy, (x{yx))y = (x(yx))(xy) = 
(x(yx))(y(xy)) = x{yx); 
(e) C satisfies x(xzi ... zm) = x for m = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . x ( y x ) = {xy)x = ((xy)y)x = 
xy, {{xy)y)y = \xy)y; 
All clones defined by the equations in (a)-(e) are minimal. 
Proof: By Lemma 5.1(c) we get 6 possibilities (up to term equivalence) for the 
2-generator free binar • 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
0 0 2 0 2 0 2 
1 3 1 3 1 3 1 
2 2 4 2 4 2 4 
3 5 3 5 3 5 3 
4 4 0 4 0 4 0 
5 1 5 1 5 1 5 
Clearly, F10 is the 2-generator free 3-cyclic binar. In Fi0 ((xy)y)y = x holds, 
hence by Corollary 2.1 C is equal to the clone of operations of Flo, be- C = C(3). 
0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 
0 0 2 2 4 4 2 0 0 2 2 4 4 2 
1 3 1 5 3 3 5 1 3 1 5 3 3 5 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 F12 : .2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 4 4 4 
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 3 5 5 
By Lemma 5.1(c) the clones of Fn and FL2 are 2-minimal. By Lemma 2.4 the 
varieties defined by the 2-variable identities of Fu , resp. FI2 have minimal clones. 
Using Lemma 5.2(d) and obvious substitutions one can check that the identities 
given in (b) and (c) imply all 2-variable identities of Fu and F12, respectively. 
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'13 
0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 
0 0 2 0 4 0 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 2 
1 3 1 5 1 3 1 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 F14 : 2 2 4 2 4 2 4 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 5 3 5 3 5 3 
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 4 4 4 4 4 
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 3 5 5 5 5 
F13 is the free binar with k = 2 constructed in Section 4.3. The results there 
yield (d). 
For F14 one can proceed similarly, leading to (e). Here one should apply Lemma 
5.2(a). We leave proving the analog of Proposition 4.1 to the reader. 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
0 0 2 0 0 0 0 
1 3 1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 2 4 2 2 
3 3 3 5 3 3 3 
4 4 4 4 4 4 0 
5 5 5 5 5 1 5 
Here we define a ternary operation t(x,y,z) = [(x(yz))(zx)][(yx)(xy)]. Now 
i(0,1,1) = t(0,0,1) = t(0,1,0) = 0, so t is a semiprojection onto the first variable. 
As i(0,1,2) = 2, we see that t is nontrivial. Hence t generates a nontrivial proper 
subclone. • 
Remark 5.2 Let Wix denote the variety defined by the equations in Theorem 5.i 
(x). (So the number of different nontrivial binary terms is i.) For a variety V 
and a term t let V[t] denote the variety of algebras in V with basic operation t. 
Then we have the following relationship between our results and the six minimal 
clone varieties Vi,... ,Ve and their subvarieties V3, V3', V6', V6" found by Szczepara 
[14], pp. 205-206: Wia has no four-element model, Wn = V^, W2a = Vi[yx], 
W2b = V5, W2c = Vf, = Vi', W2e = V4, W4a = V2[yx], W4b = Ve, every 
four-element binar in W4c belongs to W2c, every four-element binar in W4a belongs 
to W2d, W4e = y3[(a;i/)a;]. Furthermore, W4d n W4e = W2d D V3' and W4b n Wic = 
W2c D Wlb. 
Theorem 5.5 (Dudek [4]) Let C be a binary minimal clone with 7 binary opera-
tions. Then C = A(7), the clone of affine spaces over the 7-element field. 
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On a Normal Form of Petri Nets* 
Ferucio Laurentiu TIPLEA+ Masashi KATSURA 1 
Masami ITO 1 
Abstract 
A Petri net is called (n, m)-transition restricted if its weight function takes 
values in { 0 , 1 } and 1 < |*£| < n and 1 < |i*| < m for all transitions t. Using 
the results from [6] it has been proved ([13]) that any A-labelled Petri net is 
equivalent to a A-labelled (2, 2)-transition restricted Petri net, with respect 
to the finite transition sequence behaviour. This one may be considered as 
a normal form of Petri nets, called the super-normal form of Petri nets, and 
the question is whether it preserves or not the partial words and processes 
of Petri nets ([13]). In this paper we show that the answer to this question 
is positive for partial words and negative for processes. Then some infinite 
hierarchies of families of partial languages generated by (labelled) (n, m) -
transition restricted Petri nets, are obtained. 
1 Introduction and Preliminaries 
A Petri net is a formalism that has been used intensively to model parallel com-
putations ([9], [10]). Since the problems surrounding general Petri nets seem to 
be very difficult to analyze, it is sometimes necessary to narrow the scope of the 
investigation to subclasses of Petri nets. If such a subclass does not limit, in a 
precisely specified sense, the entire class of Petri nets then we say that the Petri 
nets in that subclass are in a certain normal form. For example, J.L. Peterson 
([8]) considered the so-called standard normal form which preserves the sequential 
behaviour of Petri nets, and S. Crespi-Reghizzi and D. Mandrioli ([3]) considered 
the semibounded normal form which preserves the reachability. Another normal 
form, used to obtain logical characterizations of Petri nets ([5], [7]), was considered 
by E. Pelz in 1990 [6]. A Petri net in this normal form is called normalized and 
it is characterized by the fact that the weight function and the initial and final 
'This work was carried out while the first author was visiting the Kyoto Sangyo University by 
a grant from the Ministry of Education (Monbusho), Japan 
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markings take values in {0 ,1} . It was shown that for any labelled Petri net 7 one 
can effectively construct a normalized labelled Petri net 7 ' such that 7 and 7 ' have 
the same processes up to ah isomorphism. As a result, the normalization preserves 
the finite and infinite transition sequence behaviour, step behaviour, and partial 
word behaviour ([6]). 
In [12] a systematic investigation of graph theoretic properties of Petri nets 
within the framework of language theory was initiated. In other words, various 
subclasses of Petri nets were introduced by imposing various restrictions on the in-
and out- degree of nodes in the graph of the underlying net structure. Further these 
restrictions were refined with respect to transitions ([13]) by considering (n,m)-
transition restricted Petri nets as being Petri nets for which the weight function 
takes values in {0 ,1} and 1 < |*i| < n and 1 < |i*| < m for all transitions t. Thus, 
interesting hierarchies of Petri net languages were obtained, and in the case of A-
labelled Petri nets, the Pelz's normal form was improved with respect to the finite 
transition sequence behaviour. More precisely, it was shown that every A-labelled 
Petri net is equivalent to a normalized and (2,2)-transition restricted net (with 
respect to the finite transition sequence behaviour). 
A very natural question is whether this new normal form, called the super-
normal form, preserves or not the partial words and processes of Petri nets. In 
this paper we show that the answer is positive for partial words and negative for 
processes. Therefore, whenever we deal with sequential or partial languages of 
A-labelled Petri nets we may freely use normalized and (2,2)-transition restricted 
nets which could lead to simpler proofs and easiness of manipulation of complex 
structures. Then we turn our attention to labelled (n, m)-transition restricted Petri 
nets and we show that the families of partial languages (generated by such nets) 
form infinite hierarchies both with respect to n and to m. 
. First of all let us fix the terminology and notation that will be used in our paper 
(for details concerning Petri nets and processes the reader is referred to [1], [2], [7], 
[9], [10], [1.1]). The empty set is denoted by 0, and denotes the cardinality of 
the finite set A. A C B denotes the inclusion of the set A in the set B. The set 
of nonnegative integers is denoted by N. A (finite) P/T-net, abbreviated PTN, 
is a 4-tuple £ = (S,T ,F , W) where 5 and T are two finite non-empty sets (of 
places and transitions, resp.), 5 n T = 0, F C (5 x T) U (T x S) is the flow 
relation and W : (S x T) U (T x S) —> N is the weight function of £ verifying 
W(x,y) = 0 iff (x,y) fi F. A marking of £ is any function M : S —> N; it will 
sometimes be identified with a vector M £ NISI.' The operations and relations on 
vectors are componentwise defined. For x £ S U T we set 'x = {y\{y, x) £ F} and 
x' = {y|(a;,2/) £ F}. If t is a transition of £ then £ t will denote the subnet (ofT,) 
generated by t (i.e. £t contains only the transition t and all the places s £ *t U i*; 
the arcs between t and places are those from •£, with their weights). The Petri nets 
that will be considered in this paper are without isolated places or transition, that 
is for any x £ S U T the set 'x U x' is non-empty. 
A marked PTN, abbreviated. mPTN, is a pair 7 = ( £ , M 0 ) , where £ is a 
PTN and Mo, the initial marking of 7 , is a marking of £ . An mPTN with final 
markings, abbreviated mPTNf, is a 3-tuple 7 = (£,MQ , M), where the first two 
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components form an mPTN and M, the set of final markings of 7 , is a finite 
set of markings of E. A labelled mPTN (mPTNf, resp.), abbreviated ImPTN 
(ImPTNf, resp.), is a 3-tuple (4-tuple, resp.) 7 = (E ,MQ ,l) (7 = (E, M0, M, I), 
resp.) where the first two (three, resp.) components form an mPTN (mPTMf, 
resp.) and I, the labelling function of 7 , assigns to each transition a letter. A 
A-labelled mPTN (mPTNf, resp.), abbreviated lxmPTN (lxmPTNf, resp.), is 
defined as an ImPTN (ImPTMf, resp.) with the difference that the labelling 
function, called now the A-labelling function of 7 , assigns to each transition either 
a letter or the empty word A. In the sequel we shall often use the term "Petri 
net" or "net" whenever we refer to a structure 7 defined as above. In all the above 
definitions E is called the underlying net of 7 . A marking (place, transition, arc, 
weight, resp.) of a net 7 is any marking (place, transition, arc, weight, resp.) of the 
underlying net of 7. Pictorially, a net 7 is represented by a graph. Then the places 
are denoted by circles and transitions by boxes; the flow relation is represented by 
arcs. The arc / G F is labelled by W(f) whenever W(f) > 1. The initial marking 
Mo is presented by putting MQ(S) tokens into the circle representing the place s. 
The labelling function is denoted by placing letters into the boxes representing 
transitions and the final markings are explicitly listed. 
Let 7 be a net, M a marking and t a transition. We say'that t is enabled 
at M, denoted M[i)7 , if M(s)<> W(s,t) for all s G 5. If t is enabled at M 
then t may occur yielding a new marking M', abbreviated M[t)7M', given by 
M'{s) = M(s) - W(s,t) + W(t, s) for all s G S. The notation "[•)-/' will be 
simplified to "[•)" whenever 7 is understood from the context. 
The concurrent behaviour of Petri nets is well-expressed by the notion of a 
process. Generally speaking, processes of Petri nets are obtained by running the 
nets and solving conflicts in an arbitrary fashion as and when they arise. A process 
of a net is also a net; these nets are called occurrence nets and they are classical 
nets N = (B, E, R) (R is the flow relation and the weights of arcs are 1) satisfying: 
(i) |'6| < 1 and |6*| < 1, for all b G B\ 
(ii) R+ is acyclic, i.e. for all x,y G B U E if (x,y) G R+ then ( y , x ) £ R+. 
Usually the elements of B are called conditions whereas the elements of E are 
called events. If N is an occurrence net we define its final cut as being the set 
№ = {b e B||6*| = 0}; the partially ordered set induced by TV is (B U E,<N), 
where -<N= R+. In defining processes we will use labelled occurrence nets which are 
couples (N,p) , where N is a occurrence net and p is a total function from B\JE into 
an alphabet V. For a Petri net E = (5, T, F, W) and a labelled occurrence net (N,p ) 
such that p is a function from Bl>E into S U T satisfying p(B) C 5 and p(E) C T, 
define the marking induced by № in E as being Mjv°(s) = |{i> G №\p(b) = s}|, for 
all s G S. In what follows we adopt the inductive definition of processes ([2]). Let 
7 = (E, M0) be an mPTN. Define inductively the sets J^o' Oi> • • • by: 
- Ho contains only couples (N,p), where N = ( S , 0 , 0 ) , |B| = £ s 6 S 
and for each s G S, B contains Mo ( s ) distinct conditions b with p(b) — s (this 
defines p as well); 
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- suppose Hi, i > has already been constructed. For each IT = ( N , p ) G ]~[i! 
N = (B,E,R), and each t £ T such that M^o[t), we define a new labelled 
occurrence net TT' = (N',p' ) , N' = (B',E',R'), as follows: 
(a) B', E' and R' will contain B, E and respectively, i?; 
(b) for each x G B U E, p'(x) = p(x)\ 
(c) supplimentary, we add to N a new event e with p'(e) = t. For each 
s G S with W{s,t) > 0 we choose (from №) W(s,t) distinct conditions 
b labelled by s (p(b) = s) and we add the arcs (b, e) to R' for each such 
b. Similarly, for each s G S with W( f , s ) > 0 we add (to N) W(t,s) 
distinct conditions b labelled by s (p'(b) = s); the arcs (b, e), for each 
such b, are also added; 
(we shall sometimes write IT IT'). Finally, consider n»+i a s being the set 
of all the labelled occurrence nets defined as above. 
Now, a process of 7 is any element IT of Uj>o n*- ^ c l e a r that for any such TT 
there is at least a sequence TTQ,ITI, ... ,IRM = TT with ITI G n* a n d 7ri+1 m a y be 
constructed from 7Tj as described above, for all 0 < i < m — 1. This sequence is 
called an inductive definition of TT. AS we can see events without pre-conditions 
or post-conditions are allowed too. In order to obtain processes of A-labelled nets 
7 = (E, Mo, I) what we have to do is to consider each process TT = (N,P ) of (E, Mo) 
and to replace the function p by p', where p'(x) = p(x) for all the conditions x, 
and p'{x) = (I o p){x) for all the events x\ that is, the events will be labelled by 
I o p. Processes of labelled nets with final markings 7 = (E, M0,l, M) are defined 
as being those processes TT of (E, M0,1) such that M , . G M. 
To compare concurrent behaviour of nets we will use the process and partial word 
equivalence. Two processes TT = (N,p ) and TT' = (N',p' ) (not necessary of the same 
net) are isomorphic, abbreviated -TT = TT', if there is a bijection / : BUE —> B'uE' 
such that: 
(1) p(x) = p'(f(x)) for all x G E, and 
p\x) = p'(f {x)) whenever x G B and p{x) G 5 n S' or p'(f{x)) G S n 5 ' ; 
(2) x ^ y iff f(x) f(y) for all x,y 6 B U E. 
If 7 and 7 ' are two nets such that for any process TT of 7 there is a process IT' of 7 ' 
such that TT = TT' , and conversely, we say that 7 and 7 ' are process equivalent. 
Partial words are obtained in a similar way to processes by recording only the 
events which are not labelled by A. Let TT = (N,P ) be a process of a A-labelled Petri 
net 7 . An abstraction of TT is any labelled partially ordered set (E' ,A ,p ' ) , where: 
- E' = {e G E\p{e) # A} and p' =p\E'\ 
- (e, e') G A iff there is a path in IT leading from e to e'. 
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The equivalence class with respect to isomorphism induced by (E', A+ ,p'), denoted 
PW(ir), is called the partial word associated to TT. The set of all partial words of 
7, denoted PWL{pf), is called the partial language of 7. Two nets with the same 
partial languages are called partial word equivalent. 
For finite (infinite) transition sequence behaviour and step behaviour of Petri 
nets the reader is referred to [4], [6], [9], [14], [15]; the languages generated under 
these behaviours are called finite (infinite) sequential languages and step languages. 
2 Normalization of A-labelled Petri Nets 
The notion of a normalized Petri net plays an important role in Petri net theory 
([6], [7]). A Petri net is normalized if the weight function and the initial and 
final markings take values in {0,1}. E. Pelz developed in 1990 an algorithm for 
normalizing labelled Petri nets (with or without final markings) by preserving their 
processes. That is, for any labelled Petri net 7 one can effectively compute a 
normalized labelled Petri net 7' such that 7 and 7' are process equivalent. The 
Pelz's algorithm for normalizing Petri nets can be applied to A-labelled Petri nets 
as well (the label A is treated liké any other label). So we can formulate the Pelz's 
result in a more general way, that is: 
Theorem 2.1 (E. Pelz, 1990) 
Let 7 be a X-labelled Petri net (with or without final markings). Then a normalized 
X-labelled Petri net 7' can be effectively constructed such that 7 and 7' have the 
same processes up to an isomorphism. Consequently, these two nets will have the 
same partial languages, step languages,, and (finite or infinite) sequential languages. 
We recall now a few notations and results concerning transition restricted Petri 
nets. A Petri net 7 is called (n,m)-transition restricted, where n and m are non-
zero natural numbers, if the range of the weight function is {0,1} and 1 < |*t| < n 
and 1 < |t*| < m for all transitions t of 7. In [13] it has been shown that any A-
labelled Petri net is equivalent to a (2,2)-transition restricted Petri net, with respect 
to the finite transition sequence behaviour. In what follows we show that this result 
can be extented to the partial word behaviour but not to process behaviour. Let 
7 be a A-labelled net. In the view of the Pelz's theorem we may assume that 7 is 
normalized. Now we have to do two basic transformations on 7. The first one is to 
eliminate the cases |*i| = 0 and |i*| = 0, and it is in fact the same as in [13]. 
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Transformation-A: Let 7 be a normalized net. The next procedure yields 
a normalized net 7 ' satisfying |*i| > 1 and |t*| > 1 for all transitions t. 
Moreover, 7 and 7 ' will have the same partial words. 
For any transition t of E such that |*f| = 0 or |i*| = 0 we replace the 
subnet Et by the net Et as follows: if E t is the net in Figure 2.1(a) 
(2.1(c), resp.) then Et is the net in Figure 2.1(b) (2.1(d), resp.). Let E' 




Si O "i 
g]t 
s . o — T 
(c) 
be the net thus obtained (for technical reasons we rename the transitions 
t of E' which have not been processed as above, by i'; thus, the set of 
transitions of E' is V = {t'\t € T A \'t\ > 1 A \t'\ > 1} U {t',t"\t 6 
T A (|*t| = 0 V |i'| = 0)}). For each M € N s we define the marking 
M' by: 
r M(s), if s £ 5 
M'(s) = < 1, if s = qt for some t 
\ 0, otherwise, 
for all places s of E', and let V be the labelling given by Z'(i') = l(t) 
and l'{t") = A for all t £ T (I being the labelling of 7). If 7 has 
final markings, M, then we add to (E', M'Qy I') the set of final markings 
M' = {M'\M£M}. Let 7 ' be the net obtained in this way. 
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It is clear that the net 7 ' yielded by Transformation-A is normalized and satisfies 
|V| > 1 and |f| > 1 for all transitions t. We show that: 
Theorem 2.2 Let 7 be a normalized net and 7 ' the net yielded by Transformation 
A applied to 7 . Then 7 and 7 ' are partial word equivalent. 
Proof Let 
, \ ei(ti) e2(t 2) en (tn) 
(,*,) TTO * 7Ti > ••• > 7Tn = 7T 
be an inductive definition of a process 7r of 7 . We will replace each by a sequence 
> • • • 1 Ttf' (1 - ^ - 2) of processes of 7 ' such that: 
(1) (TT*-)0 = (TTj)0 u Qi, where Qt is a set of cardinality |{i € T\\*t\ = 0 V |i*| = 
0}|, disjoint from (7Ti)°, and whose elements are one-to-one labelled from 
elements of the form qf, 
(2) PW(TTi) = PW{-Kkii). 
Therefore, we will obtain a sequence 
which is an inductive definition of a process TT' = ITof 7 ' and PW(IR) = PW(IR'). 
This will prove the inclusion PWL(7) C PWL(7') (if 7 has final markings and 
Mjr» is such a marking then M <̂> will be a final marking of 7') . 
First we remark that we can define -K}> such that (1) and (2) be satisfied because 
S C S'. Then, we set k0 = 1 and so (1) and (2) hold. 
Suppose the process has already been replaced by a sequence n f , . . . , 
(1 < ki < 2) of at most two processes of 7' , satisfying (1) and (2). For irl+\ we 
have to consider three cases: 
Case 1: ti+i has not been processed by Transformation-A. Since (1) holds for 
irki it follows that we may define a process nj+1 of 7 ' from and t'i+l. Moreover, 
we may define ir\+1 such that (7r|+1)° = (7ri+i)° U Qi (by setting *(ej+ 1) = *ei+1, 
(ei+I)" - E'+1, and PJ+1(I) = pki(x) for all A: € (e j+ 1 ) ' , where TT*' TT^). 
We set now ki+i = 1 and Qs+i = Qi, and it is easy to see that (1) and (2) are 
satisfied for • 
Case 2: |*ij+i| = 0. Since (1) holds for it follows that we may define a process 
7ij+1 of 7 ' from 7rtfci and t'-+1. Moreover, we will have (tt|+1)° = (tt,)0 U Q[ U { 6 } 
and PW{IX\+L) = PW(IRKI), where Q[ is a set with the same properties as Qi 
and b is a new condition (b £ (i"i)° U Q\) labelled by pt i+1. Define now a new 
process 7r?+1 from 7r|+1 and t'i+1 such that (7r?+1)° = (7ri+i)° U Q[ (by setting 
*(ei+i) = W * (e?+i)* = e*+1. and Pi+ i ( x ) = P»+i(x) for all a; € (ef+ 1)*, where 
e2 (t' ) 
7r*+1 ,+i—>+1 7r2+1). We set now fci+1 = 2 and Qi+i = Q\, and so (1) holds true for 
TT^J1. In order to show that (2) also holds for TT^1 it is sufficient to notice that 
any path b0,xi,bi,.. .,bk,xk+i 
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such that 60 6 (T^)°, p2i+1(bk) = qti+1 and p?+1(xk+i) = l'(t'i+1) (= / ( t i + 1 ) ) has the 
properties: 
(a ) p f + i ( b o ) = •••= p f + 1 ( b k - 1 ) = qti+i; 
(b) P?+i(zi) = ••• =Pl+i(zk) = A. 
Using the construction of t t ^ 1 it is now easy to show that (2) holds true for i r ^ 1 . 
Case 3 |i*i+i| = 0. This case is similar to the previous one: we have to define 
first TT}+1 from 7Ttfci and i-+ 1 and then 7r2+1 from 7rt-+1 and t"+1. 
Let us consider now the other inclusion. Let 
(* * * ) ^ _ > . •nl — > • • • — 7 T m — 7T 
be a process of 7' . The basic idea is to transform the sequence (* * *) into a 
(**)-like sequence. To do that we define first the next two elementary transfor-
mations (initially, all the transitions Xi £ T' which have not been processed by 
Transformation-A, that is no q- or p-like place is in *Xj U x*. are marked whereas 
the others are unmarked): 
• (T l ) determine the first i such that Xi is unmarked, is of the form t' for some 
t 6 T, and |*f| = 0. We rearrange the sequence (* * *) such that t is directly 
located after its unmarked matching pair Xj — t", j < i (it is easy to see 
that there is an unmarked matching pair t"; moreover, this rearrangement 
does not affect the process IT'). Mark XI and XJ and denote the result also by (* * *); 
• (T2) determine the first i such that Xi is unmarked, is of the form t' for some 
t € T, and |f*| = 0. We rearrange the sequence (* * *) such that t' is directly 
located before its unmarked matching pair xj = t", j > i (if there does not 
exist a matching pair t" for this transition t' we introduce one and apply it at 
TTj+i)- It is easy to see that we can do that and this rearrangement does not 
affect the process 7r'; mark X{ and x3 and denote the result also by ( * * * ) . 
Now, we apply these two transformations to the sequence (* * *) as long as they 
are possible and we obtain a new inductive definition of 7r'. Then we remove all the 
unmarked elemets of the form t" and we recompute all the processes. Finally, we 
get a (**)-like sequence defining a process IT" with the property that PW(TT") = 
PW(TT'). NOW we "pack" this sequence into a (*)-like sequence (this operation is 
in fact the reverse of that which permitted us the passing from (*) to (**))• The 
sequence obtained in this way defines a process IT of 7 such that PW(TT") = PW(TT) 
(the case of final markings is discussed as in the first part of the proof). 
The theorem is completely proved. • 
We want to point out that the structure in Figure 2.1(b) cannot be simplified to 
that in Figure 2.1(e) because in the first one the transition a can occur concurrently 
with itself but not in the second one. 
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Transformation-B: Let 7 be a normalized net satisfying |*ij > 1 and |/*| > 
1 for all transitions t. The next procedure yields a normalized and 
(2,2)-transition restricted net with the same partial language as 7. 
For each transition t£T such that |*t| > 3 or |i*| > 3 replace the subnet 
Si by the net ££ as given in Figure 2.2, but with the next remarks: 
- in the case n = 1 or n = 2 the places si or Sj and s2 respectively 
are directly connected to i"; 
- in the case m = 1 or m = 2 the only successors of tn are sn_|_i or 
s„+i and sn+2 respectively 
(in Figure 2.2 it was assumed that *t = { s i , . . . , s n } , t' = {sn+i> • • •, 
s n + m } , s'i, • • •, s'n+m_3 are new places, and i 1 , . . . , tn+m~2 are new tran-
sitions. Moreover, it was assumed that 'tilt' = 0; the case *t fl t* ^ 0 
can be easily imagined). Let E' be the net such obtained. For each 
+n—1 
O f O 
5 1 I « i o 
«2 
^n+TO—2 




marking M of E we consider the marking M' given by: 
M(s), i f s e S 
Ô 
•Sn+m —1 
M '(s) = I K ' [ 0 , otherwise 
for all places s of £ ' , and let I' be the labelling mentioned in each subnet 
(I' agrees with the labelling I of 7 on all the transitions t which were 
not modified by the transformation). If 7 has final markings, M , we 
add to (S',Mo,l') the set of final markings M' = {M'\M £ M} and 
let 7' be the net such obtained. 
End of Transformation-B. 
It is clear that the net 7' yielded by Transformation-B is normalized and (2,2)-
transition restricted. We have: 
Theorem 2.3 Let 7 be a normalized net satisfying |*f| > 1 and |t*| > 1 for all 
transitions t, and 7 ' the net yielded by Transformation-B applied to 7 . Then 7 and 
7' are partial word equivalent. 
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Proof The proof of this theorem is similar to the previous one. Therefore we will 
only sketch the differences (we use the same notations as in the proof of Theorem 2.2 
and Transformation-A). Consider first the inclusion PWL(7) C PWL(7'). In the 
proof of Theorem 2.2 each transition t with |*t| = 0 or [i"| = 0 has been simulated 
by the "sequence" t"t' or t't" respectively. As a result any process 7r{ in the sequence 
(*) has been either kept unchanged or replaced by at most two processes (obtained 
by applying t" and t' or conversely). In the case of this theorem each transition t 
with |*i| > 3 or |i*| > 3 is simulated by a "sequence" t1 • •tn •• •tn+m and so any 
process 7Tj in the sequence (*) will be replaced by at most max{\'t\ + |i*||t G T } 
processes (in the same manner as in the proof of Theorem 2.2). 
The inclusion PWL(7') C PWL(7) is based on the fact that any transition 
tn may occur only after i 1 , . . . , £ n - 1 . Therefore, t 1 , . . . ,tn can be rearranged (in a 
(* * *)-like sequence) one after the other. The transitions i n + 1 , . . . , tn+m~2 can also 
be applied after tn (the missing transitions are supplimentary added). • 
The position of the label a in Figure 2.2 cannot be changed, as the net in Figure 
2.3 shows us. That is, ax is a partial word of the net in Figure 2.3(a) but not 
ct2, whereas the net in Figure 2.3(b), obtained from the net in Figure 2.3(a) by 
applying Transformation-B and changing the position of the label a, has as a 
partial word but not a\. 
(a) 
(b) 
b a 1 : a —> b c*2 • a 
Figure 2.3 
Transformation-B and Theorem 2.3 show us that each Petri net is partial word 
equivalent with a (2,2)-transition restricted Petri net. This result cannot be ex-
tended to processes and to see that it is enough to consider the net in Figure 
2.3(a) and to apply to it the Transformation-B. But, what we have to say is that 
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our transformations preserve the finite sequential language and all types of infini-
tary languages (see [6]). Abbreviate "(n, m)-transition restricted Petri net" by 
PTN(tn<m) and denote then 
P P W A ( t n , m ) = {PWL(J)\J is an lXMPT N (tn,m)}, 
LPWA(tn ,m) = {PWL(J)\J is an lxmPTN(tn:in)f}, 
for all n , m > 1. 
Corollary 2.1 For all X G {P, L} we have: 
1. XPW A ( t n ,m) - X P W A ( t 2 2 ) , Vrvn > 2; 
X P W A ( t n l ) = XPW A ( t 2 i i ) , Vn > 2; 
3. X P W A ( t l m ) = X P W A ( t 1 2 ) , Vm > 2. 
Proof 1 directly follow from Transformation-B and Theorem 2.3. 2 and 3 follows 
the same line as 1 with the remark that 7' yielded by Transformation-B is (2,1)-
transition restricted ((1,2)-transition restricted, resp.) whenever the input net 7 is 
(n, l)-transition restricted ((1, m)-transition restricted, resp.). • 
Theorem 2.4 The diagram, in Figure 2-4 holds ("—>" indicates a proper inclu-
sion; the unrelated families are incomparable). 
X P W A ( t u ) 
X P W * ( t n l ) = X P W * ( t 2 i i ) XPW*(t 1 > 2 ) = X P W A ( t l m ) 
X P W A ( t 2 2 ) = XPW A (t n ,m) 
Figure 2.4 
Proof The inclusions follows from definitions, and the equalities from Corollary 
2.1. To prove that the inclusions are proper it is enough to show that the families 
X P W A ( t j 2 ) and X P W A ( t 2 1) are incomparable. Consider the partial language 
L ~ { a } , where a is the partial word in Figure 2.5(a). It is clear that L G 
XPW A ( t 1 2 ) . Suppose for the sake of contradiction that there is a (2, l)-transition 
restricted net 7 generating this partial word. Then, there is a process IT of 7 such 




(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 2.5 
that PW(IR) = a. The process IT will contain three events E\, e2, e3 labelled by 
a, b, c. There are paths from e\ to e2 and from e\ to e3; let V\ and T>2 be two 
such paths. It is clear that there is no path from e2 to e3 or conversely. T)\ and 
V2 have in common e¡ and therefore it must exist a common branching element, x. 
This x cannot be an event because the net 7 is (2, l)-transition restricted, and it 
cannot be a condition because the conditions in occurrence nets are not branching 
elements; a contradiction. Hence, L $ X P W A ( t 2 1). 
Similarly one can prove that L' = {/3}, where (3 is the partial word in Fig-
ure 2.5(b), is a member of X P W A ( t 2 1 ) but not of X P W A ( t 1 2 ) . Therefore, 
X P W A ( t 1 2 ) and X P W A ( t 2 1 ) are incomparable. • 
It is interesting to compare the results in Theorem 2.4 with that in [13] where it 
was shown that PA(tn l ) = P A ( t 1 : 1 ) and L A ( t n l) '̂ = - L ^ t ^ ! ) = L A ( t l m ) , for 
all n ,m > 2. To have full comparisons with [13] let us denote 
for all n, m > 1. 
A partial word as that in Figure 2.5(c) is called an (n,m)-star, n ,m > 0. Let 
7Ti and 712 be two labelled partially ordered sets. We say that 7Ti is embedable in 
if 7Ti is isomorphic with a part (subset) ir2 of tt2. If the condition a x (^ n i 
iff x(-<ni2 — ) y for all re,?/" is suplimentary added then we say that 7rj is strictly 
embedable in tr2. Any (n,m)-transition restricted net has (n,m)-stars as partial 
words, but one can easily get (as in the proof of Theorem 2.4) that no (n,m)-star 
is strictly embedable in any process of an (n', m')-transition restricted net without 
A-labels if n' <n or m' < m. As a result we have: 
PPW f(tri ,m) = {PWL(7)| 7 i sanmPTiV( i n , m ) } , 
PPW(t n ,m) . = {PWL(J)\7 is an lmPTN(tn,m)}, 
LPW f ( t n ,m) = {PVFZ/(7)|7 is an mPTN(tnm)f}, 
LPW(tn ,m) = {PWL^h is an lmPTN(tntm)f}, 
Theorem 2.5 The diagram in Figure 2.6 holds, for all Y € {PPWf ,PPW, 
LPW?, LPW}. 
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Y ( t i , i ) 
Y(t 2 , i ) Y( t i , 2 ) 
Y( t 3 , i ) Y(t 2 , 2 ) Y( t i , 3 ) 
Figure 2.6 
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A note on connection between PNS and set 
covering problems 
Z. Blazsik * B. Imreh * 
Abstract 
Process network synthesis (PNS) has enormous practical impact; however, 
its mixed integer programming model is tedious to solve because it usually 
involves a large number of binary variables. Using a combinatorial approach, 
a structural model of PNS can be given, and a branch-and-bound technique 
can be applied for searching an optimal solution. In some realistic examples of 
PNS, this method is efficient. Nevertheless, efficient methods are unavailable 
for solving these models generally. In this note, we describe a special class of 
PNS-problems as set-covering or set-partitioning problems. These problems 
are well-known to be NP-complete, thus, a PNS-problem is NP-hard. 
1 Introduction 
In a manufacturing system, materials of different properties are consumed through 
various mechanical, physical and chemical transformation to yield desired products. 
Devices in which these transformations are carried out are called operating units, 
e.g., a lathe or a chemical reactor. Thus, a manufacturing system can be considered 
as a network of operating units which is called process network. The importance 
of process network synthesis (PNS) arises from the fact that such networks are 
ubiquitous in the chemical and allied industries. Naturally, the cost minimization 
of a process network is indeed essential. Several papers have appeared in the 
literature on the application of global optimization in PNS (see, e.g., [1] and [5]). 
Another approach is a combinatorial one based on the feasible graphs of processes 
(cf.[2],[3] and [4]). This approach makes possible to show that the search of an 
optimal solution is difficult in general. Here, we prove this statement. 
2 Definitions 
Let M be a given set of objects which are materials capable of being converted 
or transformed by the processes under consideration. Transformation between two 
"Research Group on Artifical Intelligence of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Aradi 
vértanúk tere 1, H-6720 Szeged, Hungary 
^Department of Informatics, József Attila University, Árpád tér 2, H-6720 Szeged, Hungary 
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subsets of M occurs in an operating unit. It is necessary to link this operating unit 
to others through the elements of these two subsets of M. The resultant structure 
is a process graph which is a bipartite directed graph (see [3] and [4]). Its formal 
definition is given as follows: 
Definition 1. Let M be a finite nonempty set, and let 0 ^ O C p ' ( M ) x p ' (M) 
with M f | 0 = 0, where p'(M) denotes the set of all nonempty subsets of M. The 
elements of O are called operating units and for an operating unit u = (a. ¡3) G O, 
a and /3 are called the input-set and output-set of u, respectively. Pair (M, O) is 
defined to be a process graph. The set of vertices of this graph is M |J O, and the 
set of arcs is A = U A2 with Ax = { (X, Y) :Y = (a, (3) eO and X G a } and 
A2 = { ( y , X ) : Y = {a,/3) G O and X 6 /3}. If there exist vertices X1,X2,...,Xn, 
such that ( X i , X 2 ) , (X2,X3),..., (Xn_i, Xn) are arcs of process graph (M, O), then 
[Xi, X„] is defined to be a path from vertex Xi to vertex Xn. 
Let process graphs (TO, O) and (M, O) be given, (to, o) is defined to be a subgraph 
of (M, 0), if TO C M and o C O. 
Let us now consider a process design problem in which the nonempty set of 
desired products is P C M, the set of raw materials is RC M, and the nonempty set 
of available operating units is O C p'{M) x p'(M). Let us suppose that P f | i i = 0 
and M|~| 0 = 0- Then, process graph ( M , 0 ) contains the interconnections among 
the operating units of O. 
On the other hand, let us observe that each feasible process, producing the 
given set P of products from the given set R of raw materials using operating 
units from O, corresponds to a subgraph of ( M , 0 ) . It can be visualised as the 
structure of the considered process. By appropriately examining the corresponding 
subgraphs of (M tO), therefore, we can determine an optimal process in principle. 
Since (P, R, O) describes the considered process design problem in structural point 
of view, this triplet is called the structural model of PNS. 
If we do not consider further constraints such as material balance, then the 
subgraphs of ( M , 0 ) which can be assigned to a feasible process have common 
combinatorial properties. They are studied in [3] and their description is given by 
the following definition. 
Definition 2. Subgraph (TO, O) of (M, O) is called a solution-structure of (P, R, O) 
if the following properties are satisfied. 
(51) P C m, 
(52) VX G TO, X G R <=> no (Y, X) arc in the process graph (TO, O), 
(53) VFo 6 o , 3 path [Y0, Yn] with Yn G P, 
(54) VX G TO, 3(a,(3) G o such that X ea{j/3. 
Let us denote the set of solution-structures of (P, R, O) by 5(P, R, O). Now we 
are ready to define a simple subclass of PNS-problems. 
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3 PNS-problems with weights 
Let us consider PNS-problems in which each operating unit has a weight. We are 
to find a feasible process with the minimal weight where by weight of a process we 
mean the sum of the weights of the operating units belonging to the process under 
consideration. Each feasible process in such a class of PNS-problems is determined 
uniquely from the corresponding solution- structure and vice versa. Thus, the above 
problem can be formalized as follows: 
PNS-problem with weigths 
Let a structural model of PNS-problem (P, R, O) be given. Moreover, let w be 
a real-valued function defined on O, the weight function. The basic model is then 
mm{J2w(u) •{m,o).e S{P,R,0)}. 
u£o 
We refer to the problem defined above as a PNSw-problem\ we denote the class of 
such problems by PNS™. In what follows, we define a subclass of PNS™, which is 
.equivalent to the class of the classical set covering problems. 
Let us denote by PNSu,i the subclass of PNSW for which a problem from PNS№ 
given by ( P , R , 0 ) and w is contained in PNSu,i if and only if O C p'(R) x p'(P). 
The visual meaning of this subclass can be given as follows: 
It contains such process design problems in which the operating units use only 
the raw materials as inputs and yield only the desired materials as outputs; more-
over, they perform in parallel. (We note that the performance in paralell.way yields 
a difficult scheduling in the general case.) 
Now let us consider an arbitrary PNSwi-problem, given by ( P , R , 0 ) and w. 
Let O = { w i , . . . , u n } and Uj = (ctj,Pj) € p'(R) X p'{P), j — 1,... ,n. Then, it 
is easy to see that this PNSu,i-problem is equivalent to the set covering problem 
determined by the set P, the system of its subsets, Pj, j = 1 •,..., n, and the weights, 
w'(/3j) =w(uj), j = l,...,n. 
Conversely, let us consider an arbitrary set covering problem. Let it be given 
by the set P, the system of its subsets, Pj, j = 1,.... ,n, and the weights, w'(Pj), 
j = 1 , . . . ,n. Now let R be an arbitrary nonempty finite set with P f ) R = 0. Fur-
thermore, let Uj = (R, Pj), j = 1,... ,n, O = { u i , . . . , u„ } . If we define the function 
w on O by w(uj) = w'(pj), j = 1, . . . ,n, then the PNS,„i-problem determined by 
(P, R, 0) and ui is equivalent to the set covering problem under consideration. 
The above observations gives rise to the following statement. 
Theorem. The class PNSwi ¿5 equivalent to the class of the set covering problems. 
Obviously, if a PNStui-problem is equipped with the condition that each desired 
product can be produced by at most one operating unit in each solution-structure, 
then we can construct an equivalent set partitioning problem and vice versa. Since 
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both the set covering and set partitioning problems are well-known to be NP-
complete, the PNS „,1-problem must be NP-complete. This leads immediately to 
the next corollary. 
Corollary. The PNS-problem is NP-hard. 
Let us observe that in a PNS^j-problem the set of materials is divided into two 
disjoint sets P and R, and each operating unit has a nonempty subset of R as inputs 
and a nonempty subset of P as outputs. Generalizing this feature, we can define 
a further subclass of PNSw-problems. Specifically, let k > 1 be an arbitrary fixed 
integer in order for us to consider the problems in which M = Mi ( J . . . (J Mfc+i 
where the sets M i , . . . , Mf.+i are pairwise disjoint nonempty sets. Furthermore, let 
o = Oi U • • • U Ok with Oi C p ' (Mi U-.-UMi) X p'(Mi+1), i = 1 , . . . , k. Let us 
call such a PNStu-problem a PNSwk-problem. It is of interest to know if there an 
equivalent known optimization problem exists. 
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Steiner Minimum Trees for Equidistant Points on 
Two Sides of an Angle* 
Rainer E. Burkard t Tibor Dudäs t 
Abstract 
In this paper we deal with the Steiner minimum tree problem for a spe-
cial type of point sets. These sets consist of the vertex of an angle 2a and 
equidistant points lying on the two sides of this angle. 
1 Introduction 
Jarnik and Kössler (1934) formulated the following problem: Determine the short-
est tree which connects n given points in the plane. Seven years later, Courant and 
Robbins (1941) describe this problem in their classical book "What is Mathemat-
ics?" and contribute this problem for n = 3 to J. Steiner, though Torricelli and 
Cavalieri gave solutions for the triangle already in 1640. For an account on the 
history of this problem see Hwang, Richards and Winter (1992). Since Courant 
and Robbins this problem is called Steiner Minimum Tree (SMT) Problem. 
For an arbitrary point set X in the plane with .|X| = n the problem is quite 
difficult. Until Melzak (1961) it was not even known that it is finitely solvable. 
Garey, Graham and Johnson (1977) proved that the Steiner minimum tree prob-
lem is .VP-hard. This means that unless V = ÁÍV there does not exist a polynomial 
(and efficient) algorithm which solves this problem. Therefore a considerable in-
terest arose in studying special point sets X for which an SMT can be found in 
polynomial time. The first special point sets considered were ladders, see Chung 
and Graham (1978) and the recent correction by Burkard, Dudás and Maier (1994). 
Other special point sets include zigzag lines (Du, Hwang and Weng, 1983), checker-
boards (Chung, Gardner and Graham, 1989), Chinese checkerboards (Hwang and 
Du, 1991), bar waves (Du and. Hwang, 1987), sets of four points (Du, Hwang, Song 
and Weng), regular polygons (Du, Hwang and Weng, 1987) and points on a circle 
(Du, Hwang and Chao, 1985). 
In this article we contribute a new special case : triangle ladders, where the given 
points consist of the vertex of an angle 2a and further points lying equidistantly 
•This research has been partially supported by the Spezialforschungsbereich F 003 "Opti-
mierung und Kontrolié" / Projektbereich Diskrete Optimierung. 
*TU Graz, Institut für Mathematik B, Steyrergasse 30, A-8010 Graz, Austria 
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on the two sides of this angle. We shall determine the structure of an SMT in 
dependence of the angle a. 
2 Definitions and preliminaries 
Let X be a point set in the plane consisting of n points (|A'| = n). If we connect 
these points just by straight lines whose total length is minimum, we get a minimum 
spanning tree (MST). For n points, such an MST can be determined in 0(n logn) 
steps (see e. g. Edelsbrunner, 1987) by using arguments from computational geom-
etry like Delaunay triangulations. Thus an MST problem is a well solvable problem. 
But in general a minimum spanning tree is not a Steiner minimum tree. Consider 
an equilateral triangle with side lengths a. A minimum spanning tree consists of 
any two sides and has length 2a. If we introduce, however, a new point S in the 
center of this triangle and connect this new point with all three vertices, we get 
an SMT of length ay/3, see Figure 1. So, by inserting new points, the so-called 
Steiner points, the total length of a connection of the given (regular) points can be 
decreased. 
Figure 1. A minimum spanning tree a) and a Steiner minimum tree b) for the 
vertices A,B,C of an equilateral triangle 
In the following we denote a minimum spanning tree for the point set X by 
M*{X) and a Steiner minimum tree by S*{X). An edge of a tree is denoted by 
e = (A, B), where A and B are the incident vertices. If A and B are connected 
by an edge, we say, A and B are adjacent. The length of an edge e = (A , B) is 
the Euclidean distance d(A,B) of the points A and B. The length of a tree T 
is the sum of the lengths of the edges in T and it is denoted by l(T). The next 
lemmas summarize some important facts about Steiner minimum trees, for the 
simple proofs see e. g. Hwang, Richards and Winter (1992). 
Lemma 2.1 (a) In any Steiner point of S*(X), exactly three edges meet in an 
angle of exactly 120°. 
(b) The angle of two edges that meet in a common regular point of S*(X) is at 
least 120°. 
(c) S*(X) has at most n — 2 Steiner points. 
C C 
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The last statement motivates the following definition: 
Definition 2.2 S*(X) is a full Steiner minimum tree (FSMT) if S*(X) contains 
exactly n — 2 Steiner points. 
Moreover, Steiner points cannot lie anywhere: 
Lemma 2.3 For any X the SMT S*(X) lies within the convex hull of X. 
In the following we shall use the notation of a clockwise path of an edge e in 
S*(X). The clockwise path of e is the path starting with e and turning clockwise 
whenever possible. For example in the SMT of Figure lb the clockwise path of the 
edge (A, S) continues with the edge (S, B) Similarly, we can define the counter-
clockwise path of e. Note that both types of paths can end only in regular points. 
3 A new special type of points sets 
In order to facilitate the description of point sets we consider a fixed coordinate sys-
tem in the plane. We describe the position of points with respect to this coordinate 
system. 
Definition 3.1 For any fixed n £ IN and angle a with 0° < a < 90° the 
point set = {I,Ai,...,An,Bi,...,Bn} is called triangle ladder if I = (0,0), 
Ai = (—¿sin a, — icosa) and Bi = (i sin a, —i cos a) (i = l , . . . ,n) (see Figure 2). 
Moreover, T° = L" \ {/} is the triangle ladder without I. 
Note that a triangle ladder consists of the vertex I of an angle and points lying 
equidistantly on the two sides of the angle 2a. The points An and Bn of L" are 
called terminal points. 
I 
Figure 2. Triangle ladder L% 
Lemma 3.2 For all n and a a terminal point in S*(L") has exactly one incident 
edge. 
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Proof. It is trivial that at least one edge is incident to An. Because of Lemma 2.1(b) 
at most three edges are incident to An. Suppose that two or three edges meet in 
An. Let /3 denote the angle between any two edges. It follows from Lemma 2.3 
that (3 < LBnAnI = 90° - a < 90° because the convex hull of L% is the triangle 
IAnBn. But this contradicts Lemma 2.1(b). So just one edge is incident to An and 
Bn- • 
Lemma 3.3 In S*(L£) no edge has a length exceeding 1. 
Proof. Suppose that S*(L%) has an edge e whose length is greater than 1. Deleting 
the edge e from S*(L%) we get two connected components which can be reconnected 
by some edge on the sides of the angle, i. e. by an edge of length 1. The total 
length of S*(L") decreases by this operation, a contradiction to the optimality of 
s*(K). -
Corollary 3.4 If n > 2 and a terminal point is in S*(L") adjacent to a Steiner 
point, then this Steiner point lies within the trapezoid AnBnBn-iAn- \. 
Lemma 3.5 (Ai,B{) (i = l,...,n) cannot be an edge of S*(L"). 
Proof. Suppose that (Ai,Bi) is an edge of 5* ( I£ ) for any i: It follows from 
Lemma 2.3 that there is an other edge e of S*(L") incident with At or B{ which 
lies within the triangle IAiBi. But the angle formed by e and (Ai, Bi) is less or 
equal than 90° - a < 120°, a contradiction to Lemma 2.1! • 
Let us next consider the path P = AnX\...XkBn in S*(L%) which begins in the 
terminal point An and ends in the terminal point Bn. We get 
Lemma 3.6 P is à clockwise path of (An,X\). 
Proof. If P is not a clockwise path of (An , X i ) , then the clockwise path of (An,Xi) 
can nowhere end, a contradiction. • 
The following two lemmas describe simple conditions for Steiner minimum trees 
on nested sets. 
Lemma 3.7 Let X and Y be two sets of points in the plane with X C Y. Then 
l{S*{X))<l(S*(Y)). 
Proof. S*(Y). connects the point set X, because X C Y. So the above inequality 
follows from the definition of the SMT. • 
Lemma 3.8 Let X and Y be two sets of points in the plane with X C Y. Suppose 
that all y £ Y fulfills one of the following two conditions : 
(i) y ex, 
(ii) y lies on an edge of a fixed S*(X). 
Then S*(X) is an SMT for Y. 
Proof. Clearly, S*(X) connects the points o f Y . Because of Lemma 3.7 l(S*(X)) < 
l(S*(Y)). But it means that S*(X) is an SMT for Y. • 
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4 The case a > 60° 
In this section we will deal with triangle ladders , where a > 60°. The following 
theorems describe the simple solution in this case. 
Theorem 4.1 If a > 60°, then the MST M*(L%) for L" which consists of the 
edges (I,A1),(I,B1),{Ai,Ai+1),{Bi,Bi+l){i = l,...,n-l)iaan SMT for . 
Proof. Let us consider the triangle T = IAnBn. Clearly, LAnIBn = 2a > 120°. 
It follows from Lemma 2.1 that the Steiner minimum tree for the triangle T cannot 
have any Steiner point. Thus the SMT for T is an MST with the edges (I, An) 
and (I,Bn). Hence, l(M*(T)) = d(I,An) + d(I,Bn) = d(I,Ai) + d(Ax,A2) -I-... + 
d(i4„_i, An) + d(I, Bi) + d{Bi, B2) + ... + d(Bn-ltBn) = 1{M*{L%)). It is obvious 
that T c L " . So Lemma 3.8 yields that the SMT for T is an SMT for L". m 
Theorem 4.2 M*(T°) which consists of the edges (Ai, Si), (Ai, Ai+i), (B{, Bi+i) 
{i = 1, ...,72 — 1) is an SMT for T™ . 
Proof. Let us consider the trapezoid T = A\AnBnB\. It can be proved by el-
ementary geometry and by Lemma 2.1 that S*(T) does not contain any Steiner 
point, so M*(T) is an SMT for T. Clearly, 1{M*{T)) = 1{M*{T%)) and T C 
so Lemma 3.8 implies the statement. • 
5 The case 30° < a < 60° 
In this section we examine the structure of the SMT for where 30° < a < 60°. 
We assume in the whole section that a fulfills the previous inequality. 
4 
Lemma 5.1 If a Steiner point is adjacent to a terminal point in S*(L%), then 
there is a path between the terminal points which contains only Steiner points. 
Proof. Suppose that in S*(L") the Steiner point 51 is adjacent to An. It follows 
from Corollary 3.4 that Si lies within the trapezoid A n B n B n - i A n ^ i . If Si is 
adjacent to Bn, then we are ready. Therefore, let us suppose that Si is adjacent to 
an other Steiner point S2. Because LSiAnBn < 9 0 ° - a < 60° and /A n SiS 2 = 120° 
the slope of the edge (Si, S2) is negative (see Figure 3). 
An-i Bn-I 
Figure 3 
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If S2 is adjacent to Bn, then we are ready, otherwise we can continue the previous 
idea. So, we get Steiner points Si,...,Sk and Sk is finally adjacent to Bn. m 
Lemma 5.2 If a Steiner point S\ is adjacent to a terminal point in S*(Lthen 
Si is adjacent to the other terminal point. 
Proof. Assume that Si is adjacent to An. It follows from Lemma 5.1 that there 
exist Steiner points Si,...,Sk such that the edges (Si,S{+1) (i = 1,..., /c — 1) and 
(Sk,Bn) are edges of S*(L"). Let us consider the polygon P = AnSi...SkBn. 
It follows from Lemma 3.6 that P is a convex polygon. Let 7 be the sum of 
the angles of P. Because P is a (k + 2)-gon 7 = £180°. On the other hand 
7 = fcl20° + ¿BnAnSi + lSkBnAn < (k+ 1)120°. It follows that fc60° < 120°, and 
so k < 2. This inequality implies k = 1. It means that on the path from A.n to Bn 
the only Steiner point is Si. ' • 
Lemma 5.3 ïf n > 2, then in S*(L") a terminal point is not adjacent to any 
Steiner point. 
Proof. Because of Corollary 3.4 it is to show that a terminal point is not adjacent to 
a Steiner point which lies within the trapezoid An BnB 71—1 sin — 1. Assume that An 
is adjacent to the Steiner point S1 which lies in A n B n B n _ iA n ^i . Lemma 5.2 yields 
that Si is adjacent to Bn. It is easy to see that d{An,Bn) > 2, because a > 30° 
and n > 1. Clearly, d{An,Si) + d(Si,Bn) > d(An,Bn) > 2. But this means that 
at least one of the edges [An, Si), (Si,Bn) is longer than 1, a contradiction to 
Lemma 3.3. • 
Theorem 5.4 Let H denotes the triangle IAxBi. 5*(L°) is the union of the tree 
S*{H) and the edges (Ai,Ai+1), (Bi,Bi+i) (i = 1 ,...,n - 1). For n=l,2,... the 
length of 5*(L^) is given by l(S*{L%)) = 2(n - 1) + cos a + v^sina. 
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on n. 
If n = 1, then clearly S*(L®)=S*(H) and it can be proved by elementary 
geometry that l(S*{H)) = cos a + -\/3sina. 
Suppose now that for n — 1 the theorem is true. Let us consider Lemma 5.3 
implies that the terminal point An is adjacent to An-1, because 1 is the nearest 
regular point to An. Similarly, Bn is adjacent to B n _ i . It follows from the induction 
assumption that S*(L") is in fact the union of the tree S*(H) and the edges 
d(Bn,Bn-1) = 2(n - 2) + cos a + \/3sina + 2 = 2(n - 1) + cos a + V 3 s i n a . • 
In Figure 4 we present the SMT for Ll°° • 
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I 
Figure 4. Lf° and its SMT 
Let us -now consider . If we rotate all points by 135°, then we get the 
nonnegative, integer points 0,1,2 , . . . ,n lying on the x and y axis. This is an in-
teresting special case and the length of the SMT for this points set is given by 
2 ( n - l ) + ^ ( v / 3 + l) . 
Theorem 5.5 M*(T£) which consists of the edges (A\,Bi),(Ai,Ai+i),(Bi,Bi+i) 
(i = 1, , . , n - 1) is an SMT for T". The length of S*{T%) is given by l(S*(T%)) = 
2 n - 1. 
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on n. 
If n = 1, the statements are trivial. 
Suppose that the theorem is true for n — 1 where n > 1. Because of Lemma 5.3 
An is adjacent to An-1 and Bn is adjacent to Bn-\ in S*(T°). The rest of the 
proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.4. • 
6 The case a < 30° 
In this section we present results for the case a < 30°. We show all solutions for 
a > 14.478° and outline the general stucture of solutions for smaller angles. 
Suppose that n > 2 and (A n , Si) is an edge of S*(L%). Because of Corollary 3.4 
Si lies within the trapezoid AnBnBn_i An-i. Consider the clockwise path P of 
(J4„,SI). Let P = AnSiXi...Xk, where X j denotes a regular point or a Steiner 
point (1 < j < k). 
Case 1. LBnAnSi < 60° 
The edge on P leaving Si has a negative slope, and it can be proved (see 
Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 5.2) that (S\,Bn) is an edge of S*(L°). 
Case 2. LBnAnSi > 60° 
a) Suppose that X{ B„_ i for 1 < % < k. Then it follows from Lemma 3.3 that 
X i a Steiner point. It is easy to check that the edge on P leaving Xi has a negative 
slope. But then Xk = Bn and are Steiner points. We show that k = 2. 
Consider the polygon AnS\Xi...Xk~\Bn and let 7 denote the sum of its angles. 
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Clearly, 7 = £180°. On the other hand 7 = ¿120° + ¿BnAnSx + ¿Xk^1BnAn < 
fcl20° + 180°. Hence, fc60° < 180°, and so k < 3. This last inequality implies k < 2 
and it is trivial that k ^ 1. 
b) Suppose that there exists an index i with 1 < i < k such that X^ = BN~ X. In 
this case (BN ,BN -\ ) is an edge of S*(L°): if BN is adjacent to a Steiner point S2, 
then the counterclockwise path of (BN ,S2) can nowhere end, a contradiction. The 
fact that (B„ ,B n _ i ) is an edge of S*(L£) and Lemma 2.1 imply / > 2, so X\ is a 
Steiner point. As above, the edge on P leaving XI has a negative slope. But then 
i — k — 1 (X K - I = BN-I), XK = BN and XI, ...,XK-I are Steiner points. Similarly 
as above, it can be proved that k = 3, so Xi — 5 „ _ 1 and = BN. 
Concluding these results, we show in Figure 5 and in Figure 6 the possibilities 
of subgraphs of S*(L%), which contain the terminal points. There are four cases. 
The subgraph T\ contains the edges (An , A„_ i ) and (Bn,Bn-1). In Ti the terminal 
points are adjacent to a common Steiner point. The subgraph T3 contains the edge 
(Bn,Bn-1) and the clockwise path from An to Bn-\ with two Steiner points. In 
T4 the terminal points are adjacent to different Steiner points Si, S2 and Si is 
adjacent to Si- Note that there is a fifth case, namely if (An, A„_ 1) is an edge and 
there is clockwise path from Bn to A„_i with two Steiner points. But because of 
symmetry this case is similar to T3. 
A Bn A 
Figure 5. The subgraphs 7\ (left) and T2 (right) 
A Bn A 
Figure 6. The subgraphs T3 (left) and T4 (right) 
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In the following we shall need two results which can easily be derived by ele-
mentary geometry. 
(i) Consider any quadrangle ABCD with ¿CDA = ¿BCD = 120°. If 
d(A,D) = d(B,C) = d(C,D) = 1, we get d{A,B) = 2. Therefore, if d(A,B) > 2, 
then at least one of the distances d(A, D), d(B, C), d(C, D) is greater than 1. 
(ii) Consider the trapezoid A n B n B n - i A n - \ . It is easy to see that 
d(An-\,Bn-1) = 2 (n - 1) sin a. By the cosine law we get 
d{An,Bn-1) = \Jl + A(n- l)2 sin2 a - 4(n - 1) sinacos(90° + a) = 
The next theorem tells us, when the terminal points in 5*(L") are adjacent to 
A n - i and B n - i . 
Theorem 6.1 Let 
If n > Na, then (An,An-i) and (Bn,Bn-i) are edges of S*(L"). 
Proof . Let n > Na. We will show that S*(L") cannot contain the subtrees T2, T3 
and T4. 
The condition n > guarantees that d(An,Bn) = 2nsina > 2. If T2 
occurs, then due to the triangle inequality at least one of the edges (An, Si) or 
(Si,Bn) must be longer than 1. This is impossible due to Lemma 3.3. If T4 occurs, 
we note first that the angles in Si and S2 are 120°, since Si and S2 are Steiner 
points. Therefore by (i), one of the edges (A„ ,5 i ) , (Si,S2) or (5 2 , f i „ ) is longer 
y i + ^ v + i 
than 1, which again is impossible. The condition n > — guarantees that 
d(An,Bn-1) > 2 (insert this expression in (1)). An analogue argument as above 
using (i) and Lemma 3.3 shows that T3 cannot occur. • 
Corollary 6.2 Let na = {Na}. For any n > na the edges 
i,An, An-1 ), •••, {Ana+i,Ana) and (Bn,Bn-i),..., (Bna+i,Bna) are edges ofS*(L£). 
It is easy to see that 
( 1 ) 
(3) 
and 
1 if sin a < \ (a < 14.478°), sin a ' 
Na (4) 
otherwise. 
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The previous corollary has the following consequence. If we fix a, we compute at 
first the number na. If n > na, then the construction of the SMT S*(L") is divided ~ 
into two parts. First, we must construct the SMT S*(L£q) which we call the upper 
component. Then we have to connect the points Ana+i,..., An,Bna+i,..., Bn by 
the edges described in Corollary 6.2 to the upper component S*(L° ). 
Now we want to apply the above procedure for angles, which yield na = 2. To 
do this, we have to determine S*(L2) for any a. 
We know already S*(L%) for a > 30°. Let us suppose a < 30°. Then M*(L%) 
contains the edge (Ai,B\). But Lemma 3.5 tells us that this M*(L2) cannot be an 
SMT. Thus S*(L%) has at least one Steiner point. Suppose that S*(L%) has one 
Steiner point. It can easily be seen that in this case the Steiner point Si is adjacent 
to the points I, Ai and B\ (use Lemma 2.1). Let T.} denote the tree which consists 
of the edges (A2,AX), (B2,Bi), (Ai,Si) , ( # i , S i ) and (Si, I). The structure of T2J 
can be seen in Figure 4. The length of T2 is 2 + i/3 sin a + cos a. 
If S*(L2) has 3 Steiner points (it is a full tree), then it is unique up to reflection. 
This tree is denoted by T2 and shown in Figure 7. The length of T2 is given by 
As last case there remains the possibility that S*(L2) has two Steiner points 
(Si and S2)-
(a) Si is adjacent to I, Ai, Bi and S2 to A\, A2, B2. This is impossible, because 
Z S 1 A 1 S 2 < 120° . 
(b) Si is adjacent to Ai, S2, A2 and S2 to B\, B2, Sx. Then S*(L2) contains 
the edge (Ai, I) or (B\, I). It can be verified that the length of this tree is greater 
than the length of T2 or T2, a contradiction. 
(c) Si is adjacent to Ax, S2, Bi and S2 to A2, B2, S\. Then S*(L2) contains 
the edge (Ai, I) or (Bi, I) and in at least one of these cases we get an angle which 
is less than 120° , a contradiction. (If we choose the other case, we cannot get an 
SMT, because the two possible trees have the same length.) 
Concluding these observations, we have 
Theorem 6.3 S*(L2) is of one of the following types (see Figure 8). 
Type a) is optimal for a > 60°, Type b) is optimal for 17.344° < a < 60° and 
Type c) is optimal for a < 17.344°. 
A2 B2 
Figure 7. L2 and the tree T22 
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AÂ 
Figure 8. The three types (a,b,c) of SMTs for 
Note that Type c) is a full SMT. 
Moreover, one can prove by a rather time consuming distinction of cases that 
for all a with sin a > S*(L3) contains the edges (A3,A2) and (B3,B2). On the 
other hand if a fulfills the above inequality, Na < 4 holds. Hence, na = 3. This 
means that we know the SMTs for L" for all n and for all a with sin a > \ (see 
Corollary 6.2). 
For smaller angles an explicit analysis is complicated due to the many possible 
cases. We have seen that the tree T2 is an FSMT. But for example if a = 10°, the 
SMT S*(L%) is not an FSMT, it has only 4 Steiner points. The structure of the 
SMT for Llf can be seen in Figure 9. 
A principal solution method for smaller angles consists in determining the cor-
responding na, then the determination of an SMT for L®a which is finally comple-
mented by edges on the sides of the angle. The determination of S*(L"a ) can be 
done by a general purpose Steiner tree algorithm, see e. g. Cockayne and Hewgill 
(1992). This method is well applicable for sets of up to 100 regular points. In our 
case it means that by this method problems with a > 1.17° can be tackled. 
I 
Figure 9. The structure of the SMT for Lf° 
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